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Abbreviations''∆flv4! a!deletion!mutant!of!the!flv492!operon!ADC! analoguePdigital!converter!ADP! adenosine!diphosphate!APC! allophycocyanin!ATP! adenosine!triphosphate!CFD! constant!fraction!discriminator!Car! carotenoid!!Chl! chorophyll!CPPC! phycocyanin!Cyt!b6f!! Cytochrome!b6f!DAS!! decayPassociated!spectrum/spectra!Ddx! diadinoxanthin!Dtx! diatoxanthin!EET!! excitation!energy!transfer!Fo! fluorescence!yield!measured!with!all!reaction!centers!open!Fm! fluorescence!yield!measured!with!all!reaction!centers!closed!!Fv/Fm! ratio!of!variable!fluorescence!to!maximal!fluorescence!of!darkPadapted!sample!with!variable!fluorescence!being!defined!as!FmPFo!
iv"!
Fm'! maximum!fluorescence!yield,!measured!in!the!presence!of!high!light!with!all!reaction!centers!closed!Ft! the!initial!(minimal)!level!of!fluorescence!in!the!presence!of!high!light!FCP! fucoxanthinPchlorophyll!a/c1,2!protein!FCPa! trimeric!fucoxanthinPchlorophyll!protein!complex!A!FCPb! oligomeric!fucoxanthinPchlorophyll!protein!complex!B!fx! fucoxanthin!fxblue! bluePabsorbing!fucoxanthin!fxred! redPabsorbing!fucoxanthin!FWHM! the!fullPwidth!at!halfPmaximum!HL! high!light!irradiance!ICT! intramolecular!charge!transfer!IRF! instrument!response!function!HPLC! highPperformance!liquid!chromatography!LHC! lightPharvesting!complex!LHCI!! lightPharvesting!complex!I!!LHCII!! lightPharvesting!complex!II!!LL! low!light!irradiance'MCP!! microchannel!plate!photomultiplier!ML! medium!light!irradiance!
v"!
NADP+!! nicotinamide!adenine!dinucleotide!phosphate!(oxidized!form)!!NADPH! nicotinamide!adenine!dinucleotide!phosphate!(reduced!form)!NPQ! nonPphotochemical!quenching!OCP! Orange!Carotenoid!Protein!OD! optical!density!OE! an!overexpression!mutant!of!the!flv492!operon!PQ!! plastoquinon!PQH2! plastoquinol!PC! plastocyanin!PBS! phycobilisome!PS! photosystem!PSU! photosynthetic!unit!PSI! photosystem!I!PSIPLHCI! photosystem!I!P!Light!Harvesting!Complex!I!supercomplex!PSII! photosystem!II!qE! the!energyPdependent!quenching!qI! the!photoinhibitory!quenching!qT! the!statePtransition!quenching!
vi"!




















Figure! 1.1.! Simplified) model) of) the) light4dependent) reactions) of) oxygenic)
photosynthesis,) with) the) four) main) complexes) PSII,) Cyt) b6f,) PSI) and) ATP) synthase.)



























This! thesis! is! devoted! to! the! study! of! various! adaptation! strategies! in! the!diatom! Cyclotella) menegniana,! hereafter! C.) menegniana,! and! the! cyanobacterium!
Synechocystis) sp.)PCC)6803)hereafter! Synechocystis.! Both! of! them,! living! in! turbulent!waters,!are!naturally!exposed!to!fluctuating!light!regimes.!
1.2!Absorption!and!fluorescence!Chls!and!other!photosynthetic!pigments!absorb!mainly!visible!and!nearNinfrared!light,!roughly!corresponding!to!the!350–1000!nm!wavelength!region!of!the!electromagnetic!spectrum.!The!energy!E!of!a!photon!is!expressed!by)E)=)h)·)ν!=!!!·!!! ,!where!h!is!Planck’s!constant,!c!the!speed!of!light,!ν!the!spectral!frequency!and!λ!the!wavelength.!Electromagnetic! energy! can! be! absorbed! because! electrons! can! switch! to! a! higher!energy!level.!For!this!to!happen,!the!energy!of!the!photon,!hν,!must!match!the!energy!gap!between!the!ground!state!and!the!excited!state.!Absorption!of!a!photon!leads!to!a!transition!from!the!singlet!ground!state!(S0)!to!an!excited!state.!Electrons!can!only!be!excited!into!a!singlet!state!(S1,!S2,!Sn)!(Figure!1.2).!The!transition!between!singlet!and!triplet!states!is!“forbidden”,!because!this!implies!switching!of!the!orientation!of!!!
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electron! spin! during! the! transition,! which! is! unlikely.! After! a! molecule! has! been!excited,!fast!(≈!10−12!s)!relaxation!to!the!first!excited!singlet!state!(S1)!takes!place!via!a!process!called!internal!conversion.!From!there,!the!pigment!can!relax!from!S1!back!to!S0!through!emission!of!a!photon!(fluorescence).!Because!of!this!kinetics,!fluorescence!spectra!are!typically!independent!of!excitation!wavelength!This!observation!is!known!as!Kasha's!rule!(Kasha,!1950).!The!synonymous!term!“mirror!image!rule”!refers!to!the!emission!spectrum!usually!being!a!redNshifted!mirror!image!of!the!S0!→!S1!absorption.!However,! there! are! many! exceptions! to! this! rule.! For! example,! molecules! such! as!carotenoids!(Cars)!emit! from!their!S2!state,!since! the!S1!→!S0! transition! is!symmetry!forbidden!whereas!the!S2!→!S0!transition!is!strongly!allowed.!Besides!fluorescence,!the!energy!of!the!excited!state!can!be!deactivated!nonNradiatively!via!internal!conversion!or! through! the! formation! of! a! triplet! state! (T)! by! spinNorbit! coupling! (intersystem!crossing)! (Figure! 1.2),! followed! by! relaxation! to! the! ground! state! without! or! with!(phosphorence)!emission!of!light.!!Due!to!a!proper!arrangement!of!pigments!in!the!pigmentNprotein!complexes,!the! excitation! energy! can! be! transferred! through! the! pigment! network,! via! dipoleNdipole!interactions!(Förster,!1955),!until!it!finally!reaches!the!RC.!In!the!RC!the!energy!is!trapped!and!used!to!drive!photochemistry!(Figure!1.2).!However,!under!excess!light!conditions!more!excitation!energy!is!absorbed!than!can!be!utilized!for!photosynthesis.!This!would! lead! to! longer! lifetimes! of! Chl! singlet! excited! states! (1Chl*)! and! thus! an!increased! probability! for! the! formation! of! triplet! excited! states! (3Chl*)(Vass! et! al.,!1992).!Chl! triplet!states! in! turn!are!responsible! for! the!generation!of!highly!reactive!singlet!oxygen!(1O2*).! It!can!oxidate!pigments,! lipids!and!nucleic!acids!(Asada,!1996;!Long! et! al.,! 1994).! However,! in! photosynthetic! organisms!most! of! the! excitedNstate!energy! in! such! conditions! is! safely! dissipated! as! heat! through! nonNphotochemical!quenching!(Figure!1.2),!so!the!formation!of!triplets!is!usually!minimized!(see!sections!1.3.3!and!1.5).!!The!amount!of!absorbed! light! is!given!by! law!of!LambertNBeer!according! to!
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1.3!Photosynthetic!pigments!!There! are! three!basic! classes! of! photosynthetic! pigments:! chlorophylls,! carotenoids,!and!phycobilins.! All! these! pigments! have! multiple! important! functions! in!photosynthetic!membrane,!such!as!absorption!of!light,!efficient!energy!transfer!to!the!RCs,! stabilization! of! the! photosynthetic!apparatus! as! well! as! the! protection! against!excessive! light.! In! this! section! pigments! present! in! the!C.)meneghiniana! diatom! and!
Synechosystis!cyanobacteria!are!described.!
1.3.1$Chlorophylls$Chlorophyll! is! a! cyclic! tetrapyrrole! with! a! central! metal! ion! (Mg2+),! carrying! a!characteristic! isocyclic! fiveNmembered! ring.! The! five! rings! common! to! all! Chls! are!conventionally! designated!with! characters!A! through!E! (Figure! 1.3).! By! convention,!the!molecular!yNaxis!of!all!Chls!is!defined!as!passing!through!the!N!atoms!of!the!A!and!C!rings,!while!the!xNaxis!passes!through!the!N!atoms!of!rings!B!and!D.!Most!of!the!Chls!have!the!ring!D!reduced.!Chls!show!two!main!characteristic!absorption!bands! in!the!visible! region,! which! are! called! Soret! (B)! and! Q! bands! (Figure! 1.2).! The! structural!asymmetry! in! Chls! causes! a! further! splitting! of! these! two! bands! into! x! and! y!components! (Thomas! et! al.,! 1990).! The! Qx! transition! dipole! moment! is! oriented!perpendicular!to!the!Qy!dipole!moment!and!the!former!has!a!lower!oscillator!strength.!The!Soret!band!at!higher!energy!has!the!strongest!transition!in!the!visible!part!of!the!light!spectrum!(Figure!1.2,!Figure!1.3).!!The!most!important!Chl!on!the!planet!is!Chl!a.!It!can!be!found!in!all!plants,!algae!and!cyanobacteria,!which!photosynthesize.!Chl!a!also!possesses!a!long!hydrophobic!phytol!chain! (Figure! 1.3),! which! facilitates! binding! in! the! hydrophobic! inside! of! the! lightNharvesting!proteins.!A!simplified!energy!level!scheme!of!Chl!a! is!shown!in!Figure!1.2!(Weiss,!1972).!As!mentioned!before,!Chl!a!in!RCs!acts!as!primary!electron!donor!in!the!electron! transport! chain.! While! this! function! is! unique! for! Chl! a) in! oxygenic!photosynthetic! organisms,! all! Chls! can! act! as! lightNharvesting! pigments.! In!cyanobacteria,! Chl! a! is! the! only! type! of! Chl! present.! In! case! of! diatoms! and! other!brownNcolored!algae,!the!second!Chl!species!present!is!Chl!c.!The!structure!of!Chl)c!is!shown! in! Figure! 1.3:! it! lacks! the! phytol! chain! and! also! does! not! have! the! ring! D!reduced,! explaining! relatively! weak! Qy! transition! and! strong! Soret! band.! The! Chl! c!absorption!spectrum!is!shifted!as!compared!to!that!of!Chl!a,!which!helps!to! increase!the! light! absorption! of! the! diatom! antenna! in! the! 450N470! nm! region! (Figure! 1.3).!There! are! several! structural! variations! of! Chl! c! (Chl! c1,! Chl! c2,! Figure! 1.3).! In! the!
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diatom!antenna,! Chl! c2! is! present! (Durnford! et! al.,! 1996).! Chl) c2) transfers! excitation!energy!to!Chl!a!on!a!60!fs!time!scale!(Songaila!et!al.,!2013).!
1.3.2$Phycobilins$In! cyanobacteria,! the! major! lightNharvesting! pigments,! phycobilins,! are! linear!tetrapyrroles! that! do! not! have! an! associated! metal! (Glazer,! 1985).! The! two! main!classes! of! phycobilins! are! phycoerythrobilins,! phycocyanobilins.! Bilins! are! the! only!class! of! photosynthetic! pigments! that! are! covalently! attached! to! proteins.! Those!proteins! are! known! as! biliproteins.! Depending! on! the! exact! structure! of! the!chromophore,!these!molecules!absorb!blueNgreen,!green,!yellow!or!orange!light.!In! Synechocystis! cyanobacteria,! used! in! the! thesis,! only! phycocyanobilins!(allophycocyanin!!and!phycocyanin)!are!present!(Zolla!et!al.,!2002)!(Figure!1.3).!!!
1.3.3$Carotenoids$! Carotenoids! (Cars)! represent! an! extremely! large! group! of! biological!chromophores! that! demonstrate! a! remarkable! range! of! spectral! characteristics!(Rowan,!1989).!The!basic!structural!element!consist!of!two!6Ncarbon!rings,!joined!by!an! 18Ncarbon,! conjugated! doubleNbond! chain.! There! are! two!major! groups! of! Cars:!carotenes!and!xanthopylls.!Xanthopylls!contain!oxygen,!which!is!for!instance!bound!to!the!rings,!forming!either!hydroxyl!groups!and/or!pairs!with!hydrogen!atoms!that!are!substituted! by! oxygen! atoms! acting! as! a! bridge! (epoxide)! but! it! can! also! form! keto!groups.! Carotenes! have! a! hydrocarbon! structure,! and! contain! no! oxygen.! Major!photosynthetic! Cars! that! are! present! in! cyanobacteria! are! βNcarotenes,! which! are!bound! to! the! PSs,! and! various! xanthophylls,! like! zeaxanthin,! hydroechinenone,!echinenone,! canthaxanthine.! Major! carotenoids! in! diatoms! are! besides! βNcarotenes!the! xanthophylls! fucoxanthin! (fx),! diadinoxanthin! (Ddx),! and! diatoxanthin! (Dtx).!Spectrally! all! of! these! Cars! display! blue! and/or! blueNgreen! absorption! bands.! They!mostly!serve!as!accessory!lightNharvesting!pigments!and!transfer!their!energy!to!Chl!a)(Croce! et! al.,! 2003;!Mimuro!et! al.,! 1992;!Polivka! and!Sundstrom,!2004).! In! addition,!Cars! play! an! important! role! in! protecting! photosynthetic! organisms! from!photodamage.!One!of!the!main!photoprotective!strategies!is!to!dissipate!a!large!part!of!harvested!light!as!heat!through!a!process!called!nonphotochemical!quenching!(NPQ).!The! intimate! relationship! between! NPQ! and! the! xanthophyll! cycle! (XC)! has! been!known!for!decades!(DemmigNAdams,!1990).!The!XC!involves!the!enzymatic!removal!of!epoxy!groups!from!xanthophylls!(e.g.!violaxanthin,!antheraxanthin)!to!create!soNcalled!deNepoxidised! xanthophylls! (e.g.! zeaxanthin).! The! process! is! reversible! and! light!
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dependent.!In!diatoms,!the!!XC!consists!of!the!deNepoxidation!of!Ddx!to!Dtx! in!strong!light!and!the!epoxidation!of!Dtx!to!Ddx!in!low!light!(Goss!and!Jakob,!2010).!However,!the!exact!mechanism!of!DtxNrelated!NPQ!is!still!not!known.!One!possible!scenario!was!suggested! by! Frank! and! coworkers:! When! the! lowest! excited! Car! singlet! state! lies!below! that! of! Chl,! EET! from! Chl! to! Car! can! occur,! followed! by! rapid! internal!conversion!(Frank!et!al.,!1996b):!










Figure! 1.4.!A4)Structure)of)PSI)core) isolated) from)Synechococcus)elongatus.)Subunits)
are) labeled.) Copied) from) (Jordan) et) al.,) 2001)) with) permission.) B4) Structure) of) PSII)
dimer)of)Thermosynechococcus) elongatus)as) seen) from)within) the)membrane.) Copied)
from)(Ferreira)et)al.,)2004))with)permission.!!!PsaX)!not! found! in!plants.! In! total,! cyanobacterial!PSI!binds!96!chlorophylls! (Chl!a),!and!22!βNcarotenes!per!monomer!(see!Figure!1.3).!In!cyanobacteria,!PSI!can!be!both!in!a!trimeric!and!a!monomeric!form!(Kruip!et!al.,!1994;!Shubin!et!al.,!1992).!!
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Figure! 1.5.!Model) of) the) fucoxanthin4chlorophyll) protein)monomer) including) protein)
secondary) structure) and) the) pigments:) Chl) a) (green),) Chl) c2) (blue)) and) fucoxanthin)
(orange).)Diadinoxanthin)and)diatoxanthin)are)not)displayed)since)they)are)contained)in)
substoichiometric)amounts.)Adapted)from)(Wilhelm)et)al.,)2006).!!FCPs! is! not! available,! but! a! preliminary! model! (Figure! 1.5)! has! been! developed!(Wilhelm! et! al.,! 2006).! It! is! based! on! the! sequence! analysis! of! the! diatomsFCP! in!several!diatom!species!and!comparison!to!LHC!proteins!(Bhaya!and!Grossman,!1993;!Eppard!and!Rhiel,!1998;!Fromme!et!al.,!2001;!Grotjohann!and!Fromme,!2005;!Jordan!et!al.,!2001)!as!well!as!ultrafast!transient!absorption!measurements!(Papagiannakis!et!al.,! 2005).! Three! transmembrane! αNhelices! are! predicted! from! the! sequence,!where!homology! to!LHC!proteins! is!mainly! found! in!helices!1!and!3!(Bhaya!and!Grossman,!1993;! Eppard! and! Rhiel,! 1998).! Two! different! FCP! complexes! (trimeric! FCPa! and!oligomeric! FCPb)! were! isolated! from! C.) meneghiniana,! which! differ! in! their!polypeptide! composition! and! oligomeric! states! (Büchel,! 2003).! Eppard! and! Rhiel!analyzed! the! genes! encoding! FCPs! in! the! diatom! C.) cryptica,! which! is! related! to! C.)
meneghiniana!(Eppard!and!Rhiel,!1998;!Eppard!and!Rhiel,!2000).!They!found!that!the!genes!fcp1,!fcp2,!fcp3,!and!fcp4!encode!FCPs!of!about!18!kDa!and!fcp5,!fcp6,!and!fcp7!encode!19!kDa!proteins.!By!means!of!gel! filtration!the! two! fractions!of!FCPs! from!C.)
















































exclusively! 19! kDa! proteins! (Fcp5! polypeptides)! assemble! into! higher! oligomers!(Beer!et!al.,!2006;!Büchel,!2003).!In! general,! FCPs! function! as! lightNharvesting! complexes! and!most!probably! can! also!dissipate!excess!excitation!energy!as!heat!via!NPQ!(Bailleul!et!al.,!2010;!Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009;!Wilhelm!et!al.,!2006).!To!date!there!is!no!hard!evidence!for!distinct!functions!of!the!two!FCP!types,! i.e.! it! is!unclear!if!they!function!as!a!specific!antenna!for!either!PSI!or!PSII.!Biochemical!studies!complemented!with!spectroscopic!methods!by!Veith!et!al.suggested!that!the!trimeric!FCPa!is!associated!with!PSII!whereas!FCPb!might!be!weakly! bound! to! PSI! (Veith! et! al.,! 2009).! Fcp6! (Lhcx! proteins! in! C.) meneghiniana,!encoded! by! fcp6! genes)! of! the! FCPa! antenna! complexes! is! known! to! be! involved! in!photoprotection.! In! addition,! Miloslavina! and! coworkers! suggested! two! sites! to! be!responsible! for! NPQ,! which! are! located! in! two! different! FCP! complexes,! which! is!concluded!on! timeNresolved! spectroscopic! studies! on! intact! cells! of!C.)meneghiniana!and!Phaeodactylum.)tricornutum)(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009).!According! to! the!authors'!interpretation,!one!antenna!(most!likely!FCPa)!stays!attached!to!PSII!during!NPQ.!The!other!subpopulation!is!detached!and!forms!aggregates!comparable!to!FCPb.!However,!this!assignment!still!needs!validation.!




Figure! 1.6.! (a))Representation)of)a) ‘conventional’)hemi4discoidal)phycobilisome)(PBS))
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1.5!Light!adaptation!of!photosynthetic!apparatus!All! photosynthetic! organisms! must! adapt! to! varying! light! conditions! in! order! to!balance!between!capturing!a!sufficient!number!of!photons!to!run!the!photosynthetic!machinery! and! avoiding! the! photons’! damaging! effects! (Croce! and! van! Amerongen,!2014;!Eberhard!et!al.,!2008;!Kirilovsky,!2014).!!Because!PSs!differ!in!their!spectral!properties,!the!change!of!the!light!quality!might! drastically! decrease! the! photosynthetic! efficiency! due! to! induced! imbalance!between! the! two! photosystems,! in! particular! at! low! light! intensities! (Allen,! 2003).!Therefore,! plants,! green! algae! and! cyanobacteria! are! able! to! change! in! the! relative!antenna! size! of! PSI! and! PSII! through! the! soNcalled! state! transition! (Tikkanen! et! al.,!2006;! Ünlü! et! al.,! 2014;!Wientjes! et! al.,! 2013).! State! transitions! counterbalance! the!lightNinduced! imbalance! of! energy! distribution! between! the! photosystems.! In!cyanobacteria,!due!to!the!high!PSI/PSII!ratio!and!respiration,!such!an!imbalance!can!also! be! caused! by! changes! in! light! quantity! (Aoki! and!Katoh,! 1982;!Mullineaux! and!Allen,! 1990).! ! In! these! organisms,! state! transitions! involve! relative! movements! of!PBSs!and/or!PSs,!so! they!modify! the!energy! flow!between!PBSs!and!each!PS!and/or!between! PSII! and! PSI! (Kirilovsky,! 2014).! In! diatoms,! there! is! no! evidence! for! state!transitions!so!far!(Owens,!1986).!!Generally,!upon!fast!increase!of!light!intensity,!the!photosynthetic!apparatus!needs!to!be!photoprotected,!leading!to!excess!energy!being!rapidly!dissipated!as!heat!through! NPQ! (DemmigNAdams! and! Adams,! 1992;! Horton! and! Hague,! 1988).! This!response!is!rapid!(minutes!or!less)!and!does!not!require!changes!in!gene!expression.!Although,! NPQ! is! present! in! both! diatoms! and! cyanobacteria,! the! origin! of! heat!dissipation!is!different!for!these!two!organisms.!The!orange!carotenoid!protein!(OCP)!is! responsible! for! thermal! dissipation! of! excess! energy! at! the! level! of! the! PBSs! in!cyanobacteria.!It!is!activated!by!intense!blueNgreen!light!and!converts!from!its!inactive!orange!form!to! its!active!red!form,!after!which! it!binds!to!a!PBS! !(citation!of!Diana’s!work).!Tian!and!coworkers!demonstrated!that!the!quenching!site!of!NPQ!is!present!at!the! level! of! APC660! in! PBSs! and!most! probably! occurs! via! charge! transfer! between!hECN!in!OCP!and!APC660!or!EET!from!APC660!to!hECN!(Tian!et!al.,!2011)!.!In!diatoms,!like! in! plants,! the!NPQ! buildNup! is! at! least! partly! associated!with! the! conversion! of!epoxidized!to!deNepoxidized!forms!of!xanthophylls!i.e.!the!conversion!of!Ddx!into!Dtx!in! diatoms! (see! Section! 1.3.3).! The! quenching! sites! of! NPQ! in! diatoms! are! still! not!
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known.!There! is! a! debate!whether! the! loss! of! heat! occurs! in!PSs,! FCP! complexes!or!both!(Eisenstadt!et!al.,!2008;!Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2012;!Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009).!!The!mechanism!of!NPQ!in!diatoms!as!well!as!in!higher!plants!is!still!under!debate.!It!could!occur!through!energy!transfer!from!Chl!to!Dtx!(see!Section!1.3.3)!or!due!to!ChlNDtx!excitonic!coupling,!a!mechanism!that!might!also!occur!in!LHCII!(Van!Amerongen!and!van!Grondelle,!2001).!Although!a!correlation!between!the!Dtx!concentration!and!the!amount!of!NPQ!was!shown,!part!of!the!NPQ!should!be!∆pH!related!(Grouneva!et!al.,! 2008;! Grouneva! et! al.,! 2009).! Recently! it! was! also! demonstrated! that! in) vitro!aggregation! of! FCP! leads! to! NPQNlike! fluorescence! quenching! (Gundermann! and!Büchel,! 2012),! likely! due! to! formation! of! a! Chl–Chl! charge! transfer! state,! which! is!independent! of! Cars! (Miloslavina! et! al.,! 2008).! Unlike! in! FCPb,! Dtx! acts! as! an!additional! quencher! of! the! fluorescence! in! FCPa! complexes! (both! aggregated! and!solubilized)!in)vitro!(Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2008;!Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2012).!To! sum!up,!NPQ! in!diatoms!has! a!multicomponent!DtxN! and!∆pHNrelated!origin,! but!the!quenching!sites!of!these!components!have!not!been!revealed!in!diatoms!yet.!!If!the!exposure!to!high!light!continues,!gene!expression!is!activated!to!modify!the!photosynthetic!apparatus!and!the!photochemistry.!In!diatoms!and!cyanobacteria,!it!causes!a!decrease!of!the!antenna!size!and!affects!PSI/PSII!ratio!(Hihara!et!al.,!2001;!Lepetit! et! al.,! 2012;! Strzepek! and! Harrison,! 2004).! Details! about! the! regulation! of!diatom!structure!in!response!to!light!acclimation!will!be!presented!in!chapter!2.!!
1.6!Experimental.!Time–resolved!techniques!TimeNresolved!optical!spectroscopy,!as!applied!in!this!work,!enables!the!observation!of! ultrafast! dynamic! events! in! photosynthetic! systems! in) vivo) on! a! ps! scale,! for!example! electron! and! energy! transfer! and! photoprotection.! To! investigate!fluorescence!dynamics,!both!a! timeNcorrelated!single!photon!counting!and!a! streak–camera!setup!were!used.!!
1.6.1$Time;correlated$single$photon$counting$Time! correlated! single! photon! counting! (TCSPC)! relies! on! the! determination! of! the!time! delay! between! the! excitation! pulse! and! the! subsequent! emission! of! a!fluorescence! photon! from! a! sample! (Figure! 1.7).! Single! photons! are! detected!repeatedly!over!many! excitation! cycles,! and! the! timeNdependent! fluorescence! signal!can! be! reconstructed! from! a! histogram! of! measured! delay! times! (Karolczak! et! al.,!2001;!Lakowicz,!1988).!The!laser!power!used!during!TCSPC!is!low,!to!ensure!that!not!
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Figure! 1.7.! Principle) of) time4resolved) fluorescence)measurement) with) TCSPC.) A4) The)
time)delay)τ)between)the)excitation)pulse)and)single)photon)from)the)fluorescing)sample)
is)converted)by)a) time4to4amplitude)converter)(TAC)) to)an)output)voltage)signal.)Then)
the) Analog4to4Digital) Converter) (ADC)) is) used) to) resolve) the) signal) from) the) TAC) into)
thousands)of)time)channels)and)write)into)the)corresponding)address)of)the)memory.)B4)
The) histogram) of) photon) arrivals) per) each) time) delay) is) constructed) and) yields) a)
fluorescence)decay)curve.!














nm) light.! Alternatively,! an! Optical! Parametric! Oscillator! (OPO)!was! used! to! provide!wavelengths!in!the!525N665!nm!range.!For!decreasing!the!pulse!repetition!rate!after!the!OPO,! a!double!pulse!picker!was!used.!The!detection!polarizer!was!placed!under!the! magic! angle! with! respect! to! the! vertical! direction! of! the! polarization! of! the!excitation! light.! To! detect! decay! traces! at! various! detection! wavelengths! various!interference! filters!with! bandwidths! of! about! 12! nm!were! used.! The! samples!were!typically! measured! in! a! 3! mm! flow! cuvette,! placed! in! a! sample! holder,! which! was!temperature!controlled.!!




Figure! 1.8.! Operating) principle) of) synchroscan) streak4camera) setup,) consisting) of) a)
spectrograph,) photocatode,) accelerating) mesh,) fast) sweeping) electrodes) and) imaging)
part)(micro4channel)plate)and)phosphor)screen).)Sweep)frequency)is)synchronized)with)
laser)pulses.!
photoNelectrons!strike!the!MCP,!they!are!multiplied!several!thousands!of!times,!after!which! they!reach!a!phosphor!screen,!where! they!are!converted!again! into! light.!The!photoelectrons!generated!at!different!times!experience!different!deflection!fields!and!therefore! hit! the! phosphor! screen! at! different! vertical! positions.! The! light! of! the!phosphor! screen! is! focused!on!a!CCD!detector!and! these!data!are! stored! for! further!processing.!For! the! experiments! presented! in! this! thesis,! a! modeNlocked! Ti:Sapphire! laser! was!used!to!generate!short!light!pulses!of!about!200!fs!duration,!800!nm,!at!a! !repetition!rate!of!79.5!MHz.!A!few!percent!of!the!laser!output!was!used!for!synchronization!with!the!sweep!field!of!the!streak!camera,!while!the!major!part!was!fed!into!a!regenerative!amplifier!(RegA),!where!the!energy!of!the!pulses!was!increased!and!the!repetition!rate!was!decreased!(down!to!250!kHz).!After!the!RegA!the!laser!pulses!were!directed!to!an!optical!parameter!amplifier!(OPA),!where!the!beam!was!split.!Part!of!it!was!frequency!doubled,! while! another! part! was! used! to! generate!white! light.! Mixing! of! these! two!beams!was!used!in!this!thesis!to!produce!excitation!pulses!of!wavelengths!longer!than!470! nm;! while! the! frequencyNdoubled! part! was! used! for! 400Nnm! excitation.! In! all!measurements,!vertically!polarized!light!was!used.!!
























1.6.3$Data$analysis$In! a! timeNresolved! fluorescence! experiment,! the! fluorescence! kinetics! reflect! the!decay! of! the! excitedNstate! population! of! contributing! fluorophores! as! well! as! the!excitation!energy! transfer!between! them.!For!a!sample!of! identical! fluorophores! the!decay! can!be! described!by! an! exponential! function.! In! timeNresolved!measurements!on! photosynthetic! samples,! the! fluorescence! usually! becomes! nonNexponential,! and!the! fluorescence! decay! trace! can! adequately! be! approximated! by! a! sum! of!exponentials:! ! ! = !! !exp!(− !!!)!!,!... )(1))In! this! expression! !! !are! the! fluorescence! decay! times,! while! !! ! represent! the!corresponding!amplitudes!of!the!components!whereas!N!is!the!total!number!of!decay!components.!!When! the! width! of! the! instrument! response! function! (IRF)! is! not! negligible,! the!exponential!decay!should!be!convoluted!with!the!IRF!and!the!fluorescence!decay!trace!can!be!approximated!as!(Demas,!1983;!O'Connor,!1984):!! ! = !! !∗ exp!(− !!!)⨁!(!)!!,!... )(2))where!⨁!indicates!convolution!and!the!IRF!is!represented!!as!i(t).!The!first!application!of!global!analysis!was!reported!by!Knorr!and!Harris!in!1981!and!soon!after!was!applied!in!photosynthesis!research!(Knorr!and!Harris,!1981;!Wendler!et! al.,! 1986).! An! advantage! of! global! analysis! is! the! improved! resolution! of! closely!spaced! lifetimes! (Beechem,!1992;!Lakowicz! and!Masters,! 2008).! For! that,! data! from!more!than!one!detection/excitation!wavelength!are!combined.!!Global! analysis! of! decay! traces!measured! at! different! detection!wavelengths,! yields!decay! associated! spectra! (DAS)(Holzwarth,! 1996;! Van! Stokkum! et! al.,! 2004).! In! the!analysis! the! fluorescence! lifetimesτi! ! are! assumed! to! be! identical! at! each! emission!wavelength.! The! total! dataset! is! then! fitted!with! function! f(t,λ),! analogous! to! f(t)! in!equation!(2):! ! !, ! = !"#!(!)!(exp!(− !!!)⨁!(!)!!,!... !(3))This! equation! relies! on! the! superposition! principle! stating! that! the! spectroscopic!properties! of! the! components! are! a! superposition! of! the! spectroscopic! properties!weighted!by!their!concentration:!! !, ! = !!(!)!!!(!)!!!!,!... !(4)!where! !!(!)! and! !!(!) !stand! for! spectrum! and! concentration! of! component! i,!respectively.!!
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1.7!This!thesis!This!thesis!concerns!various!light!adaptation!strategies!of!two!common!aquatic!model!organisms! –! the! diatom)C.)meneghiniana! and! the! cyanobacterium! Synechocystis.!We!used!mainly!timeNresolved!fluorescence!spectroscopy!to!study!their!responses!to!light!attenuation! to! understand! the! changes! in! supraNmolecular! organization! of! the!photosynthetic! apparatus,! charge! separation,! excitation! energy! transfer! routes! and!lifetimes.!!In! chapter!2!we! studied!excitation!energy! transfer! and! trapping! in! intact!C.)
meneghiniana! cells! grown!at!different! light! intensities.!To!discriminate!between! the!kinetics!of!PSs!cores!and!complexes,!different!excitation!wavelengths!were!used.!With!this!approach,!we!characterized!excitation!energy!transfer!from!the!outer!antenna!to!the!core!of!PSI!and!PSII.!Previously,!different!antenna!complexes!were!isolated!from!C.)
meneghiniana! that! vary! in! their! composition! and! have! slightly! different! spectral!characteristics.!Their!role!and!primary!association!to!one!of!the!PSs,!however,!are!still!under!debate.!For!this!reason,!one!of!the!goals!of!this!work!was!to!determine!spectral!differences!of!PSI!and!PSIINassociated!antenna!in)vivo.!To!achieve!this,!a!new!method!for!the!separation!of!excitation!spectra!of!individual!PSs!in)vivo!was!introduced.!!Chapter!3!addresses!the!multistep!process!of!NPQ!(fast!photoprotection!mechanism)!in! the! same! diatom! species.! It! is! known! that! both! ∆pH! and! Dtx! contribute! to! NPQ!buildNup! in!C.)meneghiniana.! Dtx! and!∆pHNrelated! quenching!mechanisms,! however,!have!not! been! reported! yet.! In! chapter!3,! the!picosecond! fluorescence!kinetics! of!C.)
meneghiniana! cells! at! 77! K! in! three! different! states! are! described:! (1)! unquenched!state! (in! the! absence! of! NPQ);! quenched! state! (in! the! presence! of! DtxN! and! ∆pHNrelated! NPQ);! darkNadapted! state! directly! following! NPQ.! In! the! third! state,! Dtx!accumulated!during!the!NPQ!period!and!DtxNrelated!NPQ!persisted,!while!ΔpHNrelated!NPQ!had! relaxed.! In! this!way,! Dtx! and!∆pHNrelated! quenching! sites!were! separated!and! the! sequence! of! events! that! follows! NPQ! formation! was! revealed.! Different!excitation! wavelengths! were! used! to! identify! the! location! (site)! of! quenching.! The!results!can!be!summarized!in!a!multistep!model!of!NPQ!in!C.)meneghiniana.!Chapter! 4! is! devoted! to! changes! in! the! photosynthetic! apparatus! of! Synechocystis)during! state! transitions.! Unlike! diatoms,! cyanobacteria! and! higher! plants! adapt! to!changing! light!conditions! through!state! transitions,!which! lead! to!a!redistribution!of!light! energy! between! PSI! and! PSII! and! can! be! observed! as! a! change! in! the! relative!antenna! size! of! PSI! and! PSII.! In! cyanobacteria,! the! cascade! of! microscopic! events!leading!to!state!transitions!is!still!not!completely!clear!and!different!models!have!been!proposed.!These!different!models!assume!either!PBS!or!PS!mobility.!The!goal!of! this!
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research!was! to! unveil! which!mechanisms! are! involved! in! energy! redistribution! in!Synechocystis! during! a! naturally! occurring! lightNdarkness! scheme.! Previously,! state!transitions!have!always!been!studied!by!inducing!changes!that!do!not!occur!in!nature:!redox!changes!of! the!electron!carriers!were!generated,! for!example,!by!chemicals!or!by! applying! illumination! conditions! with! rather! specific! colors.! Our! conclusions!conflict!with! all! existing!models! of! state! transitions:!we! demonstrate! that! the!main!role!of!state! transitions! is! to!change! the!absorption!crossNsection!of!PSI,! rather! than!that!of!PSII.!Other! mechanisms! of! photoprotection! involve! the! induction! of! alternative! electron!transfer! routes,!which! dissipate! the! excess! of! electrons! in! the! photosynthetic! chain!and! result! in! decreased! photodamage! of! PSs.! Only! very! recently,! flv4N2! operonNencoded!proteins!were!discovered!to!play!a!central!role!in!safeguarding!PSII!activity!in! high! light! and! in! airNlevel! CO2! conditions.! In! chapter! 5! various! steadyNstate! and!timeNresolved! measurements! were! combined! with! thermoluminescence! and!biochemical!methods!to!investigate!the!effect!of!flv4N2!operonNencoded!proteins!1)!on!the!PSII!charge!separation!kinetics!2)!on!excitation!energy!transfer!kinetics!from!the!antenna! to! RCs.! For! that,! deletion! and! overexpression!mutants! of! the! entire! flv4N2!operon!wildNtype!strain!of!Synechocystis!were!used!and!conclusions!about!the!role!of!the! flv4N2! operonNencoded! proteins! on! PBS! association! with! the! PSs! and! on! PSII!charge!separation!were!drawn.!
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Abstract!!In! this! work! we! have! applied! picosecond! and! steadyNstate! fluorescence!measurements! to! study! excitation! energy! transfer! and! trapping! in! intact! Cyclotella%
meneghiniana!diatom!cells!grown!at!different!light!intensities.!Different!excitation!and!detection!wavelengths!were!used!to!discriminate!between!Photosystem!I!and!II!(PSI!and!PSII)!kinetics!and!to!study!excitation!energy! transfer! from!the!outer!antenna!to!the!core!of!PSI!and!PSII.! It! is! found!that!the! lightNharvesting!fucoxanthin!chlorophyll!proteins! (FCPs)! transfer! their! excitation! energy! predominantly! to! PSII.! It! is! also!observed!that!the!PSII!antenna!is!slightly!richer!in!redNabsorbing!fucoxanthin!than!the!FCPs!associated!with!PSI.!The!average!excitation!trapping!time!in!PSI!is!around!75!ps!whereas!this!time!is!around!450!ps!for!PSII!in!cells!grown!in!20!µmol!of!photons!per!m2!per!s.!The!latter!time!decreases!to!425!ps!for!50!µmol!of!photons!and!360!ps!for!140! µmol! of! photons.! It! is! concluded! that! cells! grown! under! higher! photon! flux!densities!have!a!smaller!antenna!size! than! the!ones!grown! in! low! light.!At! the!same!time,!the!increase!of!growth!light!intensity!leads!to!a!decrease!of!the!relative!amount!of! PSI.! This! effect! is! accompanied! by! a! substantial! increase! in! the! amount! of!chlorophyll! a! that! is! not! active! in! excitation! energy! transfer! and! most! probably!attached!to!inactivated/disassembled!PSII!units.!!
2.1!Introduction!Diatoms,! unicellular! eukaryotes,! capable! of! performing! oxygenic!photosynthesis,!are!ecologically!important!in!both!fresh!water!and!marine!ecosystems!with! their! key! role! in! the! biochemical! cycles! of! carbon,! nitrogen,! phosphorus! and!silica!(Falkowski!et!al.,!1998).!In!contrast!to!higher!plants,!their!thylakoid!membranes!are! not! segregated! into! stromal! and! granal! regions.! However,! like! in! plants,! their!antenna! complexes,! the! soNcalled! fucoxanthinNchlorophyll! a/c! proteins! (FCPs),! are!also!membraneNintrinsic!(for!reviews,!see!(Wilhelm!et!al.,!2006),!(Lavaud,!2007)).!Since! recently! various! research! groups! have! studied! the! photosynthesis!apparatus!of!diatoms.!In!many!cases!they!perform!in%vitro!studies!on!the!FCPs!(see!e.g.!(Beer!et!al.,!2006;!Gildenhoff!et!al.,!2010;!Papagiannakis!et!al.,!2005;!Premvardhan!et!al.,! 2010)),! but! also! research! has! been! performed! on! intact! cells! (Miloslavina! et! al.,!2009;!Su!et!al.,!2012;!Szabo!et!al.,!2010).!Although! the! antenna! complexes! in! this! alga! belong! to! the! lightNharvesting!chlorophyll! (Chl)! protein! (LHC)! superfamily! (Durnford! et! al.,! 1996),! their! pigment!content!differs!from!that!of!LHCII!in!higher!plants.!FCPs!do!not!possess!Chl!b!but!use!Chl!c! as!an!accessory!pigment,! and! they!contain! fucoxanthin! (fx)!as! the!major! lightN
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harvesting! xanthophyll.! Also! the! chlorophyll:carotenoid! stochiometry! of! the! lightNharvesting! antennae! of! diatoms! differs! from! that! of! higher! plants,! with! the! Chl! a:!carotenoid!ratio!being!1:1!(Gildenhoff!et!al.,!2010;!Liu!et!al.,!2004;!Papagiannakis!et!al.,!2005)],!much!lower!than!for!plants!where!it!is!around!3!(see!e.g.!(Liu!et!al.,!2004)).!Two! major! fractions! of! FCPs! were! observed! in! Cyclotella% meneghiniana,!differing! both! in! their! polypeptide! composition! and! oligomeric! state:! one! fraction!contains!trimeric!FCPa,!consisting!of!mainly!18kDa!proteins!and!only!small!amounts!of! 19kDa! subunits! whereas! FCPb! in! another! fraction! is! associated! into! higher!oligomeric! states! and! contains! only! 19kDa! polypeptides! (Beer! et! al.,! 2006;! Büchel,!2003).! In! C.% meneghiniana! FCPs! are! mainly! found! in! the! trimeric! FCPa! state,!irrespective!of!the!growth!light!regime!(Beer!et!al.,!2006).!So! far! not!many! studies! have! addressed! the! processes! of! excitation! energy!transfer!and!charge!separation! in!diatoms.!The! first! femtosecond!absorption!studies!of!FCPs!showed!that!energy!transfer!from!Chl!c!to!Chl!a!occurs!on!a!time!scale!of!~100!fs!with!nearly!100%!efficiency.!Target!analysis!on!isolated!FCPs!also!revealed!that!the!EET!efficiency! from! fx,!which!was!excited!at!530!nm,! to!Chl!a! reaches!around!80!%!(Papagiannakis! et! al.,! 2005),! while! FCPa! samples! show! a! somewhat! higher! energy!transfer! efficiency! than! oligomeric! FCPb! forms,! irrespective! of! the! excitation!wavelength! (Gildenhoff! et! al.,! 2010).! Some! structural! differences! between! the!complexes!were!observed!as!well:! trimeric!FCP!binds!relatively!more! fx! than!higher!oligomers!(Beer!et!al.,!2006;!Gildenhoff!et!al.,!2010;!Premvardhan!et!al.,!2010).!Stark!and! resonance! Raman! spectroscopy! data! were! the! first! to! show! the! existence! of!different!fx!forms!in!FCPs!(Premvardhan!et!al.,!2009;!Premvardhan!et!al.,!2008).!From!the!excitation!and!absorption!spectra!of!different!FCPs!populations!it!can!be!observed!that! oligomeric! FCPb! shows! slightly! less! absorption! around! 490! nm! and! increased!values!around!540!nm!as!compared!to!FCPa!trimers!(Beer!et!al.,!2006;!Gildenhoff!et!al.,! 2010;! Premvardhan! et! al.,! 2010),! implying! that! trimers! might! bind! more! blueNshifted!fx!as!compared!to!FCPb.!!For!a!long!time!it!was!believed!that!the!two!types!of!FCP!are!associated!with!both!photosystem!(PS)!I!and!PSII,!but!this!topic!is!still!under!debate!(Brakemann!et!al.,!2006;! Ikeda!et!al.,!2008;!Nagao!et!al.,!2007).!Veith!et!al.,! for! instance,! found!that! the!Fcp5!polypeptide!that!is!part!of!FCPb,!is!loosely!bound!to!PSI!complexes!(Beer!et!al.,!2006;! Büchel,! 2003;! Veith! et! al.,! 2009).! On! the! other! hand,! Szabo! et! al.! provided!experimental! evidence! that! inside! intact! diatom! cells! fxred! (presumably! FCPb,! see!above)!binds!to!PSII!in!a!slightly!greater!amount!than!to!PSI!(Szabo!et!al.,!2010).!!Recently,! the! first! ps! fluorescence! study! of! intact! diatoms! was! performed!(Miloslavina! et! al.,! 2009).! The! fluorescence! kinetics! of! two! diatom! species! were!analyzed!with!the!use!of!global!target!analysis.!Six!components!were!used!to!describe!
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the!kinetics!of!both!PSI!and!PSII! in! the!open!state!(three! for!PSI!and!three! for!PSII).!The! average! lifetime! of! the! overall! PSI! kinetics! was! found! to! be! ~51! ps! for! C.%
meneghiniana!and!100!ps!for!P.%tricornutum,!while!the!total!contribution!of!PSII!was!described!by!an!average! lifetime!of!~395!ps! for!C.%meneghiniana!and!~432!ps! for!P.%




2.2.1$Cell$culture$The! diatom! C.% meneghiniana! (Culture! Collection! Göttingen,! strain! 1020N1a)!was!grown! in!batch!cultures!at!180!C!with!constant!shaking!at!120!rpm! in! low! light!(LL,! 20! µmol! photons!mN2sN1),!medium! light! (ML,! 50! µmol! photons!mN2sN1)! and! high!light! (HL,!140!µmol!photons!mN2sN1)! in! the! silicaNenriched!ASP!medium!according! to!(Provasoli!et!al.,!1957).!A!16!h!light:!8!h!dark!cycle!was!used!in!all!cases.!Cells! were! adapted! to! these! light! conditions! for! months,! and! they! were!always!harvested!in!the!logarithmic!growth!phase.!!
2.2.2$Steady0state$fluorescence$measurements$$




Steady;state!excitation!spectra!For! steadyNstate! fluorescence! excitation! spectra! the! same! Jobin! Yvon!Fluorolog! FL3А22! spectrofluorimeter!was! used.! The! fluorescence! excitation! spectra!were!recorded!between!420!and!650!nm!with!excitation!and!emission!bandwidths!of!2! and! 10! nm,! respectively.! The! emission! was! collected! at! 680! and! 690! nm.! An!integration! time! of! 0.4! s! was! used! to! reduce! the! noise! level.! Each! spectrum! was!measured! 20! times! in! a! run! and! then! averaged.! The! sample! was!measured! in! two!states:!an!“open”!state!and!a!“closed”!state.!For!keeping!reaction!centers!(RCs)!open!(“open”!state),!the!cells!were!darkNadapted!for!5!min!and!then!kept!at!287!K!in!a!flow!cuvette!and!a!sample!reservoir!(5!ml).!The!sample!was!flowing!from!the!reservoir!to!the!cuvette!and!back!in!darkness,!with!a!flow!speed!of!~2.5!ml/sec.!To!(partly)!close!the! RCs! (“closed”! state),! 100µM! DCMU! was! added! to! the! sample! and! it! was!preilluminated! with! relatively! strong! light! (~100! µmol! photons! mN2sN1).! After!measuring! for!10!min! the! sample!was! refreshed.!The!experiment!was! repeated! two!times!on!cells!from!different!generations.!!
2.2.3$Time0resolved$fluorescence$measurements$
Time;correlated!single!photon!counting!TimeNcorrelated! single! photon! counting! (TCSPC)! measurements! were!performed!at!magic!angle!(54.7°)!polarization!as!described!previously!(Somsen!et!al.,!2005).!High!detection! sensitivity!and! time!accuracy!are! the!main!advantages!of! this!setup.! In!brief,!excitation!was!carried!out!by!~0.2!ps!vertically!polarized!excitation!pulses!at!a!repetition!rate!of!3.8!MHz.!The!excitation!wavelength!was!either!400!nm!or!535!nm.!The!sample!was!kept!at!287!K!in!a!flow!cuvette!and!a!sample!reservoir!(5!ml).!It!was!flowing!from!the!reservoir!to!the!cuvette!and!back,!with!a!speed!of!~2.5!ml/sec.!The! optical! path! length! of! the! cuvette! was! 3! mm.! For! each! measurement! the! C.%
meneghiniana! sample!was! diluted! to! an! optical! density! (OD)! of! 0.06! per! cm! at! the!excitation!wavelength!(for!400!nm:OD680≈0.04,! for!535!nm:!OD680≈0.08).!The!size!of!the!excitation!spot!was!2!mm.! In!combination!with! the! low! laser!power!(0.5N4!μW),!this!guaranteed!that!nearly!100%!of!the!RCs!stayed!open!and!a!significant!buildup!of!triplet! states! was! avoided! (see! Supplementary! material).! Moreover,! the! 8! ns! time!window! used! for! the! TCSPC! measurements! makes! it! possible! to! determine! “longNlifetime”!components!that!are!hard!to!estimate!with!alternative!techniques.!For!each!run!of!measurements!the!following!interference!filters!were!used!for!detection:!671,!
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679,! 693,! 701,! 712,! and! 724! nm! (15! nm! bandwidth)! (Balzers,! Liechtenstein!model!B40).!The!final!experiment!of!a!measuring!series!was!always!a!repetition!of!the!first!experiment.! The! resulting! decay! curves! were! indistinguishable! (Figure! S2! A! in!Supplementary!material).!Each!experiment!was!repeated!3N5!times!for!different!generations!of!the!cell!culture.!The!decay!curves!measured!for!different!generations!grown!under!the!same!light! intensities!were! found! to! be! very! reproducible! (Figure! S2!B! in! Supplementary!material).!The! fullNwidth! at! halfNmaximum! (FWHM)! of! the! system! response! function!was!35!ps!when!a!resolution!of!2!ps!per!channel!was!used,!as!obtained!with!the!6!ps!decay! of! pinacyanol! iodide! in! methanol! (Van! Oort! et! al.,! 2008).! Data! analysis! was!performed!using!a!homeNbuilt!computer!program!(Digris!et!al.,!1999;!Novikov!et!al.,!1999).!The!data!were! fitted! to!multiNexponential!decay! functions!with!amplitudes!αi%and! fluorescence! decay! times! τi.! For! the! global! analysis! the! decay! lifetimes! were!forced!to!be!equal! for!each!run!of!measurements!on!a!sample!at!a!certain!excitation!wavelength!but!the!amplitudes!were!allowed!to!differ.!The!fit!quality!was!judged!from!the!Poissonian!maximum!likelihood!estimator,!the!residuals,!and!the!autocorrelation!of!the!residuals!(Brakemann!et!al.,!2006).!The!amplitudeNweighted!average!lifetime!was!calculated!via!
τavg= aii=1
n
∑ *%τi%(1),!where! aii=1n∑ =1!and!τi!is!the!lifetime!of!the!i!Nth!component.!!
Measurements!using!streak;camera!setup!The! streak! camera! allows! simultaneous! recording! of! the! fluorescence!intensity!as!a!function!of!time!and!wavelength.!This!means!the!output!provides!entire!spectra! with! a! high! spectral! (few! nm)! and! temporal! (~5! ps)! resolution.! For! the!fluorescence!measurements!on!the!streakNcamera!setup!the!sample!was!diluted!to!an!optical!density!of!0.09/cm!at! the!excitation!wavelength! (for!400nm:!OD680≈0.06,! for!535!nm:!OD680≈0.13)!and!a!cuvette!with!1!mm!optical!path!was!used.!TimeNresolved!emission! spectra! were! recorded! using! a! synchroscan! streakNcamera! system! as!described! in!(Van!Oort!et!al.,!2008;!Van!Oort!et!al.,!2009;!Van!Stokkum!et!al.,!2008).!Before! analysis! the! images! were! corrected! for! the! background! signal! and! detector!sensitivity!and!sliced!up!into!traces!of!5!nm.!An!average!of!100!images,!all!measured!for!10!s,!was!used.!Each!sample!was!measured!with! two! time!windows:!800!ps!and!2000! ps.! The! laser! power! was! typically! 15! µW! for! the! 2! ns! time! window!measurements! and! 35! µW! for! the! 800! ps! time!window.! The! spot! size!was! 100! µm!while!the!repetition!rate!of!excitation!pulses!was!250!kHz.!The!sample!was!constantly!
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flowing! with! a! speed! of! 2.5! ml/sec! as! described! in! the! subsection! about! timeNcorrelated!single!photon!counting!setup!(see!above).!!The! streak! images! were! analyzed! using! the! TIMP! package! for! R! language!(Mullen! and!van!Stokkum,!2007)! and!Glotaran,! a! graphical! user! interface! for! the!RNpackage! TIMP! (Snellenburg! et! al.,! 2012).! A! GaussianNshaped! instrument! response!function!was!used!for!the!analysis!and!its!width!was!a!free!fitting!parameter.!Typical!fwhm! values! obtained! from! the! fitting! procedure! are:! ~! 10! ps! for! the! 800! ps! time!window,!~23!ps!for!the!2!ns!time!window.!The!synchroscan!period!(13.17!ns)!results!in! the! back! and! forth! sweeping! of! longNlived! components! and! leads! to! some! signal!before!time!zero!in!the!streakNcamera!images!(Van!Stokkum!et!al.,!2006).!This!is!used!for! longNlivedNcomponent! estimation.! The! fit! quality! was! judged! by! singular! value!decomposition!of!the!residuals!matrix!(Mullen!and!van!Stokkum,!2007).!All!experiments!were!performed!at!room!temperature!(293K).!!
Extraction! of! PSII! and! PSI! excitation! spectra! from! steady;state!
measurements!When! it! is! assumed! that! the! amount! of! detached! antenna! complexes! is!negligible!then!the!fluorescence!excitation!spectrum!F(λexc)!is!a!linear!combination!of!the!excitation!spectra!PSI(λexc)%and!PSII(λexc)%of!PSI!and!PSII,!respectively:!!
Fopen(λexc)=q1*PSI(λexc)+q2open*PSII(λexc)!(2).!!The!subscript!“open”!indicates!that!the!PSII!RCs!are!open!in!this!case.!When!the!RCs!are!partly!closed!the!excitation!spectrum!becomes:!!






PSII(400nm)%= EPSIIex/det%*%Fopen(400nm)!(6)!and! this!allows!proper!scaling!of! the!excitation!spectra!at!400!nm,!which!of!course!also!fixes!the!relative!values!at!all!other!excitation!wavelengths.!Therefore,!the!PSI!excitation!spectrum!can!be!estimated!according!to:!
PSI(λexc)=%Fopen(λexc)P%kPSII(400nm)*PSII(λexc)%(7),!where!kPSII(400nm)%is!a!scaling!parameter!obtained!according!to!(6)!and!PSII(λexc)%is!the!PSII!excitation!spectrum!from!eq!(4).!The!procedure!was!also!performed!at!detection!wavelength!693!nm!in!order!to!check!the!consistency!of!the!outcome.!!
2.3!Results!
2.3.1$ Picosecond$ kinetics$ and$ steady0state$ fluorescence$ of$ C.$










Figure! 2.2.! Normalized% 77K%
Fluorescence% emission% spectra%
obtained% upon% 400% nm%
excitation% (solid% line)% and% 535%





from!both!PSI!and!PSII!(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009).! It!was!proposed!that!the!FCPs!that!contribute!to!this!red!wing!are!in!an!aggregated!state!similar!to!oligomerized!trimeric!LHCII!in!higher!plants!(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2008).!The!shortest!component!resolved!by!the!streak!setup,! in!case!of!535Nnm!excitation,!has!a!lifetime!of!134!ps!and!a!peak!at!670!nm.!Most! importantly,! upon! 535Nnm! excitation,! hardly! any! PSI! spectral!characteristics! can! be! observed! in! the! global! analysis! of! the! data,! although! the!shoulder!in!the!690!nm!region!indicates!that!there!is!still!some!PSI!contribution!to!the!134!ps!component.!However!it!is!significantly!smaller!than!in!case!of!Chl!a!excitation,!demonstrating! that! the!FCPs! that!are!preferentially!excited!at!535!nm!transfer! their!excitation!energy!mainly!to!PSII.!Additional!measurements!were!done!in!the!presence!of! DCMU,! which! leads! to! the! closure! of! PSII! RCs! and,! thus,! to! longer! fluorescence!lifetimes.!From!the!global!analysis!of!the!data!measured!on!closed!RCs!we!found!that!all!resolved!components!had!longer!lifetimes!than!in!the!case!of!open!PSII!RCs!(results!not! shown)! in! contrast! to! the! measurements! at! 400! nm! excitation,! where! the! PSI!contribution!remained!unchanged!(Figure!S3!in!Supplementary!material).!Therefore,!it! is!concluded!that!the!PSII!contribution!is!dominating!when!the!cells!are!excited!at!535!nm!excitation!(Figure!2.1B).!!In! order! to! obtain! better! estimates! of! the! fluorescence! lifetimes! for! LL! cells,! the!samples!were! also!measured!using! the!TCSPC! technique.!The!excitation!wavelength!was! either! 400! nm! or! 535! nm! and! fluorescence! was! detected! in! the! 671N724! nm!region.!The!decay!curves!were!fitted!globally!to!a!sum!of!exponential!decay!functions,!except! the! longest! component,! that!was! left! as! a! free!parameter.! In! case! of! 400Nnm!excitation,!four!components!were!needed!to!obtain!a!satisfactory!fit!for!all!wavelength!
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combinations,!as!was!judged!from!the!Poissonian!maximum!likelihood!estimator,!and!from!the!residuals!and!the!autocorrelation!function!of!the!residuals.!The! lifetimes!of!the! resolved! components! are! 75! ps,! 300! ps,! 687! ps! and! 1.2N6! ns.! For! 535Nnm!excitation,!only!three!components!are!enough!to!get!a!satisfactory!fit:!198!ps,!600!ps!and!2.0N2.4!ns.!The!fitting!results!are!summarized!in!Table!1.!!
Table!1.!C.%meneghiniana%LL% results% of% global% fitting% of% the%TCSPC%decay% curves% upon%
400%nm%and%535%nm%excitation.%!
λdet! 670!nm! 679!nm! 693!nm! 701!nm! 712!nm! 724!nm! *avg!
τ%!%
400!nm!excitation!75!ps! 13%! 19%! 37%! 44%! 43%! 41%! !300!ps! 63%! 53%! 36%! 30%! 33%! 31%! !687!ps! 21%! 26%! 26%! 24%! 21%! 26%! !1.2N6!ns! 3%! 2%! 1%! 2%! 3%! 2%! !*τavg,%ps! 391! 372! 330! 325! 326! 328! 345!*τ'avg,!ps! 354! 359! 317! 294! 284! 308! 319!*τPSII,%ps! 397! 427! 462! 472! 450! 476! 447!
535!nm!excitation!198!ps! 32%! 31%! 34%! 36%! 38%! 37%! 35%!600!ps! 67%! 68%! 63%! 63%! 61%! 61%! 64%!2.0N2.4!ns! 1%! 1%! 3%! 1%! 1%! 2%! 1%!*τavg,%ps! 504! 528! 448! 475! 518! 485! 493!*τ'avg,!ps! 470! 469! 459! 454! 446! 462! 460!
!!The!longest!component!was!not!fitted!globally!and!was!a!free!parameter!in!the!analysis.!Confidence!intervals!of!fluorescence!lifetimes!were!calculated!by!an!exhaustive!search!algorithm!and!were!<7%!for!the!entire!detection!interval.!Standard!errors!of!amplitudes!were!estimated!from!3N5!repetitions!and!were!not!higher!than!5%..The!75!ps!component!is!very!similar!to!the!76!ps!component!obtained!from!the!streakNcamera!data!(400!nm!excitation!case).!Its!lifetime,!spectral!shape!and!relative!contribution!are!all!nearly!identical!to!its!counterpart!for!the!streak!measurements.!It!was!demonstrated!that!this!component!is!entirely!due!to!PSI!(Supplementary!material),!whereas!the!300!ps!and!687!ps!compartments!are!assigned!to!the!PSII!kinetics!in!the!TCSPC!measurements!upon!400!nm!excitation.!avg,!mean!value!of!an!amplitude/average!lifetime!over!the!whole!detection!region.!In!case!of!the!amplitude,!only!the!rows!that!do!not!show!strong!deviations!throughout!the!detection!region!were!averaged.!!
τavg,!total!average!lifetime!of!the!fluorescence!decay;!
τ'avg,! average! lifetime! of! the! fluorescence! decays! when! the! contribution! of! the! longest! component! was!omitted!from!the!calculations.!Its!amplitude!is!very!small!and!probably!it!originates!from!closed!RCs!of!PSII!or/and!small!fraction!of!detached!FCPs,!so!for!most!of!the!estimations!it!is!not!of!interest;!
τPSII! ,!overall!charge!separation!time!that!was!calculated!as!a!weighted!average! lifetime!of! the!300!ps!and!687!ps!components.!
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The!results!obtained!with!the!TCSPC!setup!upon!400Nnm!excitation!are!very!similar! to! the! streakNcamera! results.! Again! the! shortest! component! (75! ps)! has! PSI!characteristics! with! the! amplitude! peaking! around! 701! nm,! while! the! rest! of! the!lifetimes!should!be!assigned!to!open!PSII! (except! for! the!1.2N6!ns!component! that! is!due!to!closed!RCs!and/or!detached!FCPs).!The!main!difference!is!the!fact!that!the!448!ps!component!observed!with! the!streakNcamera!setup! is! further!resolved! into!a!300!ps!and!a!687!ps!compartment!in!case!of!the!TCSPC!data.!The!average!lifetime!of!these!two!components!was!calculated!for!each!detection!wavelength!(Table!1,!row!τPSII)!and!turned!out!to!be!~447!ps!on!average!(τPSII,!avg),!which!is!virtually!identical!to!the!448!ps!lifetime!as!obtained!from!the!streakNcamera!data!and!it!is!attributed!to!the!average!overall!trapping!time!of!excitations!in!PSII!due!to!charge!separation.!The! average! lifetime! resolved! from! the! TCSPC! data! in! case! of! 535! nm!excitation! (~500! ps)! is! very! close! to! the! one! obtained! from! the! streakNcamera!measurements(~520! ps).! But! the! resolved! components,! in! case! of! different!techniques,!are!somewhat!different!(198!ps,!600!ps!for!TCSPC!vs.!134!ps!and!681!ps!for!streak!camera),!while!the!amplitudes!of!the!corresponding!components!are!close!to! each! other! (the! shortest! component! contributes! ~60! %,! while! the! second! one!~35%!of!the!670N690!nm!emission!for!both!TCSPC!and!streak!camera).!!As! can!be! judged! from! the! average!TCSPC! lifetimes! (τavg,% τ'avg! Table!1),! the!fluorescence! decay! times! after! fx! excitation! are! somewhat! longer! than! for! 400! nm!excitation! where! Chl! a! is! excited! to! a! large! extent.! The! contribution! of! the! longest!component! is!equally! small! in!both!cases,!and! it! is!not! responsible! for! the!observed!difference! (if! it! is!excluded:!τ'avg! (535!nm)! N% τ'avg! (400!nm)!≈140!ps;! if! included:% τavg!(535!nm)N%τavg!(400!nm)≈150!ps,!Table!1).!!Like! in! the! case! of! the! streakNcamera! measurements,! the! presence! of! a!compartment!mainly!due!to!PSI!is!also!not!observed!upon!fx!excitation!in!the!TCSPC!data.! This! is! in! agreement! with! the! finding! above! that! the! FCP! complexes! that! are!excited! at! 535! nm,! mainly! transfer! their! excitation! energy! to! PSII.! The! shortest!component!resolved!by!TCSPC!is!198!ps!with!an!amplitude!of!~35%!that!shows!only!a!few!percent!of!variation!for!the!different!detection!wavelengths.!!To!obtain!further!evidence!that!excitation!energy!is!preferably!transferred!to!PSII,! in!case!of!selective!antenna!excitation!at!535!nm,!steadyNstate!lowNtemperature!spectra!were!recorded!using!400!nm!and!535!nm!excitation!at!77!K.!Indeed,!Figure!2.2!shows!that!the!relative!amount!of!PSI!fluorescence!is!smaller!upon!535!nm!excitation.!!From! the! two! shortest! components! resolved! by! TCSPC! at! 535! nm! the!weighted! average! lifetime! was! determined! at! each! detection! wavelength! and! it! is!presented!in!the!row!τ'avg!of!Table!1!(535!nm!excitation!part).!Because!both!lifetimes!are!mainly! due! to! PSII,! τ'avg! can! be! considered! as! the! overall! average! PSII! trapping!
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time!(τ'avg!=%τPSII).!Its!mean!value!for!the!whole!detection!region!is!460!ps!(τ'avg,!avg),!which! is! ~13! ps! longer! than! it! was! observed! upon! Chl! a! excitation! (447! ps).! The!lengthening!of!the!lifetime!attributed!to!PSII!is!expected!because!the!excitation!at!535!nm! leads! to! relatively! more! excitations! in! the! antennas! and,! thus,! to! a! longer!migration! time! (Broess! et! al.,! 2008).! This! finding! is! reminiscent! of! the! earlier! data!obtained! for! thylakoid!membranes! from% Arabidopsis% thaliana,!where! a! difference! in!migration!time! led!to!a!difference! in! the!average! lifetime!of!13!ps!after!excitation!at!484! and! 412! nm! (Van! Oort! et! al.,! 2010).! Note,! that! in! that! case! the! estimated!migration! time,! i.e.! the! average! time! it! takes! for! an! excitation! to! reach! the! reaction!center!or!primary!electron!donor!for!the!first!time,!was!around!150!ps.!!
2.3.2$PSI$and$PSII$excitation$spectra$of$C.$meneghiniana$In! order! to! obtain! the! PSI! and! PSII! excitation! spectra! for! intact! C.%






of% PSI% (black)% and% PSII% (red)%
from% C.% meneghiniana% LL% cells%
extracted% by% the% procedure%




!The! extracted! excitation! spectra! appeared! to! be! independent! of! the! detection!wavelength,!also!confirming!that!the!PSI!and!PSII!kinetics!were!nicely!separated!in!the!timeNresolved! data.! In! Figure! 2.3! the! obtained! PSI! and! PSII! excitation! spectra! are!presented.! As! compared! to! the! PSII! spectrum,! the! PSI! spectrum! exhibits! less!contribution!in!the!absorption!region!of!the!accessory!antenna!pigments!(Chl!c!and!fx)!indicating!again!that!FCPs!transfer!their!excitation!energy!preferably!to!PSII.!Using!the!obtained!spectra,!we!also!tried!to!estimate!whether!the!proportion!of!fxblue!and!fxred!is!different! in! case! of! FCPs! bound! to! the! different! PSs.! There! are! some! indications!derived! from! in% vivo! measurements! that! fxred! is! bound! to! PSII! in! a! slightly! higher!amount!than!to!PSI!(Szabo!et!al.,!2010).!In!order!to!compare!the!shape!of!the!PSI!and!PSII! excitation! spectra,! they!were!normalized!at!500!nm!and! the! spectral! shoulders!were!compared!in!the!fx!absorption!region!(Figure!2.3:!Insert).!Both!spectra!appear!to!be!very!similar!but!the!PSII!excitation!spectrum!is!redNshifted!by!4!nm!as!compared!to!the! PSI! excitation! spectrum.!This! is! in! qualitative! agreement!with! results! published!earlier!by!Szabo!et!al.!(Szabo!et!al.,!2010),!although!the!effect!observed!in!the!present!study!is!less!pronounced.!!!
2.3.3$ Fluorescence$ kinetics$ of$ LL0,$ ML0$ and$ HL0grown$ C.$
meneghiniana$cells$upon$535$nm$excitation$




Figure! 2.4.! TCSPC% results%
for%LL%(black%line),%ML%(blue%
line)% and% HL% (red% line)% C.%
meneghiniana% cells% upon%
535% nm% excitation% and% 679%
nm% detection.% Insert:% initial%
part%of%the%decay%curves.%!
!this! subsection! we! monitor! the! difference! in! the! fluorescence! kinetics! of! C.%
meneghiniana! cells! grown! in! different! light! conditions! (LL,! ML,! HL)! after! using! the!fxexcitation!wavelength!(535!nm)!in!the!TCSPC!measurements.!In!Figure!2.4!679!nm!TCSPC!decay!curves!are!presented!of!C.%meneghiniana!cells!grown!in!different!photon!flux!densities.!Whereas!there!is!no!strong!difference!between!the!decay!kinetics!of!the!LL!and!ML!samples,!the!decay!curve!of!the!HL!cells!is!considerably!faster.!!! The!global!fitting!results!for!the!LL!sample!are!given!in!Table!1.!In!case!of!ML!and!HL!cultures,! three!decay!components!were!needed!to!get!satisfactory! fits! for!all!detection!wavelengths! (Table!2).!The! longest! component! (2.3N3.6!ns)!was!not! fitted!globally.! Its!contribution! is!very!small! (<3%)!and! it! is!assumed! to!be!due! to!a!small!fraction! of! closed! RCs! or/and! detached! FCPs.! Therefore,! in! Table! 2! only! τ'avg% is!presented,!which!does!not!include!the!longest!component.!The!value!of!τ'avg!for!the!HL!culture!is!substantially!smaller!than!for!LL!and!ML!cells.!Although!the!lifetimes!of!the!resolved!components!do!not!differ!much!for!all!three!samples!(165!and!619!ps!for!HL!as! compared! to!189!ps! and!641!ps! for!ML!and!196!and!600!ps! for!LL),! the! relative!contributions! of! the! resolved! components! vary! strongly:! going! from! LL! to! HL! the!amplitude! of! the! shortest! component! increases! from! ~35%! to! 56%,! while! the!contribution! of! the! second! component! decreases! from!64%! to! 43%.! Comparison! of!the! fitting!results!of!LL!and!ML!samples!shows!that! the!ML!average! lifetimes!are!on!average! 35! ps! shorter.! The! difference! between! HL! and! LL! samples! is! even! more!striking:! the! LL! average! decay! time! is!~100! ps! slower! than! that! of! the!HL! cells.! As!stated!before,!the!kinetics!upon!535!nm!excitation!is!dominated!by!PSII.!That!is!why!
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ML% (blue)% and% HL% (red)%
cells% detected% at% 679% nm%
using% 400% nm% (lines)% and%
535% nm% excitation% (dots).%









λdet%% 670!nm! 679!nm! 693!nm! 701!nm! 712!nm! 724!nm! *avg!
τ%%%%%%%%%%
C.$meneghiniana!ML!189!ps! 51%! 47%! 45%! 45%! 46%! 46%! 47%!641!ps! 47%! 52%! 52%! 54%! 51%! 51%! 51%!2.3N3.6ns! 2%! 1%! 3%! 1%! 3%! 3%! 2%!
*τ'avg,!ps! 406! 426! 431! 436! 426! 426! 425!
C.$meneghiniana!HL!165!ps! 58%! 56%! 53%! 55%! 60%! 53%! 56%!619!ps! 41%! 43%! 45%! 44%! 40%! 45%! 43%!2.7N3.6!ns! 1%! 1%! 2%! 1%! <1%! 2%! 1%!
*τ'avg,!ps! 353! 364! 373! 367! 347! 373! 363!!The! longest! component! was! not! fitted! globally! and! was! a! free! parameter! in! the! analysis.! Confidence!intervals!of!fluorescence!lifetimes!were!calculated!by!exhaustive!search!algorithm!and!were!<4%!through!all!detection!interval.!Standard!errors!of!amplitudes!were!calculated!from!3N5!repeats!and!were!not!more!than!3%.!!avg,!mean!value!of!an!amplitude/average!lifetime!over!the!whole!detection!region;!
τ'avg,!average!lifetime!of!the!fluorescence!decays!when!the!contribution!of!the!longest!component!was!omitted!from!the!calculations.!Its!amplitude!is!very!small!and!probably!it!originates!from!closed!RCs!of!PSII!or/and!small!fraction!of!detached!FCPs.!!data! is! presented! in!Table!3.!The!value!of!τavg! increases!by!~100!ps! for!ML! cells! as!compared!to!LL!cells!(~391!ps!for!LL,!~488!ps!for!ML).!This!difference!is!remarkable!because! the!growth! irradiance! for!ML! is!only!30!µmol!photons!mN2sN1!higher! than! in!case!of!the!culture!grown!in!low!light.!For!HL!cells!the!average!lifetime!increases!even!further! up! to! ~520! ps.! From! the! global! analysis! of! the! ML! data! (Table! 3)! the! PSI!component! is! found! to! be! 68!ps.! Its! amplitude! varies! a! lot! at! different!wavelengths!and!peaks!at!701!nm.!This!result!is!around!the!same!as!for!LL!cells,!where!a!PSI!75Nps!component! was! observed(Table! 1).! The! main! difference! between! the! LL! and! ML!results!stems!from!the!longest!component!(LL:!1.2N6!ns;!ML:!1.5!N1.9!ns),!which!has!a!far!higher!amplitude! for!ML!cells,! even!up! to!8%,!which! is!almost!3! times!higher!as!was!observed!for!LL!cells.! It!can!neither!be!assigned!to!detached!FCPs!nor!to!closed!RCs!attached!to!FCPs!because!the!component!does!not!have!a!counterpart!upon!535!nm! excitation! (Table! 2).! Therefore,! it! most! probably! originates! either! from! non–functioning!PSII!(inactivated/disassembled!PSII!units)!or!PSII!with!closed!RCs!that!are!disconnected!from!the!antenna!complexes.!
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HL! results! show! that! the! kinetics! of! PSI! cannot! be! completely! resolved!anymore!from!the!TCSPC!data.!The!shortest!component!that!was!resolved!for!the!HL!cells!upon!400!nm!excitation!is!122!ps.!Its!amplitude!contribution!varies!between!49N54%! over! the! entire! detection! window! without! showing! any! specific! peaks.! This!provides!direct!evidence!for!a!significant!decrease!of!functional!PSI!for!cultures!grown!in!highNlight! intensities.!This!result! is! in!agreement!with! the!results!of!Strzepek!and!Harrison,!who!detected!a!strong!decrease!of!the!PSI!concentration!with!an!increase!of!the!growth!irradiance!for!the!diatom!Thalassiosira%weissflogii!(Strzepek!and!Harrison,!2004).!! !
Table!3.!Global% fitting%results%of% the%C.%meneghiniana%(ML%and%HL)%decay%curves%upon%
400%nm%excitation.%!
λdet% 670!nm! 679!nm! 693!nm! 701!nm! 712!nm! 724!nm! *avg!
τ%
C.$meneghiniana!ML!68!ps! 8%! 23%! 36%! 48%! 46%! 47%! !241!ps! 43%! 25%! 22%! 13%! 14%! 12%! !764!ps! 46%! 45%! 38%! 33%! 32%! 33%! !1.5N1.9!ns!! 3%! 7%! 4%! 6%! 8%! 7%! !
τavg,!ps! 500! 516! 480! 470! 470! 493! 488!
C.$meneghiniana!HL!122!ps! 53%! 55%! 50%! 54%! 54%! 49%! 53%!803!ps! 40%! 40%! 44%! 40%! 40%! 42%! 41%!1.7N2.4!ns! 7%! 5%! 6%! 6%! ~6%! ~8%! 6%!
τavg,!ps!! 507! 544! 517! 516! 529! 527! 523!The!longest!component!was!not!fitted!globally!and!was!left!as!a!free!parameter!in!the!analysis.!Confidence!intervals!of!fluorescence!lifetimes!were!calculated!by!exhaustive!search!algorithm!and!were!<6%!through!all!detection!interval.!Standard!errors!of!amplitudes!were!calculated!from!3N5!repeats!and!were!not!larger!than!3%.!avg,!mean!value!of!an!amplitude/average!lifetime!over!the!whole!detection!region.!In!case!of!the!amplitude,!only!the!rows!that!do!not!show!strong!deviations!throughout!the!detection!region!were!averaged.!!! It!is!also!in!line!with!Beer!et!al,!who!measured!a!slower!PSII!reoxidation!in!HL!cells!of!C.%meneghiniana%(Beer!et!al.,!2011).The!second!component!resolved! in!HL! is!803!ps!with!a!contribution!of!~41%!throughout!the!whole!detection!region,!and!this!lifetime!is!somewhat!longer!than!in!case!of!LL!and!ML!samples,!where!687!ps!(LL)!and!764!ps!(ML)!lifetimes!were!obtained.!Another! aspect! that! contributes! to! the! increase! of! the! average! lifetime! is!similar! as! for! the! ML! culture:! a! strong! increase! of! the! amplitude! of! the! slowest!
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component! (1.7N2.4! ns)! up! to! 8%.! Again,! this! rise! is! not! observed! upon! 535! nm!excitation.!To!summarize,!upon!relatively!selective!Chl!a!excitation!a!strong!increase!of!the!average!fluorescence!lifetime!was!observed!for!ML!and!HL!cultures,!which!is!due!to!two!main!effects:!a!decrease!in!the!relative!amount!of!PSI!and!an!increase!of!Chl!a!that! is! not! active! in! excitation! energy! transfer! and! most! probably! attached! to!inactivated/disassembled!PSII! units! as! a! result! of! photoinhibition! (Wu!et! al.,! 2011).!This! hypothesis! is! in! agreement! with! the! observation! that! the! maximum! quantum!yield! of! PSII! photochemistry! (Fv/Fm)! decreases! substantially! under! HL! growing!conditions! as! compared! to! LL! (Beer! et! al.,! 2011)(Strzepek! and! Harrison,! 2004).!Interestingly! this! effect! is! already! substantial! for! the!ML! culture,!where! the! growth!irradiance!was!(only)!50!µmol!photons!mN2sN1.!
2.4!Discussion! !In! this! work! we! have! investigated! and! interpreted! the! variation! in!fluorescence! kinetics! of! the! diatom!C.%meneghiniana! in% vivo! grown! in! different! light!conditions.!Use!was!made!of!different!excitation!wavelengths!to!preferentially!excite!antenna! or! core! complexes! and! different! detection! wavelengths! were! used! to!discriminate! between! PSI! and! PSII.! The! combination! of! steadyNstate! and! timeNresolved!fluorescence!allowed!us!to!distinguish!between!the!excitation!spectra!of!PSI!and!PSII.!400!nm!excitation!of! lowNlight!cultures! leads!to!a!75!ps! lifetime!that!mainly!corresponds!to!excitation!trapping!in!PSI,!which!is!close!to!the!lifetime!of!PSI!in!higher!plants!(Van!Oort!et!al.,!2008;!Wientjes!et!al.,!2009;!Wientjes!et!al.,!2011).!For!PSII!an!average! lifetime!of!448!ps! is! found.!These! results!are! reminiscent!of! those!obtained!for!thylakoid!membranes!from!Arabidopsis!thaliana!(Van!Oort!et!al.,!2010),!where!the!average!fluorescence!lifetime!of!PSII!was!reported!to!be!~333!ps!and!a!73!ps!lifetime!was! found! that! was! predominantly! due! to! PSI.! The! longer! lifetime! for! PSII! in! C.%
meneghiniana!LL!cells!may!be!due!to!a!larger!antenna!size!(the!Arabidopsis!thylakoids!contained!~300!pigments/RC!(Croce!and!van!Amerongen,!2011;!Sandonà!et!al.,!1998;!Van!Oort! et! al.,! 2010))! although! it! should! be! realized! that! the! antenna! composition!differs! and! the! same! is! true! for! its! organization.! A! larger! antenna! size! allows!more!effective! light! harvesting! in! LL! growing! conditions! as! shown! by! Smith! and!Melis! in!diatoms!(Smith!et!al.,!1988),!while!high!photon!flux!densities!cause!a!decrease!of!the!antenna! size! that! is! also! reflected! in! the! average! lifetimes! (see! below).! It! is! worth!mentioning!that!the!DAS!for!our!PSI!and!PSII!components!are!very!similar!in!shape!as!those!reported!by!Miloslavina!et!al.!with!the!same!peak!positions!(~680!nm!for!PSII!and!~690!nm! for!PSI)(Miloslavina! et! al.,! 2009).! In! that! study! three! components! for!
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both!PSI!and!PSII!were!observed!by!performing!target!model!fitting!(C.%meneghiniana:!2.6!ps,!12!ps,!66!ps!for!PSI!and!159!ps,!300!ps!and!580!ps!for!PSII).!A!rough!average!lifetime!estimation! for! their!results! leads! to!~51!ps! for!PSI!and!~395!ps! for!PSII! (C.%
meneghiniana).!These!values!are!slightly!shorter!than!in!our!case!but,!as!was!shown!above,! the! growth! conditions! can! influence! the! average! lifetimes.!We! conclude! that!the!antenna!size!for!the!samples!used!by!Miloslavina!et!al.!were!smaller,!probably!as!a!result!of!different!illumination!conditions!used!during!growth!(reported!intensity!was!40!µmol!photons!mN2sN1).!In!case!of!selective!antenna!excitation!at!535!nm,!we!observed!that!PSI!was!excited! rather! poorly! and! no! PSI! can! be! distinguished! by! the! global! analysis! of! the!data.! Furthermore! the!PSIINassociated! antenna! seems! to!be! enriched! in! fxred! (Figure!2.3:!Insert),!indicating!that!the!FCPb!oligomeric!form!can!be!not!only!connected!to!PSI!(Veith!et!al.,!2009)!but!also!to!PSII.!!The!decrease!of!the!PSI!contribution!upon!fx!excitation!at!535!nm!results!in!the! fact! that! the!kinetics!starts! to!be!dominated!by! two!components! ,!both!of!which!are!predominantly!attributed!to!PSII!and!the!lifetimes!are!around!460!ps!on!average!(Table! 1,% τ'avg).! This! value! is!~13!ps! longer! than! the! average!PSII! lifetime! observed!upon!Chl!a!excitation!(449!ps),!due!to!an! increase!of! the!migration!time!when!there!are! relatively! more! excitations! in! the! outer! antenna.! We! cannot! estimate! the!difference! in! migration! time! very! accurately! because! it! is! not! possible! yet! to!completely!correct!for!the!PSI!kinetics!both!at!400!nm!and!at!535!nm!and!moreover!the!ratio!of!PSII!core!and!antenna!excitations!at!400!nm!is!not!known.!!We! have! observed! a! strong! effect! of! growth! light! conditions! on! the! PSII!fluorescence! kinetics.! In! case! of! selective! antenna! excitation,! the! average! lifetime!decreased! from! 460! ps! for! LLN! to! 363! ps! in! case! of! HLNcultures.! The! ~! 100! ps!shortening!reflects!a!decrease!of!the!FCP!antenna!size!connected!to!the!RC!of!PSII.!In!this!respect!our!results!agree!with!those!of!Gallagher!et!al.!(Gallagher!et!al.,!1984).!On!the!other!hand!our!findings!are!in!disagreement!with!those!of!Lepetit!and!coNworkers,!who!claimed! that! the!number!of!antenna!complexes!per!RC! is! relatively! constant! in!different!light!regimes!(Lepetit!et!al.,!2010).!In! case! of! higher! plants,! it! was! shown! that! the! size! of! the! PSII! antenna!influences!the!fluorescence!lifetimes!substantially!(Caffarri!et!al.,!2011;!Croce!and!van!Amerongen,!2011).!For!membranes!that!contain!2.0N2.5!LHCII!trimers!per!PSII!RC,!the!fluorescence!lifetime!was!reported!to!be!around!150!ps!upon!Chl!a!excitation!(Broess!et! al.,! 2006;!Broess!et! al.,! 2008)!whereas! for! thylakoid!membranes!with!4.0! trimers!per!PSII!RC,!the!lifetime!goes!up!to!around!330!ps!(Caffarri!et!al.,!2011;!Croce!and!van!Amerongen,! 2011;! Van! Oort! et! al.,! 2010),! partly! because! the! extra! trimers! are!connected! less! well! with! the! RC.! Although! significant! sequence! similarity! exists!
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between!FCP!and!LHCII!proteins!the!antenna!composition!and!organization!differs.!In!diatoms,! special! FCP! proteins! (Lhcr)! are! bound! to! PSI! only! (Grouneva! et! al.,! 2011;!Veith! et! al.,! 2009;! Veith! and! Buchel,! 2007),! whereas! no! data! about! the! precise!organization!of! the!PSII!antenna!composition!exists.!Both!FCPa!and!FCPb!complexes!were! isolated! separately! from! the! PSs! and! consist! of! Lhcf! proteins,! whereby! FCPa!contain!Lhcx!polypeptides! in! addition! (Beer! et! al.,! 2006).!As!mentioned!above,! only!hints!exist!about!the!attribution!of!FCP!complexes!to!either!PS.!The!enrichment!of!the!PSII! antenna!with! fxred! points! at! least! to! FCPa! being! associated!with! PSII.! Thus!we!tentatively! assume! that! losing! one! FCPa! trimer! from! the! PSII! antenna! might! be!responsible!for!the!difference!in!PSII!lifetime!for!LL!and!HL!cells.!Such!a!change!in!PSU!size!would!not! result! in! a!detectable! change! in! the! relative!pigment! concentrations,!making! these! values! less! good! indicators! for! the! antenna! size! change! in! contrast! to!what!was!assumed!in!(Lepetit!et!al.,!2010).!!The! results! obtained! for! the! light–treated! cells! upon! 400Nnm! excitation!demonstrate! that! apart! from! the! PSII! antenna! size! also! other! changes! occur.!Increasing!the!growth!irradiance!leads!to!a!relative!decrease!of!the!amount!of!PSI!as!compared!to!PSII,!which!is!reflected!by!the!fact!that!the!~70!ps!PSI!lifetime!cannot!be!resolved!anymore! in! case!of!HL! cells.!Moreover,! the! samples!grown! in!MLN!and!HLNconditions!start!to!experience!strong!photoinhibition.!This!effect!manifests!itself!by!a!substantial! increase! of! the! contribution! of! long! lifetime! components.! This! is!reminiscent! of! results! obtained! by!Wu! et! al.! (Wu! et! al.,! 2011),!who! observed! large!pools!of!inactive!or!disassembled!PSII!centers!in!Thalassiosira%pseudonana!in!case!of!a!sudden!increase!of!irradiance.!
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Measurements!using!streak;camera!setup!For! streakNcamera!measurements,! the! sample! was! kept! at! 287! K! in! a! flow!cuvette! and! a! sample! reservoir! (3N4! ml).! In! order! to! minimize! the! contribution! of!closed!reaction!centers!and!of!annihilation,!the!cells!were!flowing!from!the!reservoir!to! the! cuvette! and! back,! with! a! flow! speed! of! ~2.5! ml/sec.! Excitation! light! was!vertically! polarized,! the! spot! size! diameter! was! typically∼100! μm,! and! the! laser!repetition!rate!was!250!kHz!while!the!excitation!power!was!15N35!µW.!The!detector!polarizer!was!set!at!magic!angle!orientation.!For! the!experiments!we!used!a!cuvette!with!optical!path! length!of!1!mm.!To!avoid! significant! selfNabsorption! the!OD!at! the!excitation! wavelength! was! set! to! ~0.1/cm! (for! 400nm:OD680≈! 0.06,! for! 535! nm:!OD680≈! 0.13).! In! this! way! during! the! time! (~3! μs)! needed! to! travel! through! the!excitation!spot!1!out!of!~900!to!2200!pigments!is!excited.!Supposing!equal!excitation!of!PSI!and!PSII,!and!a!PSII!antenna!size!of!~300!pigments/RC(for!the!estimations!the!number!of!pigments!in!PSII!supercomplex!of!higher!plants!was!used!(Van!Oort!et!al.,!2010),! it! follows! that! 20±10! %! of! the! RCs! are! excited! while! passing! through! the!excitation!beam.!!In!order!to!be!able!to!resolve!the!components!in!the!region!from!~5!ps!to!~2!ns! two!time!windows!were!used:!800!ps!and!2!ns.!Each!experiment!was!repeated!3!times!on!different!generations.!The!streakNimages!of!different! samples!grown! in! the!same!light!conditions!are!very!similar!in!case!of!the!independent!cultivation!and!are!shown!in!Figure!S1.!!!




Figure! S1.! Fluorescence% 2D% images% obtained% for% 3% different% generations% of% C.%
meneghiniana% LL% as% measured% with% the% streakPcamera% setup% upon% 400nm% excitation.%
The% time% window% was% 0.8% ns% (A,% B,% C)% and% 2.0% ns% (D,% E,% F).% False% colors% reflect% the%







(ii)$ Comparison$ of$ streak0camera$ DAS$ obtained$ from$ C.$
meneghiniana$ LL$ under$ 400$ nm$ excitation$ without$ and$ in$ the$





Figure! S3.! Comparison% of% the% results% obtained% from% C.% meneghiniana% LL% by% streakP
camera%measurements% in% the% presence% of%DCMU% (“closed”% state)% (red% lines)% and% in% the%







quenching! processes! in! Cyclotella)
meneghiniana! by! spectrally2resolved!




Abstract!!Diatoms,! which! are! primary! producers! in! the! oceans,! can! rapidly! switch!on/off!efficient!photoprotection! to!respond! to! fast! lightSintensity!changes! in!moving!waters.!The!corresponding!thermal!dissipation!of!excessSabsorbedSlight!energy!can!be!observed! as! nonSphotochemical! quenching! (NPQ)! of! chlorophyll! a! fluorescence.!FluorescenceSinduction!measurements!on!Cyclotella%meneghiniana!diatoms!show!two!NPQ! processes:! qE1! relaxes! rapidly! in! the! dark! while! qE2! remains! present! upon!switching!to!darkness!and!is!related!to!the!presence!of!the!xanthophyllScycle!pigment!diatoxanthin! (Dtx).! We! performed! picosecond! fluorescence! measurements! on! cells!locked! in! different! (quenching)! states,! revealing! the! following! sequence! of! events!during! full! development! of! NPQ.! At! first,! trimers! of! lightSharvesting! complexes!(fucoxanthinSchlorophyll! a/c!proteins),! or!FCPa,!become!quenched,!while!being!part!of! photosystem! II! (PSII),! due! to! the! induced! pH! gradient! across! the! thylakoid!membrane.! This! is! followed! by! (partial)! detachment! of! FCPa! from! PSII! after!which!quenching!persists.!The!pH!gradient!also!causes!the!formation!of!Dtx,!which!leads!to!further! quenching! of! isolated! PSII! cores! and! some! aggregated! FCPa.! In! subsequent!darkness,! the!pH!gradient!disappears!but!Dtx!remains!present!and!quenching!partly!pertains.! Only! in! the! presence! of! some! light! the! system! completely! recovers! to! the!unquenched!state.!!
3.1!Introduction!!Diatoms!are!unicellular!photosynthetic!eukaryotes!that!are!very!abundant!in!water! bodies! and! have! a! key! role! in! the! biochemical! cycles! of! carbon,! nitrogen,!phosphorus! and! silica.! They! are! thought! to! contribute!~20%! to! the! global! primary!productivity,!producing!perhaps!20!Pg!of!carbon!per!year,!and!providing!more!oxygen!than! all! tropical! rainforests! together! (Falkowski! et! al.,! 1998;! Field! et! al.,! 1998).!Thriving! in! turbulent!waters,! diatoms! have! to! cope!with! lightSintensity! fluctuations!that!can!vary!over!several!orders!of!magnitude!on!a!timescale!of!seconds!to!minutes.!In!case!of!highSlight!stress!the!diatoms!activate!alternative!energy!sinks!and!dissipate!excessively! absorbed! light! through!nonSphotochemical! quenching! (NPQ)! in!order! to!maintain!an!optimal!photosynthetic!activity.!!!Most!of!the!photosynthesis!processes!take!place!in!and!around!the!thylakoid!membranes,! which! in! contrast! to! those! of! higher! plants,! are! not! segregated! into!stromal!and!granal!regions.!However,!like!in!plants,!their!antenna!complexes,!the!soScalled! fucoxanthinSchlorophyll! a/c! proteins! (FCPs),! are! membraneSintrinsic! (for!reviews,! see! (Falkowski! et! al.,! 1998;! Lavaud,! 2007)).! Although! these! antenna!
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complexes!belong!to!the!lightSharvesting!chlorophyll!(Chl)!protein!(LHC)!superfamily!(Durnford!et!al.,!1996),!their!pigment!content!differs!considerably!from!that!of!lightSharvesting!complex!(LHC)!II!in!higher!plants.!FCPs!do!not!possess!Chl!b!but!use!Chl!c!as! an! accessory! pigment,! and! they! contain! fucoxanthin! (fx)! as! the! major! lightSharvesting! xanthophyll,! which! is! not! present! in! plants.! Several! studies! have! shown!that!redSabsorbing!fx!forms!(fxred)!are!predominantly!connected!to!PSII!(photosystem!II),! whereas! PSI! receives! relatively! more! excitation! energy! from! the! more! blueSabsorbing!fx!forms!(fxblue)!(Chukhutsina!et!al.,!2013;!Szabo!et!al.,!2010).!The!Chl!a!to!carotenoid! ratio! is! ~1! for! diatom! antenna! complexes! (Gildenhoff! et! al.,! 2010;!Papagiannakis!et!al.,!2005),!whereas!this!number!is!~3!for!plants!(see!e.g.!(Liu!et!al.,!2004)).! Two! different! major! FCP! complexes! can! be! isolated! from! Cyclotella%
meneghiniana,% the!organism!under! investigation! in! the!present! study:! trimeric!FCPa!and! oligomeric! FCPb,! that! have! similar! spectroscopic! properties! but! consist! of!different! polypeptides,! with! only! FCPa! complexes! containing! the! lightSharvesting!complex!stressSrelated!protein!subunits,!denoted!as!Lhcx,!needed!for!photoprotection!(Bailleul!et!al.,!2010;!Beer!et!al.,!2006;!Büchel,!2003;!Gildenhoff!et!al.,!2009;!Gildenhoff!et!al.,!2010;!Premvardhan!et!al.,!2009).!!In!general,!thermal!energy!dissipation!via!NPQ!comprises!a!highSenergySstate!(qE),! a! stateStransition! (qT),! and! a! photoinhibitory! (qI)! component! (see! e.g.(Niyogi,!1999)).! In! diatoms,!NPQ! is! dominated! by! qE,!whereas! qT! is!missing! (Owens,! 1986)!and! qI! is! strongly! reduced! (Ting! and!Owens,! 1994).! Diatoms! have! in! common!with!vascular! plants! and! green! algae! that! the! qE! component! is! modulated! by! the!conversion! of! xanthophyll! cycle! (XC)! pigments.! In! diatoms,! this! comprises! the! deSepoxidation! of! diadinoxanthin! (Ddx)! to! diatoxanthin! (Dtx)! (for! a! recent! review! see!(Goss!and!Jakob,!2010)).!This!conversion!correlates!with!the!buildSup!of!NPQ,!which!is!far! more! pronounced! than! in! higher! plants! (Ruban! et! al.,! 2004).! The! quenching!involves! several! components.! One! of! them! depends! most! probably! directly! on! the!lightSdriven! proton! gradient! across! the! thylakoid! membrane! and! it!relaxes/disappears!relatively!fast!upon!switching!to!darkness!(Grouneva!et!al.,!2008)!as!can!be!observed!by!fluorescence!induction!measurements.!Another!one!is!thought!to!be!directly!related!to!the!deSepoxidation!of!Ddx!to!Dtx!(Goss!et!al.,!2006;!Grouneva!et!al.,!2008).!!
In%vitro,!quenching!of!excitations!can!be!induced!via!the!aggregation!of!lightSharvesting! complexes,! reducing! excitedSstate! lifetime! and! fluorescence! yield! (Van!Oort!et!al.,!2007),!and! this!aggregation!has!often!been! implied! to!be!responsible! for!NPQ! in! higher! plants! and! algae,! at! least! partly! (Ballottari! et! al.,! 2010;! Horton! and!Ruban,! 2005;! Ruban! et! al.,! 2007;! Wentworth! et! al.,! 2001).! Based! on! picosecond!spectroscopic!studies!NPQ!in!C.%meneghiniana!was!also!partly!ascribed!to!aggregation!
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of!peripheral!FCP!complexes!(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009),!whereas!a!second!quenching!process!was!postulated!to!be!DtxSdependent!and!to!occur!in!an!FCP!complex!close!to!the! reaction! centre! (RC)! of! PSII.! It!was! suggested!more! recently! (Gundermann! and!Büchel,!2012)!that!the!FCPa!antenna!might!aggregate!in!C.%meneghiniana!upon!lumen!acidification,! thereby! leading! to!excitedSstate!quenching.!Furthermore,! it!was!shown!that!the!fluorescence!yield!of!FCPa!depends!on!the!Dtx!content! in%vitro,!which!is!not!the!case!for!FCPb!(Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2008).!!Although! both! fluorescence! induction! and! picosecond! spectroscopic!measurements! point! at! the! presence! of! two! different! quenching! mechanisms! in! C.%
meneghiniana,!it!has!not!been!possible!to!correlate!these!to!each!other!and!to!the!inSvitro! results! on! isolated! (quenched! and! unquenched)! antenna! complexes.! In! the!present! study! we! prepare! cells! in! different! quenching! states! according! to! the!fluorescence!induction!(PAM)!measurements,!stabilize!these!states!by!rapid!cooling!to!77!K!and!study!the!corresponding!ultrafast!kinetic!and!spectroscopic!characteristics.!By!comparing!our!decomposed!in%vivo!spectra!with!earlier!reported!in%vitro!spectra,!a!detailed!model! is!proposed! that!reflects!spectral!and! temporal!characteristics!of! the!various! NPQ! mechanisms! in! C.% meneghiniana! and! pinpoints! the! locations! where!quenching!takes!place.!!
3.2!Materials!and!methods!
3.2.1)Cell)culture)The! diatom! C.% meneghiniana! (Culture! Collection! Göttingen,! strain! 1020S1a)!was! grown! in!batch! cultures! in!Erlenmeyer! flasks!of! 40!ml! culture! volume!at! 18! 0C!during!constant!shaking!at!120!rpm!at!20!µmol!photons!mS2sS1! in! the!silicaSenriched!ASP!medium! according! to! (Provasoli! et! al.,! 1957).! A! 16! h! light:! 8! h! dark! cycle!was!used.!Cells!were!harvested!in!the!logarithmic!growth!phase.!For!all!measurements!10!mM!KHCO3!was!added!to!the!algal!cultures!to!ensure!sufficient!CO2Ssupply!during!the!periods!of!actinic!highSlight!illumination.!!
3.2.2)Pigment)preparation)and)analysis)Pigment! stoichiometries! of! the! cells! were! determined! by! analytical! HPLC!(Merck!Elite!LaChrom,!LS2130!⁄!LS2450,!Darmstadt,!Germany).!The!cells!were!broken!in!90%!methanol!buffered!with!1mM!Tris!pH!7.5!with!0.45!mm!glass!beads!in!a!Bead!Beater! (Biospec! Products,! Bartlesville,! OK)! for! 9! min.! Samples! were! centrifuged!shortly! at! maximal! speed! in! an! Eppendorf! centrifuge! (Thermo! Scientific,!
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Langenselbold,! Germany),! and! the! supernatants! were! loaded! onto! the! column.!Pigments!were!separated!and!quantified!using!a!RP18!column!and!a!photodiode!array!detector!as!described!previously!(Papagiannakis!et!al.,!2005).!
3.2.3))PAM)setup)Fluorescence! induction! kinetics! of! variable! Chl! fluorescence! and! the!development!of!NPQ!were!monitored!with!a!PAM!fluorimeter!(Walz!GmbH,!Effeltrich)!on! cells! adjusted! to! a! Chl! a! content! of! 2! μg! ml−1! (Jeffrey! and! Humphrey,! 1975).!Saturating!light!flashes!(3500!μmol!photons!m−2!s−1)!of!800!ms!were!applied!every!2!min.! The! cells! were! dark! adapted! for! 2! min! before! Fm! was! determined.! Then! the!illumination!protocol!consisted!of!10!min!highSlight!illumination!(~!750!µmol!photons!m−2! s−1),! followed! by! 30! min! of! complete! darkness! (“relaxed”! cells).! The! complete!recovery! of! NPQ! (“recovered”! cells)! was! obtained!when! 30!min! of! low! light! (~! 10!µmol!photons!m−2!s−1)!followed!10!min!of!highSlight!illumination.!!
3.2.4!Measurements!using!the!streak2camera!setup!TimeSresolved! fluorescence! experiments! were! performed! at! 77! K! with! a!streakScamera!setup!(Broess!et!al.,!2006;!van!Oort!et!al.,!2008;!Van!Oort!et!al.,!2009;!van! Stokkum! et! al.,! 2008),! measuring! fluorescence! intensity! as! a! function! of!wavelength!and!time.!Three!excitation!wavelengths!were!used:!400!nm,!490!nm!and!550! nm.! The! resulting! images! were! corrected! for! background! signal! and! detector!sensitivity! and! sliced!up! into! traces!of!2!nm.!The!average!was! taken!of!100! images,!each!measured!for!10!s.!The!laser!power!was!in!the!range!of!40S70µW,!the!spot!size!was! 100! µm,! and! the! repetition! rate! 250! kHz.! Each! sample! was! measured! in! 3!different! states:! original! (“unquenched”)! state! (taken! directly! from! the! growing!chamber,! followed! by! ~2! min! of! dark! adaptation);! “quenched”! state! (~10! min! of!white! light!preillumination!at!~!750!µmol!photons!m−2!s−1);!“relaxed”!(~30!min!of!darkness! after!10!min!of! actinic! light).!Each!measurement!was! repeated!3! times!on!different!generations!of! the!diatoms.!Each!generation!was!measured!using! two! time!windows:!800!ps!and!2!ns.!The!streak!images!were!analyzed!using!the!TIMP!package!for! R! language! (Mullen! and! van! Stokkum,! 2007)! and! Glotaran,! a! graphical! user!interface! for! the!RSpackage!TIMP! (glotaran.org).!To!get! an!equal! good!estimation!of!long! (>700! ps)! and! short! components,! streak! images! obtained! with! different! time!windows! were! linked! during! the! analysis.! For! the! unquenched! and! relaxed! state,!datasets!of!different!generations!were!linked.!In!the!quenched!situation,!the!datasets!were!analyzedindependently,!because!of!small!variations!in!the!amount!of!quenching!between! the! measurements,! but! all! trends! and! conclusions! are! fully! consistent.! A!
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GaussianSshaped! instrument! response! function! was! used! for! the! analysis! and! its!width!was!a!free!fitting!parameter.!FWHM!values!obtained!from!the!fitting!procedure!are!in!the!range!of!10S13!ps!for!the!800!ps!time!window!and!~!25S28!ps!for!the!2!ns!time!window.!The!synchroscan!period!(13.17!ns)!results!in!a!back!and!forth!sweeping!of! longSlived!components!and! leads! to! some!signal! “before! time!zero”! in! the! streakScamera! images! (van! Stokkum! et! al.,! 2006).! This! is! used! for! the! estimation! of! long!lifetimes!(many!ns).!The!slowest!component!was!always!fixed!to!3.7!ns.!This!lifetime!was!obtained!independently!for!many!datasets,!but!due!to!the!limited!time!window!of!our!setup,!it!was!not!possible!to!resolve!it!in!a!reliable!way.!The!fit!quality!was!judged!by!singular!value!decomposition!of!the!residuals!matrix!(see!also!Supplemental!Figure!1)! (Mullen! and! van! Stokkum,! 2007).! In! Supplemental! Materials! and! Methods! it! is!described! how! the! obtained! DAS! are! decomposed! into! different! components,! like!those!of!PSII!and!various!antenna!complexes.!!!
Table! 1.! Pigment% content% of% C.% meneghiniana% cells% locked% in% four% different% states:%
unquenched,% quenched,% relaxed% (in% dark)% and% recovered% (in% low% light).% Pigment%
concentrations% are% presented% as%mM%pigment%MH1% Chl% a.% The% table% shows%mean% values%
with%standard%deviations%of%at%least%3%measurements.%







Figure! 3.1.% Chl% a% fluorescence% induction% kinetics% of% C.% meneghiniana% cells.% Samples%
were%adjusted%to%2%μg/ml.%The%Figure%depicts%the%transition%from%darkness%to%high%light%




recovery% in% the%dark,%Ft%and%especially%Fm'%do%not%come%back% to% the%original% level%and%
stay%quenched%(original%level%of%F0%is%indicated%by%dotted%line).%!
meneghiniana! cells!were! recorded!with! the! PAM! setup! and! different! quenched! and!unquenched! states! of! the! culture! were! characterized.! The! average! Fv/Fm! value! for!cells!in!growth!conditions!(before!further!measurements)!was!0.60,!which!is!close!to!values! obtained! previously! for!C.%meneghiniana,! grown! in! similar! conditions! (Fv/Fm!=0.65!(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009),!Fv/Fm!=0.52!(Beer!et!al.,!2011)).!!After!determining!Fv/Fm,!high! light!of!760!µmol!photons!mS2!sS1!was!applied!for!10!min.!Within!a!few!seconds!strong!fluorescence!quenching!was!observed!(Figure!3.1),! which! is! believed! to! be! partly! triggered! by! a! ∆pH! across! the! photosynthetic!
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membrane,! that! rapidly! activates! conversion! of! XC! pigments! (Goss! et! al.,! 2006;!Grouneva!et!al.,!2008).!The!maximum!fluorescence!yield,!measured!in!the!presence!of!high!light!with!all!RCs!closed!(Fm')!reached!its!highest!amount!of!quenching!during!the!first!minute! of! illumination!while! the!minimal! fluorescence! level! in! the! presence! of!high! light! (Ft)! continued! to! decrease! during! the! whole! illumination! period! and! the!dynamic! control! of! this! slower! phase! is! achieved! by! the! regulatory! role! of! theXC!carotenoids! (Ddx! and! Dtx)! (Goss! et! al.,! 2006;! Grouneva! et! al.,! 2008;! Lavaud! et! al.,!2002;!Ruban!et!al.,!2004).!Then!the!actinic!light!was!switched!off!and!cells!were!kept!in! complete! darkness! for! 30! min.! An! immediate! drop! in! NPQ! was! observed.! This!rapidly! disappearing! quenching! is! termed! qE1! (Figure! 3.1)! and! is! thought! to! be!directly! linked! to! the! drop! in! the! pH! gradient.! Then! both! Ft! and! Fm'! continued! to!increase!but!did!not!recover!to!the!original!level!during!these!30!mins.!So!around!5%!of! Ft! remained!quenched!while! for! Fm'! this!was!~40%.! It! should!be!noted! that!NPQ!remains!present!in!complete!darkness!(qE2)!whereas!it!disappears!in!the!presence!of!~10!µmol!photons!m−2!s−1!(results!not!shown,!see!also!(Grouneva!et!al.,!2009)).!qE2!is!supposedly! regulated! by! Dtx! (Goss! et! al.,! 2006;! Grouneva! et! al.,! 2009),! which! is!confirmed!by!pigment!analysis!(Table!1)!of!the!cells!measured!in!four!different!states:!unquenched,! quenched,! relaxed! (30!min.! in! darkness)! and! recovered! (in! low! light).!Relaxed! cells! have! almost! identical! Ddx! and! Dtx! concentrations! as! quenched! cells,!confirming! that! indeed! Dtx! epoxidation! is! inhibited! in! complete! darkness! (see! also!(Goss! et! al.,! 2006))! whereas! ! cells! that! recovered! in! low! light! have! very! similar!amounts!of!Ddx!and!Dtx!as!cells!in!the!unquenched!state.!! !
3.3.2)Picosecond)kinetics)of)unquenched)C.)meneghiniana)





using% unquenched% cells% for% different% excitation%wavelengths:% 400% nm% (solid% line),% 490%
nm% (dotted% line)% and% 550% nm% (dashed% line).% For% comparison,% the% total% fluorescence%
spectra%at%t=0%(which%equals%the%sum%of%all%DAS%for%a%particular%excitation%wavelength)%
are% normalized% to% their%maximum% (see% Supplemental% Figure% S2).% The% lifetimes% of% the%
corresponding%DAS%are%presented%in%Table%2.%
! !Four! decay! components! are! sufficient! to! fit! the! fluorescence! kinetics! for! all!wavelengths.!The!resulting!decaySassociated!spectra! (DAS)! for!unquenched!cells!are!shown! in! Figure! 3.2.! The! lifetimes! are! rather! similar! for! all! excitation!wavelengths!(Table!2).!The!total!fluorescence!spectra!at!t=0!(sum!of!the!corresponding!DAS)!were!normalized! to!each!other.!They!slightly!differ! in!peak!wavelength!and!amplitude! for!different! λex! (Supplemental! Figure! S2)! and! the! corresponding! DAS! cannot! be!compared! in! absolute! terms! but! their! relative! contributions! can! be! judged.! The!
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τavg!(ns)!λdet=700!nm!!unquenched! 400nm! 27! 128! 579! 3.7! 0.75! 0.75!! 490nm! 26! 149! 601! 3.7! 0.83! 1.0!! 550nm! 30! 139! 596! 3.7! 1.12! 1.62!quenched! 400nm! 27! 132! 520! 3.7! 0.40! 0.56!! 490nm! 26! 124! 518! 3.7! 0.57! 0.86!! 550nm! 27! 140! 552! 3.7!! 0.79! 1.17!relaxed! 400nm! 25! 128! 580! 3.7! 0.63! 0.75!! 490nm! 28! 145! 600! 3.7! 0.83! 1.02!! 550nm! 30! 143! 604! 3.7! 1.12! 1.62!Lifetimes! estimated! from! global! analysis! of! the! fluorescence! data! obtained! for! the! C.%
meneghiniana!cells!in!different!states.!The!DAS!colors!specified!in!the!lifetimes!rows!correspond!to!the!colors!of!the!DAS!in!Figs!2!and!4.!Typical!standard!errors!are!2.0S3.0!%!for!τ1,!0.5S1.0!%!for!τ2!and!~0.5!%!for!!τ3!for!all!analyzed!datasets.!The!slowest!component!is!at!the!limit!of!the!setup! resolution! and! was! always! fixed! to! 3.7! ns.! Average! lifetimes! of! the! total! fluorescence!decays!were!calculated!at!two!detection!wavelengths:!685!nm!and!700!nm.!
!
3.3.3) Picosecond) kinetics) of) C.) meneghiniana) cells)
measured)in)different)states)To! discriminate! between! qE1! and! qE2!C.%meneghiniana! cells!were! locked! in!three! different! states! at! 77! K:! unquenched,! quenched! and! relaxed.! Typical! streakScamera! measurements! are! presented! in! Figure! 3.3! for! the! same! 3! excitation!wavelengths! as! used! above.! At! all! excitation! wavelengths! the! fluorescence! of!unquenched!cells!(Figure!3.3!a,!d,!h)!is!longerSlived!than!for!quenched!cells!(Figure!3.3!b,!e,!i)!as!expected,!but!when!comparing!unquenched!and!relaxed!cells!the!situation!is!different.!Upon!exciting! the!outer!antenna!at!either!490!or!550!nm!the!unquenched!
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and! relaxed! cells! show!nearly! identical! kinetics,!whereas! λex! =400! nm! leads! toclear!differences.! This! immediately! indicates! that! qE2! is! not! related! to! the! outer! antenna!FCP!but!must!be!related!to!PSII!cores!that!are!not!or!hardly!connected!to!FCP.!!
!
3.3.3.1!Upon!fx!excitation!only!qE1!is!observed!First!we!analyzed!streakScamera!data!measured!upon!fx!excitation!!(490!and!550! nm)! in! different! states! to! confirm! that! qE2! is! not! monitored! upon! antenna!excitation.!So!the!resulting!decaySassociated!spectra!(DAS)!for!unquenched,!quenched!and!relaxed!cells!are!compared!in!Figs!4A!B.!Four!components!are!sufficient!to!fit!the!data! in!all! cases.!Most! lifetimes!are!similar! for! the!different! conditions!except! for!τ3!(blue! DAS,! Table! 2),! which! is! obviously! shorter! for! quenched! cells.! However,! the!amplitudes!of!all!four!DAS!differ!substantially!for!the!quenched!and!unquenched!state,!thereby! strongly! changing! the! average! lifetime! (Table!2)! and! fluorescence!quantum!yield! (Supplemental! Figure! S3).! In! agreement! with! Figure! 3.3,! relaxed! cells! show!nearly! identical! results!as!unquenched!cells! for!490!nm!and!550!nm!excitation.!The!results!for!490!nm!excitation!show!a!decrease!in!intensity!upon!quenching!for!the!3rd!and! 4th! component! leading! to! an! increase! of! the! shorterSlived! 2nd! component! that!peaks!around!685!nm.!The!decrease!of!the!3rd!DAS!and!corresponding!increase!of!the!2nd! one! are! even! larger! for! λex=550! nm! excitation.! The! effect! of! qE1! on! the! longest!component!is!more!or!less!the!same!for!both!fx!excitation!wavelengths!and!leads!to!a!decrease!of!fluorescence!peaking!at!around!690!nm.!Summarizing,!upon!exciting!the!outer!antenna!complexes!no!effect!of!qE2!is!observed!whereas!qE1!leads!to!a!decrease!of!the!relative!amplitudes!in!the!longSlived!3rd!and!4th!DAS!and!an!amplitude!increase!of! the! shortSlived!2nd!DAS,! thereby!decreasing! the! total! fluorescence!quantum!yield.!The!effect!is!largest!upon!550!nm!excitation!where!more!PSII!antenna!is!excited!than!at!490!nm!(Chukhutsina!et!al.,!2013).!!!













Figure! 3.4.! DAS% for% unquenched% (solid% line),% quenched% (dotted% line),% relaxed% (dash%
dotted%line)%states%obtained%from%global%analysis%of%streakHcamera%data%measured%at%77%





! In! order! to! attribute! the! different! effects! described! above! to! certain!photosynthetic!protein!complexes,!we!reconstructed!spectra!of!separate!emitting!Chl!
a!species!from!the!obtained!DAS,!starting!with!that!of!PSII.!The!DAS!with!a!clear!PSII!contribution!is!the!3rd!component!and!upon!quenching!it!shows!a!substantial!decrease!in! amplitude! for! all! excitation!wavelengths.! After! subtracting! the! quenched! 3rd!DAS!from!the!unquenched!one!(Figure!3.5),!we!obtain!a!spectrum!with!the!shape!of!that!of!PSII,! peaking! at! 685!nm!with! a! vibronic!band!around!750!nm.! Similar!77!K! spectra!were!reported!before! for!PSII!preparations! from!higher!plants!(Andrizhiyevskaya!et!al.,! 2005;! Van! Dorssen! et! al.,! 1987a;! Van! Dorssen! et! al.,! 1987b)! and! the! diatom!
Chaetoceros% gracilis% (Nagao! et! al.,! 2010).! However,! a! pronounced! 695Snm!
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fluorescence!maximum!from!redSabsorbing!Chls!of!CP47!is!missing!but!such!a!peak!is!only!observed!for!PSIISRC!and!some!BBY!preparations!where!the!antenna/RC!ratio!is!lower! than! in! native! thylakoid! membranes! (Broess! et! al.,! 2008;! Croce! and! van!Amerongen,!2011;!Van!Oort!et!al.,!2010).!For!whole!thylakoid!membranes!this!band!tends!to!disappear!and!only!the!685!nm!PSII!band!is!observed!(Bennett!et!al.,!1980).!The! absence! of! the! 695! nm! peak! is! also! typical! for! crude! PSII! preparations! of!
Chaetoceros% gracilis,! confirming! that! the! difference! spectrum! represents! PSII!complexes!with!additional!antenna!rather!than!pure!PSII!cores!(Nagao!et!al.,!2010).!!After! having! estimated! an! ‘in% vivo’! fluorescence! emission! spectrum! of! PSII!complexes,!this!spectrum!was!used!to!determine!the!influence!of!PSII!and!the!antenna!on! qE1! by! decomposing! the! 3rd! DAS! for! the! unquenched! and! quenched! datasets! as!described! in! Supplemental!Materials! (Supplemental! Figure! S4).! The! results! for! 490!nm!excitation!are!given!in!Figure!6A!(for!550!nm!results,!see!Supplemental!Figure!S5).!As!was!already!found!above,!the!PSII!contribution!decreases!in!case!of!NPQ!while!the!residual! spectra! obtained! after! PSII! subtraction! (we! term! this!antenna% 1% spectrum)!look!very!similar! for! the!unquenched!and!quenched!datasets!with!a!peak!at!690!nm!and! a! broad! fluorescence! feature! between! 690! nm! and! 720! nm.! The! antenna% 1!spectrum! is!also!given! in!Figure!3.6C!and! it!was!obtained!by!averaging! four!spectra!from! the! 3rd! DAS! in! the! unquenched/quenched! state! for! 490/550! nm! excitation.! It!resembles!the!fluorescence!emission!spectrum!of!aggregated!FCPb!at!77!K!as!obtained!!!
!
Figure! 3.5.! Fluorescence%
emission% spectrum% of% PSII%
complexes% obtained% by%
subtracting% the% 3rd% (blue)%
DAS%of% quenched% cells% from%
that% of% unquenched% cells.%
The% procedure% was%
repeated% for% all% three%
excitation% wavelengths,%
after% which% the% resulting%
spectra%were%averaged.%The%







In!vivo!there!is!apparently!a!fraction!of!aggregated!FCPs!that!is!not!influenced!by!NPQ,!at!least!not!at!77!K.!In!this!respect!it!is!interesting!to!note!that!both!oligomeric!FCPbs!and!FCPa!trimers!show!strong!reduction!of!fluorescence!yield!when!being!artificially!aggregated! by! detergent! removal! but! only! FCPa! trimers! show! ΔpH! and! Dtx! Sdependent! quenching! (Gundermann! and! Büchel,! 2008;! Gundermann! and! Büchel,!2012).! Thus!the!effect!of!quenching!on!the!3rd!DAS!is!solely!due!to!a!reduction!of!PSII!fluorescence,!whereas!FCPb!is!not!influenced!by!quenching!and!contributes!equally!in!both!states.!
!
3.3.4.2!Evidence!for!FCPa!aggregation!and!quenching!The! shape! of! the! 4th! component! differs! considerably! for! unquenched! and!quenched!cells!(Figure!3.6B).!Again!the!fact!that!PSII!becomes!quenched!is!obvious:!its!contribution!to!the!area!of!the!unquenched!DAS!is!20%!while!it!is!at!most!8%!for!the!quenched!state.!Interestingly!the!shape!of!the!residual!spectrum!after!PSII!subtraction!from!the!4th!DAS!(antenna%2)!differs!substantially!for!the!various!states.!For!quenched!cells!the!relative!fluorescence!increases!in!the!700S730!nm!region,!while!the!total!area!decreases! strongly,!which! is! characteristic! for! aggregation!of!FCP.!Also! this! residual!spectrum! is! reminiscent! of! the! 77! K! fluorescence! spectrum! of! aggregated! FCPs!(Gundermann! and! Büchel,! 2012).! In! Figure! 3.6C! also! the! residual! spectra! obtained!from!the!4th! (antenna%2,!unquenched,!quenched)!DAS!are!shown!(see! the! legend! for!details).!In!contrast!to!antenna%1!(presumably!FCPb),!antenna%2!is!strongly!involved!in!qE1,!i.e.!its!contribution!to!the!4th!DAS!decreases!substantially!upon!quenching.!Since!
in%vitro! the!ΔpHSdependent!quenching! is!only!observed! for!FCPa!trimers!but!not! for!FCPb!oligomers!(Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2008;!Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2012),!and!since!only!FCPa!contains!Lhcx!proteins!known!to!be! involved! in!NPQ!(Bailleul!et!al.,!2010)!this!suggests!that!mostly!FCPa!contributes!to!the!antenna%2%decrease!as!part!of!qE1.!Upon!550!nm!excitation,!the!decomposition!of!the!longest!DAS!gives!(somewhat)!similar! results! (Supplemental! Figure! S5).! Finally,! it! appears! that! upon! 490! nm!excitation! the! decrease! of! the! 4th! DAS! in! the! quenched! state! is! for! 35%! due! to! the!decrease! of! the! PSII! fluorescence! and! for! 65%! to! the! decrease! of! antenna% 2%fluorescence!while!upon!550!nm!excitation!these!percentages!are!25%!(for!PSII)!and!75%!(for!antenna%2).!Figure!3.4!shows!that!the!amplitude!of!the!2nd!DAS!increases!upon!quenching.!The!increase!corresponds!largely!to!a!decrease!in!amplitude!of!the!3rd!DAS,!and!to!a!lesser!extent!to!that!of!the!4th!DAS.!These!results!are!consistent!with!the!fact!that!the!
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contribution! of! PSII! to! the! 3rd! and! 4th! DAS! and! the! contribution! of! antenna% 2!(presumably!mostly!FCPa)!to!the!4th!DAS!decrease!upon!quenching.!In! summary,! qE1! is! due! to! PSII! complexes! and! aggregated! FCPa! complexes,!whilst!FCPb!does!not!contribute.!!
3.3.5)Describing)qE2)using)spectral)reconstruction)
3.3.5.1!qE2!observed!for!Chl)a!excitation!qE1!is!observed!for!all!excitation!wavelengths!while!qE2!is!detected!for!Chl%a!excitation!(400!nm)!and!hardly!observable!for!fx!(antenna)!excitation,!suggesting!that!qE2occurs!in!PSII!cores!that!are!not!connected!to!the!outer!antenna.!To!confirm!this,!the! 400!nm!DAS!of! quenched,! unquenched! and! relaxed! cells!were!decomposed! and!the!results!of!the!3rd!component!decomposition!are!presented!in!Supplemental!Figure!S6A.! ! They! confirm! that! the! difference! between! the! quenched! and! relaxed! state! is!mostly!due!to!the!contribution!of!PSII!and!not!of!the!outer!antenna.!The!PSII!spectrum!does! not! recover! to! its! original! unquenched! state! in! darkness,! but! stays! partly!quenched! after! strong! light! illumination.! The! contribution! of! aggregated! antenna! to!the!3rd!DAS!(antenna%1)!remains!more!or!less!the!same!in!all!three!states!and!it!does!not!participate!in!any!of!the!two!quenching!processes.!!The! decomposition! of! the! 4th! component! is! in! agreement! with! the! observations!described!before!(Supplemental!Figure!S6B).!The!amplitude!of!the!residual!(antenna%
2)! spectrum!decreases! strongly! upon! quenching! as! compared!with! the! unquenched!state,!but!largely!recovers!in!darkness,!reflecting!again!FCPa!quenching!as!part!of!qE1!but!not!qE2.!The!PSII! contribution!accounts! for! around!25%!of! the! total! area! in! the!case! of! unquenched! cells,! while! for! the! quenched! state! its! contribution! is! almost!negligible.! ‘Relaxed’! data! show! that! the! PSII! fluorescence! does! not! recover! to! its!original! unquenched! state! in! the! dark,! confirming! the! PSII! origin! of! qE2.! It! can! be!concluded!that!qE2!accounts! for!35%!of!the!total!decrease!of! the!PSII!area!of! the!3rd!and!4th!DAS!while!qE1!accounts!for!the!remaining!65%.!It!should!be!realized!that!the!latter!percentage!refers!to!PSII!complexes!that!are!connected!to!the!outer!antenna,!so!qE1!in!PSII!reflects!quenching!of!both!cores!and!the!connected!antenna,!whereas!the!35%!refers!to!largely!disconnected!PSII!cores!(qE2),!which!does!not!relax!in!the!dark!and!is!correlated!with!the!persistence!of!Dtx.!Therefore,!it!might!be!that!qE2!protects!even!a!larger!amount!of!PSII!cores,!although!the!fluorescence!quenching!might!at!first!sight!suggest!that!qE1!represents!the!dominant!protection!mechanism.!!!
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Figure! 3.6.! Decomposition% of% the%
3rd% (A)% and% 4th% (B)% components%
(red% lines)% obtained% from% global%
analysis% of% unquenched% (solid),%
quenched% (dotted)% datasets% upon%
490% nm% excitation% using% PSII%
fluorescence% emission% spectrum%
(black% lines).% The% residual% spectra%




3rd% and% 4th% DAS,% respectively).% In%
Figure% 3.6C% averaged% and%
normalized% antenna% 1% and% 2%
spectra% (see% text)% are% compared%
with% aggregated% forms% of% FCPb%
(black% solid)% and% FCPa% (black%
dotted)% from% (Gundermann% and%
Büchel,% 2012).% The% antenna% 2%
spectra% (unquenched% and%
quenched)% in% Figure% 3.6C% were%
obtained% by% averaging%
corresponding% spectra% from% 490%
nm% and% 550% nm% data,% since% they%





for% 490/550% nm% excitation.% The%





3.3.5.2!Minor!effect!of!qE2!for!λex=550!nm!Although! the! spectra!of! relaxed! cells! closely! resemble! those!of! unquenched!cells! in! case! of! antenna! excitation,! a! small! difference! between! unquenched! and!relaxed! data! was! still! present! when! exciting! at! 550! nm! (fxred),! but! not! at! 490! nm!(Figure!3.4).!Around!4%!of!the!PSII!area!in!the!3rd!DAS!is!not!recovered!in!the!relaxed!state! upon! selective! fxred! excitation! (Supplemental! Figure! S7).! This! indicates! that! a!small! fraction!of! “PSII! cores”! is! excited! at! 550!nm,! either!because! it! is! energetically!connected!to!very!small!amounts!of!FCPs!binding!preferentially!fxred,!or!because!there!is!a!small!amount!of!Chl!a!absorption!at!550!nm!(Premvardhan!et!al.,!2008).!The!4th!DAS! in! the! relaxed! state! has! a! slightly! lower! amplitude! while! the! fluorescence!intensity! in! the! PSII! region! (below! 690! nm)! hardly! changes!when! compared! to! the!unquenched! state,! implying! the! presence! of! quenching! of! antenna% 2,! previously!attributed!to!FCPa.!Because!this!is!also!part!of!the!qE2!type!quenching,!it!is!again!DtxSdependent.!This!quenching!does!not!contribute!more!than!10%!to!the!total!quenching!of!the!FCPa!pool.!This!is!in!agreement!with!PAM!measurements,!where!~5%!of!the!Ft!amplitude! (exclusively! attributed! to! antenna! NPQ! (DemmigSAdams! et! al.,! 1990))!remains!quenched!in!the!qE2!state.!In! summary,! the! qE2! process! appears! to! act! on! PSII! RCs! that! are! functionally!disconnected! from!all! or!most! of! the! antenna! complexes! since! it! is! hardly!observed!upon!fx!excitation.!Considering!that!qE2!is!observed!in!the!relaxed!state!where!Dtx!is!still!present,!we!suggest!that!Dtx!is!responsible!for!this!quenching!and!it!might!even!be! responsible! for! antenna! detachment! that! leads! to! photoprotection! of! RCs! (less!excitations!are!captured)!like!in!plants!(Johnson!et!al.,!2011;!Miloslavina!et!al.,!2008;!Ruban!et!al.,!2012).!Although!our!fxred!excitation!data! indicate!that!those! ‘PSII!cores’!might! still! bind! at! least! one! antenna! complex! that!works! as! a! quencher,! direct!DtxSrelated! quenching! of! PSII! cores! cannot! be! excluded,! since! the! presence! of! lipidSdissolved!DtxScycle!pigments!that!are!not!bound!to!FCPs!has!been!reported!(Lepetit!et!al.,! 2010).! Furthermore,! there! are! some! indications!of! direct!PSII! core!quenching! in!





two% quenching% mechanisms% independent% of% diatoxanthin% (Dtx)% are% present.% The% first%
(upper%part%of%Figure)%represents%quenching%(qE1)%of%the%whole%PSII%complex%(1a)%and%the%
second%is%quenching%of%FCPa%antenna%that%is%aggregated%due%to%ΔpH%formation%(1b).%With%
the% rapid% accumulation% of% a% Dtx% pool% (middle% right),% DtxHrelated% quenching% appears%
(qE2).%It%is%manifested%by%quenching%of%PSII%that%almost%lack%FCPs%(2a).%Most%probably%the%
quenching% site% is% located% at% an% FCPa% antenna% attached% to% the% core,% although% direct%







3.4!Conclusions!!NonSphotochemical! quenching! in! the! diatom! C.% meneghiniana! shows! two!distinct!contributions:!qE1!and!qE2! (Figure!3.1,!Figure!3.7).!qE1! is!rapidly! induced! in!strong!light!and!also!rapidly!disappears!again!in!darkness!and!supposedly!it!is!directly!coupled! to! the! pH! gradient! across! the! thylakoid!membrane.! qE2! is! induced! directly!after! pH! gradient! formation,! it! remains! present! in! subsequent! darkness! and! only!disappears! again! in! the! presence! of! a! low! amount! of! light.! Its! presence! is! directly!related! to! the! conversion! of!Ddx! to!Dtx! (Grouneva! et! al.,! 2008).! The! amount! of!Dtx!increases! in! the! presence! of! strong! light! but! remains! present! after! switching! to!darkness.! qE1! takes! place! in! PSII! with! a! substantial! amount! of! antenna! connected!(qE1a,! Figure! 3.7)! whereas! also! aggregated! FCPa! antenna! complexes! appear! to! be!quenched!(qE1b).!qE2! takes!place! in!PSII! cores! that!are!detached! from!almost!all! the!FCP!antenna!although!it!cannot!be!completely!ruled!out!that!there!is!still!a!very!small!amount! of! FCP! bound! to! these! cores! (qE2a),! accompanied! by! very! minor! further!quenching!of!aggregated!FCPa!complexes!due! to!Dt! (qE2b).!FCPb!antenna!complexes!on!the!other!hand!remain!unquenched!during!both!qE1!and!qE2.!Therefore,! it!seems!that! upon! the! induction! of! NPQ! at! first! FCPa! aggregates! in! PSII! become! quenched,!after!which!they!partly!detach!from!PSII!cores!while!the!quenching!persists.!Then!the!continued! formation! of! Dtx! leads! to! the! additional! quenching! of! isolated! PSII! cores!and! to! a! minor! extent! of! aggregated! FCPa! complexes.! Although! the! amount! of!quenching!during!qE2!is!smaller!than!during!qE1!it!might!be!more!effective!because!it!corresponds! to! selective! quenching! of! the! PSII! cores.! In! subsequent! darkness! the!quenching!of!FCPa!disappears!while!qE2!remains!present!and!only!in!the!presence!of!some!light!does!recovery!to!the!fully!unquenched!state!occur.!
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! The! high! fitting! quality! is! clearly! visualized! by! a! high! overlap! between! the!fitted! curves! and! the!measured! traces.! In! Supplemental! Figure! S1! typical!measured!traces! are! shown! together! with! the! corresponding! fitting! results! obtained! at! two!detection!wavelengths!(685!nm!and!700!nm)!and!the!residuals.!!!
!!Supplemental!Figure!S1.!Representative%kinetic%traces%of%unquenched%(A,%B,%C),%quenched%(D,%E,%
F)%and%relaxed%(G,%H,%I)%samples%recorded%at%two%detection%wavelengths:%685%nm%(black%lines)%and%






(ii)! Comparison! of! t=0! spectra! obtained! at! different!
excitation!wavelengths!
!!
Supplemental!Figure!S2.!Comparison%of% t=0% spectra%obtained%at%400%nm%(solid% line),%
490%nm%(dots),%550%nm%(dashes)%excitation.%! The! total! spectra! at! t=0! are! equal! to! the! sum! of! the! various! corresponding!DAS! for! a! particular! excitation! wavelength.! So! to! obtain! each! spectrum,! all! DAS!obtained! from!global!analysis!of!datasets! for!a!particular! (un)quenched!state!one!of!the!three!excitation!wavelengths!were!summed!and!normalized!in!the!maximum.!The!resulting!spectra!are!different!for!different!excitation!wavelengths!but!do!not!depend!on!the!state!of!the!cells!(unquenched/quenched/relaxed).!The!latter! is! in!agreement!with! the! fact! that!most! Ddx! cycle! pigments! do! not! excitonically! interact!with!Chl% a!(Lepetit!et!al.,!2010).!!
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(iii)! Reconstructed! steady2state! fluorescence! spectra! of! C.)








% The! total! steadySstate! fluorescence!spectrum!can!be! reconstructed! from! the!global!analysis! results!as! the!sum!of!each!resolved!DAS!amplitude!multiplied!by! the!corresponding!lifetime.!As!expected,!the!spectral!contribution!of!the!3.7!ns!DAS,!which!is! mostly! represented! by! FCP! antenna,! is! essential! for! the! total! amount! of!fluorescence,!especially!at!550!nm!excitation.!!The!490!nm!and!550!nm!spectra!show!a!smaller!amount!of!quenching! than!the!400!nm!spectrum!(area!decrease!of!~30!%!vs.!~35%).!It!is!also!worth!mentioning!
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(iv)! Supplemental!Materials! and!Methods.! Estimation! of! the!
PSII!contribution!used!in!decomposition!procedure!
! The! PSII! contribution! to! a! particular! DAS! is! approximated! by! taking! the!average! of! the! estimated! maximum! and! minimum! amounts.! Both! for! relaxed! and!unquenched! cells! for! ! all! excitation! wavelengths! the! intensities! of! the! 3rd! DAS! are!higher! when! comparing! them! with! quenched! results! due! to! the! higher! PSII!contribution! (see! “3.3.3.1.! Upon! fx! excitation! only! qE1! is! observed”! and! “3.3.3.2.!Monitoring!qE1!and!qE2!upon!Chl!a!(400!nm)!excitation”!subsections).!!Therefore,!the!minimum!amount!of!PSII!area!contributing!to!the!3rd!unquenched!(and!relaxed)!DAS!is! the! difference! between! unquenched! (and! relaxed)! and! quenched! DAS!(Supplemental!Figure!S4A,!400!nm!excitation!data!were!used!as!an!example).!The! shape! of! the! 4th! DAS! suggests! a! strong! contribution! of! the! antenna!spectrum!(Results! and!Discussion,! “3.3.3.1.!Upon! fx! excitation!only!qE1! is!observed”!and! “3.3.3.2.!Monitoring! qE1! and! qE2! upon! Chl! a! (400! nm)! excitation”! subsections).!However,! there! are! also! some! indications! of! PSII! contribution:! decrease! of!fluorescence!intensity!is!observed!in!the!670S685!nm!region!for!the!quenched!state!in!comparison! with! the! unquenched! state! at! all! excitation! wavelengths.! When! the!difference!between!the!unquenched!(or!relaxed)!and!the!quenched!4th!DAS!at!685!nm!was!used!to!estimate!the!minimal!PSII!amplitude!(like!for!the!3rd!DAS!case),!it!showed!a! clear! overestimation! of! the! PSII! contribution! (data! not! shown).! So,! it! can! be!concluded! that! there! is!a!strong!overlap!of!PSII!and!antenna!spectra!contributing! to!the!4th!DAS.!This!is!the!reason!why!an!average!difference!between!the!unquenched!(or!relaxed)!and!quenched!spectra!was!used!in!the!region!where!the!antenna!should!have!its! minimal! contribution! (670S680! nm)! in! order! to! estimate! the! minimal! PSII!amplitude!for!the!4th!DAS.!!The! maximum! PSII! contribution! to! all! 3rd! and! 4th! DAS! was! estimated! by!subtracting! the! maximum! amount! of! PSII! from! these! DAS! such! that! the! remaining!difference!spectrum!was!nonSnegative!everywhere.!The!PSII!spectra!used!in!the!final!decomposition!routine!were!taken!as!the!average!of!the!maximum!and!minimum!PSII!spectra,!and!are!indicated!in!Supplemental!Figure!S4!with!black!solid!lines.!The!final!
antenna% 1! and! antenna% 2% spectra! were! obtained! by! subtracting! the! estimated! PSII!contribution!from!the!original!3rd.!and!4th!DAS,!respectively.!Error!margins!of!antenna!spectra!(Supplemental!Figure!S4E,!F)!show!how!their!shapes!differ!when!using!either!maximum! or! minimum! PSII! contributions.! The! antenna% 1! peak/shape! might! vary!slightly!while! the! estimated!antenna% 2! spectrum! is! almost! identical!when! using! the!
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maximum! and! minimum! PSII! amounts! (Supplemental! Figure! S4E).! Therefore,! the!choice! of! the! approximated! contribution! of! PSII! will! not! strongly! influence! the!quantitative!conclusions!whereas!the!qualitative!conclusions!are!unambiguous.!!In!case!of!quenched!cells,! the!minimal!PSII!contribution!was!set!to!0!for!the!3rd!and!4th!DAS!since! it!decreases!substantially! for!quenched!cells!as!compared!with!other!states!(Supplemental!!Figure!S4A,!C!and!Supplemental!!Figure!S4B,!D).!
!
Supplemental!Figure!S4.!Estimation%of%maximum%and%minimum%PSII%area%(indicated%
by% black% error% margins)% contributions% to% the% 3rd% (A,% B)% and% 4th% (C,% D)% DAS% for% the%
unquenched% (A,% C)% and% quenched% (B,% D)% state% upon% 400% nm% excitation.% For% the% final%
decomposition% procedure% the% average% of% the% estimated%maximum%and%minimum%PSII%









Supplemental! Figure! S5.% Decomposition% of% the% 3rd% (A)% and% 4th% (B)% DAS% (red% lines)%






(vi)! Spectral! decomposition! of! global! analysis! data! for! 400!
nm!excitation!
!!!
Supplemental! Figure! S6.% Decomposition% of% the% 3rd% (A)% and% 4th% % (B)% components%
obtained%from%global%analysis%of%unquenched%(solid),%quenched%(dot)%and%relaxed%(dash)%
datasets% at% 400% nm% excitation% using% the% PSII% fluorescence% spectrum% (black% lines).% The%





(vii)! Comparison! of! data! from! unquenched! and! relaxed! cells! for!
550!nm!excitation!!
!
Supplemental! Figure! S7.! Comparison% of% the% 3rd% (A)% and% 4th% (B)% DAS% of% cells% in%
unquenched% (solid% line)% and% relaxed% (dotted% line)% state% obtained% from% global% analysis%
upon%550%nm%excitation.%The%difference%DAS% corresponding% to%qE2% (unquenched%minus%
relaxed)% for% 550% nm% excitation% are% presented% on% Supplemental% Figure% S7% C.% The%
difference%spectra%were%plotted%for%the%3rd%(black%line)%and%4th%(red%line)%component.%! Comparison!of! the!3rd!DAS! for! unquenched! and! relaxed! state!upon!550!nm!excitation!shows!that!there!is!a!small!contribution!of!qE2!detected!in!the!relaxed!data!(Supplemental! Figure! S7! A)! in! contrast! to! 490! nm! excitation! (Figure! 4),! where! no!difference!is!observed.!Since! decomposition! analyses! show! that! there! is! only! PSII! quenching!contributing!to!the!DAS!decrease!while!the!antenna%1!spectrum!stays!unchanged!(see!“2.4.1.! Evidence! for! PSII! quenching”! subsection,! Supplemental! Figure! S5! A),! the!
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Disconnection( of( the( light3harvesting(
antenna( from( Photosystem( I( restores(






Abstract((Photosynthetic! organisms! cope! with! changing! light! conditions! by! actively!balancing!the!distribution!of!light;induced!excitation!energy!between!photosystems!I!(PSI)! and! II! (PSII)! in! a! process,! often! called! state! transitions.! In! cyanobacteria! the!molecular! events! during! state! transitions! have! not! been! fully! clarified! yet.! Energy!redistribution!has!been!suggested!to!be!achieved!by!movement!of!the!light;harvesting!phycobilisome!complexes!between!PSI!and!PSII! [Mullineaux!CW,!Tobin!MJ,! Jones!GR!(1997)! Nature! 390(6658):! 421;424],! or! by! nanometer! scale! rearrangements! of! the!complexes! constituting! the! recently!discovered!PBS;PSII;PSI!megacomplexes! [Liu!H,!Zhang!H,!Niedzwiedzki!DM,!Prado!M,!He!G,!Gross!ML,!Blankenship!RE!(2013)!Science!342(6162):! 1104;1107].!The! alternative! ‘spillover’!model,! on! the! other! hand,! states!that!energy!redistribution! is!achieved!by!mutual!association/dissociation!of!PSI!and!PSII.! State! transitions! have! either! been! studied! by! changing! the! redox! state! of! the!electron! carriers! using! electron! transfer! inhibitors,! by! applying! illumination!conditions! with! rather! specific! colors,! or! by! changing! between! dark! and! light!conditions.! Here! we! investigated! changes! in! excitation! energy! transfer! from! the!phycobilisomes! to! the! photosystems,!which!were! induced! by! dark;light! transitions,!making!use!of!picosecond!fluorescence!spectroscopy.!It!appears!that!megacomplexes!are!not!involved!in!these!changes,!and!also!spillover!does!not!play!a!role.!Instead,!it!is!found!that! the!phycobilisomes!partly!detach! from!PSI!but!hardly!reattach! to!PSII.! In!this!way!the!redox!balance,!which!is!disturbed!by!dark;light!transitions,!is!restored.!!!












address!the!questions!(1)!whether!antenna!move!between!photosystems,!(2)!whether!cyanobacterial! megacomplexes! occur! in# vivo! and! (3)! to! assess! the! contribution! of!spillover!to!dark/light!transitions.!!!
4.2(Materials(and(Methods(
4.2.1%Strains%and%Growth%Conditions%
Synechocystis! sp.!PCC!6803!cells!were!grown!at!30°C! in!BG;11!(Allen,!1968)!buffered!with!20!mM!HEPES;NaOH!(pH!7.5)!and!sodium!carbonate!was!omitted!from!the!culture!ingredients.!White!light!was!used!for!illumination!at!50!μmol!photons!m;2!s;1.! The! cultures!were! grown! in! 100;ml! flasks!with! a! culture! volume! of! 20!ml.! The!flasks!were!shaken!at!100!rpm.!Supplemental!Figure!1!shows!the!profile!of! the! light!that!was!used!for!cultivation.!!
4.2.2%Sample%preparation%The!Synechocystis! sp.!PCC!6803!cells!were!harvested!during! the! logarithmic!phase! (optical!density! at!750!nm! (OD750)!between!0.6! and!1.1! for! a!pathlength!of!1!cm),!resuspended!in!fresh!BG;11!medium,!and!adjusted!to!OD670!=!0.2;0.3!(again!for!1!cm),!using!a!spectrophotometer!with!integrating!sphere.!The!cells!were!either!taken!directly! from!the!growth!chamber!(light!state)!or!after!keeping!them!in!the!dark!for!10!min!(dark!state).!For!the!fluorescence!measurements!samples!in!both!states!were!collected!in!glass!Pasteur!pipettes!with!~1!mm!diameter!to!avoid!reabsorption!effects!and! then! frozen! by! immersion! in! liquid! nitrogen.! The! reversibility! of! the! light;dark!transition!was!checked!by!recording!77!K!steady;state!fluorescence!spectrum!of!light;adapted!cells!(10!min!light!adaptation,!Supplemental!Figure!4,!light!2)!after!a!10!min!dark;adaptation!period.!The!obtained!spectrum!was! identical! to!the!spectrum!of! the!cells!in!the!light!state.!




the! fluorescence! emission! changes! in! the! whole! range! of! steady;state! spectra.! The!standard!was!added!to!the!culture!just!before!freezing!in!liquid!nitrogen.!Fluorescence!emission!spectra!were!recorded!using!an!integration!time!of!0.2!s.!Each!measurement!was!repeated!three!times!and!the!results!were!averaged.!!!
4.2.4%Time9resolved%fluorescence%measurements%Time;resolved! emission! spectra!were! recorded!using! a! synchroscan! streak;camera!system!as!described! in! (van!Oort!et!al.,!2009;!van!Stokkum!et!al.,!2006).!An!excitation!wavelength!of!580!nm!was!used!to!excite!preferentially!the!PBSs,!while!400!nm!was!used!to!preferentially!excite!Chl!a!in!the!PSs.!The!laser!power!was!60!µW,!the!time;window! 800! ps,! the! spot! size! 100! µm,! and! the! repetition! rate! 250! kHz.! An!average!of!100! images,!all!measured! for!10!s,!was!used! to!achieve!high!signal/noise!ratio.!Before!analysis,!the!images!were!corrected!for!background!signal!and!detector!sensitivity!and!sliced!up!into!traces!of!5!nm.!!The! streak;camera! images!were!analyzed!using! the!TIMP!package! for! the!R!language!(Mullen!and!van!Stokkum,!2007)!and!Glotaran,!a!graphical!user!interface!for!TIMP!(Snellenburg!et!al.,!2012).!A!Gaussian;shaped!instrument!response!function!was!used!as!input!for!the!analysis!with!the!width!as!a!free!fitting!parameter.!FWHM!values!obtained! from! the! fitting!procedure!were! in! the! range!of!12±1!ps.!To! estimate! long!lifetimes!(longer!than!1!ns),!a!sum!of!exponential!decays,!characterizing!forward!and!backward!sweeps!of! the!synchroscan!(period!of!13.17!ns)! in!the!streak!camera,!was!included!in!the!fit!(Van!Stokkum!et!al.,!2008).!The!fit!quality!was! judged!by!singular!value!decomposition!of!the!residuals!matrix!(Mullen!and!van!Stokkum,!2007).!!
4.3(Results(and(discussion(
4.3.1%Changes%in%antenna%excitation9energy%distribution%observed%by%




while! the!maximum!at! 695!nm! is! due! to! red;shifted!Chl!a! emission! of! CP47! in!PSII!(Andrizhiyevskaya! et! al.,! 2005).! The! fluorescence! emission! at! 720! nm! is! due! to! PSI!(Liu!et!al.,!2013).!!In! the! light!state,! the! fluorescence!spectrum!shows! less!PSI!emission!at!720!nm,! but! increased! emission! at! 685;695! nm! as! compared! to! the! dark! state.! Such!differences! in! the!685;695/720!nm!fluorescence!ratio!are! typical! for!states!1!and!2,!and!are!thought!to!indicate!increased!energy!transfer!from!PBSs!to!PSII!in!state!1!and!to!PSI!in!state!2.!However,!in!the!light!state,!we!also!observed!increased!fluorescence!in!the!630;670!nm!region,!which!can!entirely!be!attributed!to!PC!and!APC660!in!PBSs.!Therefore,! the! spectral!differences! cannot!only!be! explained!by!PBS!migration! from!PSI! to! PSII.! To! clarify! whether! PBS! detachment! could! contribute! to! the! observed!spectral! changes! and/or! whether! some! other! processes! could! be! involved,! we!performed!time;resolved!measurements.!
4.3.2%The%two%states%characterized%by%time9resolved%measurements%




3!C),!PSI:!720!nm!(Figure!4.3!D)).!We!found!that!both!for!the!dark!and!the!light!state!the! PSI! fluorescence! reaches! its! maximum! intensity! in! ~35! ps! (Figure! 4.3! D).!However,!the!rise! in!PSII/APC680;related!fluorescence!takes!~40!ps!in!the!dark!state!and!~55!ps!in!the!light!state.!Due!to!the!APC680!fluorescence!contribution!at!685!nm,!the!effect!of!PBS!detachment,!as!discussed!in!the!previous!paragraph,!is!also!observed!at!685!nm,!namely!an!overall!lengthening!of!the!fluorescence!decay.!!!
!
Figure( 4.1.! Fluorescence#
spectra# of# Synechocystis# sp.#
PCC# 6803# cells# measured# at#
77K# upon# 580# nm# excitation.#
The# spectra# are# normalized# to#
the# fluorescence# emission# of#
the# external# fluorescent# probe#
Rhodamin#B#that#was#added#to#
the#sample#just#before#freezing.!!






(state# 2)# (A,# C,# E)# and# lightJadapted# states# (state# 1)# (B,# D,# F)# at# 77K# upon# 580# nm#
excitation.#(A,#B)#StreakJcamera#images.#False#colors#indicate#the#fluorescence#intensity.#
(C,# D)# Representative# fluorescence# spectra# measured# at# various# delay# times# after# the#
excitation# pulse.# (E,# F)#Representative# decay# traces#were# taken#at# three# characteristic#
emission# wavelengths:# 665# nm# (PBS),# 685# nm# (APC680,# PSII)# and# 720# nm# (PSI).# For#










the# two#states,#measured# for#different#generations,#were# found#to#be#very#reproducible#
(Supplemental#Figure.#2).!!
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Figure( 4.4.! DAS# for#





















window# of# our# setup#
(800# ps),# it# was# not#
possible#to#resolve#it#in#
a# reliable# way.# The#
shape# of# both#
fluorescence#spectra#at#






presented# in# A.# The#
first# DAS# (11# ps)# was#
identical# for# both#
measurements# and# is#




higher!in!the!light!state!than!in!the!dark!state,!suggesting!that!(most!of!the)!PBSs!that!detach!from!PSI!in!the!light,!do!not!migrate!to!PSII.!In!the!light!state,!we!also!observe!a!15!ps!longer!lifetime!for!the!3rd!DAS,!which!reflects!a!decrease!of!the!rate!of!EET!from!PBS!to!PSII,!as!discussed!in!the!previous!section.!PBS!detachment!from!PSI!should!not!significantly! contribute! to! the! changes! of! the! 3rd! DAS! lifetime,! since! it! was!demonstrated! that! energy! transfer! rates! in! isolated! cyanobacterial! phycobilisomes!are! nearly! identical! to! those! obtained! for! intact! cells! (Tian! et! al.,! 2012;! Tian! et! al.,!2011).! In! the! 4th! DAS,! the!main! differences! between! dark! and! light! states! are! the!lower!PBS;related!665;nm! fluorescence! and!PSI;related!715;nm! fluorescence! in! the!light!state.!The!PSII;related!685;nm!fluorescence!does!not!seem!to!differ!for!the!two!states,!again!suggesting!that!PBSs!do!not!attach!to!PSII!in!the!light.!In!the!5th!DAS!we!see!a! fluorescence! increase!by!50!%! in! the!PC/APC660;related! region! (640;660!nm),!and! by! 40! %! in! the! APC680/CP47;related! region! (685;695! nm),! and! again! a! small!decrease! of! PSI! emission.! The! higher! long;lived! PBS;related! fluorescence! of! the! 5th!DAS!for!the!light!state!indicates!PBS!detachment!(an!increase!in!long;time!(~ns)!DAS!amplitudes!always!points!at!inefficient!EET),!and!the!decrease!of!PSI;related!emission!in!the!4th!and!5th!DAS!shows!that! the!PBSs!detach! from!PSI!(Figure!4.4!E).!From!the!analysis!of!the!cells!in!different!states!presented!above,!we!conclude!that!a!fraction!of!the! population! of! PBSs! is! detached! from! PSI! in! the! light! state.! It! appears! that! this!detachment!is!not!generally!followed!by!antenna!attachment!to!PSII,!as!can!be!judged!from!the!3rd–5th!DAS.!!!
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of# the# PBSs# do# not# change#
their# associations# with# the#
PSs# during# this# transition#
and#remain#attached#to#the#
photosystems;# 15%#
detaches# from# PSI,# while#
only#2%#moves# from#PSI# to#
PSII.!








obtained# by# subtracting# the#
5th# DAS# for# the# dark# state#
from# that# for# the# light# state.#
Before# subtraction,# both#DAS#
were# normalized# to# their#
722Jnm#bands.#The#difference#




shifted# 5# nm# because# a#
different#medium#was#used).!
4.4(Concluding(Remarks(The!rearrangement!of!photosynthetic!apparatus!during!dark;light!transitions!is!mainly! related! to!PBS!coupling/uncoupling! to! the!PSs!and! it! is!not!affected!by!PS!rearrangements!(spillover).!We!have!demonstrated!that!during!dark;light!transitions,!around!13!%!of!the!total!pool!of!PBSs!detaches!from!PSI.!PBS!detachment!from!PSI!is!generally!not!followed!by!attachment!to!PSII,!except!for!about!2%!of!the!PBSs,!which!attach!to!PSII!at!the!CP47!side.!We!also!conclude!that!the!in!vitro!signature!of!the!PBS;PSII;PSI! megacomplex,! i.e.! a! slower! EET! rate! from! PBS! to! PSI! than! to! PSII,! is! not!present! in# vivo,! neither! in! darkness! nor! in! light.! Therefore,! PBS;PSII;PSI!megacomplexes!do!not!dominate!the! fluorescence!kinetics!and,! therefore,! if!present,!they!have!a!very!transient!role#in#vivo.##
#
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mostly! represents! emission! from! PC! rather! than! from! APC! because! of! its! peak!position.! The! 696;nm! Gaussian! should! be!mostly! constituted! by! CP47! fluorescence!emission!in!PSII,!although!the!emission!from!APC680!of!PBSs!in!this!region!cannot!be!completely!excluded.!The!686;nm!Gaussian!of!the!5th!DAS,!due!to!its! lifetime,!should!be!mostly!constituted!by!APC680!(Liu!et!al.,!2013).!Although!its!peak!position!is!quite!close! to! the! 1! ns! component! ,! previously! assigned! to! radical! pair! formation! in! PSII,!some!PSII! contribution! can! not! be! completely! excluded! (van! der!Weij;de!Wit! et! al.,!2011).!! !
Supplemental(Table(1.! !Decomposition#of#4th#and#5th#DAS#into#Gaussians#for#dark#and#
light#states.!! Gauss!1! Gauss!2! Gauss!3! Gauss!4! Gauss!5!
WTDark(
4th(DAS(Ampl.!*100,!a.u.! 41! 23! ! 28! 8!Peak,!nm! 666! 687! ! 713! 751!FWHM,!nm! 19.5! 8.5! ! 22! 34!
5th(DAS(Ampl.!*100,!a.u.! 1.9!!! 5.2! 2.0! 9.4! 4.2!Peak,!nm! 656! 686! 696! 722! 760!FWHM,!nm! 21! 11! 7.5! 18! 40!
WTLight(
4th(DAS(Ampl.!*100,!a.u.! 34! 24! ! 23! 9!Peak,!nm! 667! 686! ! 714! 750!FWHM,!nm! 21! 8.5! ! 21! 30!















Supplemental( Figure( 3.! TimeJresolved# fluorescence# of# Synechocystis# sp.# PCC# 6803#
measured#in#darkJ#(A)#and#lightJadapted#states#(B)#at#77K#upon#400#nm#excitation.##(A,#
B)# StreakJcamera# images.# False# colors# indicate# the# fluorescence# intensity.# (C,# D)#
Representative#decay# traces#were# taken#at#PSII# (C)#and#PSI# (D)#emission#maxima:#685#
nm#and#720#nm,#respectively.#For#better#comparability,#the#traces#in#light#(red#lines)#and#
dark#(black#lines)#states#were#normalized#to#their#maxima.!!








in# light# and# light# 2# (10#
min# of# lightJadaptation#
after# dark# state)# states#
measured# at# 77K# upon#
580#nm#excitation.#!!









Abstract( (Photosystem! II! (PSII)! complexes! drive! the! water! splitting! reaction!necessary!to!transform!sunlight!into!chemical!energy.!However,!too!much!light!can!damage! and! disrupt! PSII.! In! cyanobacteria,! the! flv412! operon! encodes! three!proteins!(Flv2,!Flv4!and!Sll0218),!which!safeguard!PSII!activity!under!air;level!CO2!and! in! high;light! conditions.! However,! the! exact! mechanism! of! action! of! these!proteins!has!not!been!clarified!yet.!We!demonstrate!that!the!PSII!electron!transfer!properties! are! influenced! by! the! flv412! operon;encoded! proteins.! Accelerated!secondary! charge! separation! kinetics! was! observed! upon!expression/overexpression!of!the!flv412!operon.!This!is!likely!induced!by!docking!of!the!Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer!in!the!vicinity!of!the!QB!pocket!of!PSII!which,!in!turn,!increases! the! QB! redox! potential! and! consequently! stabilizes! forward! electron!transfer.! The! alternative! electron! transfer! route! constituted! by! Flv2/Flv4!sequesters! electrons! from! QB;! guaranteeing! the! dissipation! of! excess! excitation!energy!in!PSII!under!stressful!conditions.!In!addition,!we!demonstrate!that!in!the!absence! of! the! flv412! operon;encoded! proteins! about! 20%! of! the! phycobilisome!antenna! becomes! detached! from! the! reaction! centers,! thus! decreasing! light!harvesting.! Phycobilisome! detachment! is! a! consequence! of! a! decreased! relative!content!of!PSII!dimers,!a!feature!observed!in!the!absence!of!the!Sll0218!protein.!!!
5.1(Introduction(Photosynthetic!organisms!use!light!as!a!primary!source!of!energy!but!too!much! light!can!create!excessive!oxidative!stress!with! lethal!consequences! for! the!cells.! Also! other! environmental! conditions! that! limit! photosynthetic! electron!transport! like! inorganic! carbon! limitation! expose! cells! to! enhanced! oxidative!stress.! The! excess! energy! absorbed! by! antenna! pigments,! i.e.! the! energy! that!cannot!be!used! for!photochemical! reactions! (electron! transport),! is!dissipated!as!heat! in! non;photochemical! quenching! processes! (reviewed! in! (Bailey! and!Grossman,!2008;!Niyogi,!1999)).!Photosynthetic!organisms!use!various!strategies!for! (tuning! of)! the! energy! dissipation! processes! (see! e.g.! (Croce! and! van!Amerongen,! 2014)).! Cyanobacteria,! the! ancestors! of! plant! chloroplasts,! and! in!particular! the! model! organism! Synechocystis! sp.! PCC6803! (hereafter!
Synechocystis),!possess!short;term!regulation!mechanisms!which!can!dissipate!the!excess!energy!absorbed!by!the!phycobilisome!antenna!(PBS)!as!heat!with!the!help!of! the! Orange! Carotenoid! Protein! (OCP,! (Wilson! et! al.,! 2006))! and! via! state!
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transitions!(for!a!review,!see!(Mullineaux!and!Emlyn;Jones,!2005;!van!Thor!et!al.,!1998)).!!Other!mechanisms!of!photoprotection!involve!the!induction!of!alternative!electron! transfer! routes! which! dissipate! the! excess! of! electrons! in! the!photosynthetic! chain,! resulting! in! decreased! photodamage! of! PSI! and! PSII.! Only!very!recently,!proteins!encoded!by!the!flv!genes!were!discovered!to!play!a!central!role! in! the! dissipation! of! excess! excitation! energy! of! PSI! (Allahverdiyeva! et! al.,!2011;!Allahverdiyeva!et!al.,!2013)!and!PSII! (Bersanini!et!al.,!2014;!Hakkila!et!al.,!2013;!Zhang!et!al.,!2012;!Zhang!et!al.,!2009).!The! flv412! operon,! specifically! involved! in! photoprotection! of! PSII,! is!strongly!induced!at!air!level!CO2!concentration!and/or!high!light!irradiances!(HL)!(Zhang! et! al.,! 2009).! These! environmental! conditions! make! PSII! particularly!sensitive! to! photodamage! due! to! the! fact! that! over;reduction! of! the! terminal!acceptors! is! limiting! the!photosynthetic!electron! flow.!The!operon!encodes! three!proteins! (Flv2,! Flv4! and! Sll0218)! and! it! is! conserved! among! β;cyanobacteria!(Zhang! et! al.! 2012).! Flv2! and! Flv4! form! a! heterodimer! (Flv2/Flv4),! which! is!localized! in! the! cytoplasm! but! also! has! a! high! affinity! for! the!membrane! in! the!presence!of!cations!(Zhang!et!al.,!2012).!Flv2/Flv4!constitutes!an!electron!sink!at!the! PSII! acceptor! side,! which! allows! the! PQ! pool! to! be! in! the! oxidized! state,!protects!PSII!against!photodamage,!and!concomitantly!reduces! the!production!of!singlet! oxygen! (Bersanini! et! al.,! 2014).! Sll0218! is! located! in! the! thylakoid!membrane.!It!forms!a!high!molecular!mass!complex!in!association!with!unknown!partners! and! stabilizes! PSII! dimers! (Zhang! et! al.,! 2012).! Flv2! and! Flv4! are!members! of! the! flavodiiron! protein! (FDP)! family.! FDPs! are! electron! transfer!enzymes! spread! among! strict! and! facultative! anaerobic! bacteria,!where! they! are!involved! in! O2! and/or! NO! detoxification! (Vicente! et! al.,! 2008).! In! oxygenic!photosynthetic!organisms!(mainly!cyanobacteria,!green!algae!and!lower!plants!as!shown!in!Zhang!et!al.,!2009),!FDPs!show!a!particular!composition!different!from!all!other!FDPs,!with!an!extra!C;terminal!flavin!reductase!domain.!Apart!from!Flv2!and!Flv4,! Synechocystis! contains! two! more! FDPs! encoded! by! the! sll1521! (flv1)! and!
sll0550! (flv3)! genes.! Flv1! and! Flv3! proteins! form! a! very! important! electron! sink!which! protects! PSI! from! oxidative! damage! under! fluctuating! light! conditions!(Allahverdiyeva! et! al.,! 2013).! In) vivo,! Flv1! and! Flv3! acquire! electrons! at! the!acceptor!side!of!PSI!and!deliver! them!to!molecular!oxygen!(Allahverdiyeva!et!al.,!2013),! reducing! it! to! water! without! the! production! of! reactive! oxygen! species!(ROS)!(Helman!et!al.,!2003),!in!a!process!called!the!“Mehler;like”!reaction.!!The! question! how! the! Flv2/Flv4! operon! exactly! influences! the! PSII!kinetics! has! so! far! remained! unanswered.! The! energy! transfer! and! charge!
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separation!kinetics!in!isolated!PSII!core!particles!and!PSII!cores!in)vivo!have!been!well! studied! with! time;resolved! fluorescence! and! transient! absorption!measurements.!Dominant!lifetime!components!with!open!RCs!(oxidized!QA)!were!observed!in!the!range!from!35;40!ps!(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2006)!to!60;80!ps!(Schatz!et! al.,! 1987;! Tian! et! al.,! 2013)! and! around! ≈300;500! ps.! The! first! component!reflects! excitation! trapping/primary! charge! separation! in! PSII! core! complexes!containing!only!the!antenna!complexes!CP43!and!CP47,!while!the!second!has!been!assigned!to!secondary!electron!transfer!to!the!quinone!acceptor!QA!together!with!recombination!(Tian!et!al.,!2013;!van!der!Weij;de!Wit!et!al.,!2011).!The!kinetics!of!PSII!with!closed!RCs!(QA!reduced)!in!both!isolated!cores!and!intact!organisms!have!been!studied!by!a!number!of!groups!(Roelofs!et!al.,!1992;!Szczepaniak!et!al.,!2009;!Tian!et!al.,!2013).!One!of!the!most!pronounced!effects!of!closing!the!RC!in!PSII!both!




5.2.1*Steady%state*fluorescence*of*the*flv4%2*operon*mutants*As!a!first!attempt!to!characterize!energy!flow!from!PBS!to!PSII,!the!steady;state! fluorescence! emission! spectra!were! recorded! for! overexpression! (OE)! and!deletion! (∆flv4)! mutants! of! the! flv412! operon,! both! at! 77K! and! at! room!temperature! (RT).! The! OE! mutant! had! a! 77K! fluorescence! emission! spectrum!(excitation!light:!580!nm)!more!similar!to!the!WT!spectrum,!showing!a!slightly!!!



































































Figure( 5.1.! Fluorescence) emission) spectra) recorded) at) 77K) (A)) and) room)
temperature)(B)and)C))from)cultures)excited)at)580)nm.)The)cultures)were)adjusted)
to) the) same) chlorophyll) concentration.) The) spectra) are) averages) of) four) different)
biological)replicates.)The)fluorescence)spectra)were)normalized)to)the)PSI)peak)(723)
nm))in)A,)and)to)the)660nm)peak)in)B,)while)the)spectra)are)not)normalized)in)C.!!lower!peak!at!685!nm!as!compared!with!WT!(Figure!5.1!A).!The!lower!F685!peak!in! the!OE!mutant!was! interpreted!as!a!signal!of!enhanced!efficiency!of!EET! from!PBSs!to!the!PSII!reaction!centers!(Bersanini!et!al.!2014).!The! emission! spectra! recorded! at! 77K! in! the! ∆flv4! mutant,! showed! a!higher!peak!at!685!nm!(Figure!5.1!A)! in!accordance!with!Bersanini! et! al.! (2014)!and! Zhang! et! al.! (2012).! Since! the! increase! of! the! F685;nm! band! was! not!accompanied!by! enhancement! of! the! F695;nm!band,! Zhang! et! al.! concluded! that!the! increase! of! the! F685;nm! band! results! from! disturbed! energy! transfer! from!terminal!emitters!of!PBSs!to!the!PSII!core.!In!our!measurements!F685!was!always!very! high! in! ∆flv4! when! compared! with! the! other! strains,! and! F645! and! F660,!
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corresponding! to! the!emission!of!phycocyanin!(C;PC)!and!allophycocyanin!(APC)!respectively,! rose! significantly! in! some! of! the! measurements,! resulting! in! the!averaged!spectra!presented!in!Figure!5.1A.!!To! verify! that! the! phenotype! of! ∆flv4! was! due! to! inactivation! of! the!expression! of! the! flv412! operon! a! complementation! strain! was! constructed.! The!expression!of! the! flv412!operon!under! the!control!of! the!psbA2!promoter! in!∆flv4!strain! (complementation!mutant! ∆flv4/::flv412)! resulted! in! a!WT;like! phenotype!(Supplemental!Figure!S1).!!Fluorescence!emission!spectra!recorded!at!RT!showed!a!maximum!at!660!nm,! related! to! APC660! emission.! The! ∆flv4)mutant! showed! a! decreased! 645! nm!shoulder!and!a!slight!increase!of!the!685!nm!shoulder,!when!normalized!at!660nm!(Figure1B).!Non;normalized!spectra!showed!increased!F660!for!∆flv4!and!slightly!decreased!fluorescence!for!OE!(Figure!5.1!C).!The!observed!increase!at!660!nm!in!the! ∆flv4! mutant! indicates! lower! energy! transfer! from! the! PBSs! to! the! reaction!centers!in!agreement!with!the!77K!fluorescence!emission!spectra.!
5.2.2*Time%resolved*fluorescence*of*the*flv4%2*operon*mutants*at*
77K* The!influence!of!the!flv412)operon!on!EET!from!PBSs!towards!PSII!reaction!centers! is! one!of! the!main! issues! to! be! resolved.!The! time;resolved! fluorescence!results,!obtained!with!the!streak;camera!setup!at!77!K!with!580!nm!excitation,!are!compared!in!Figure!5.2.!No!large!differences!were!observed!between!the!WT,!OE!and!∆flv4!strains!in!the!“raw”!streak;camera!images!(Figure!5.2!A,!B,!C).!However,!in!agreement!with!steady;state!fluorescence!emission!measurements!(Bersanini!et!al.,!2014;!Zhang!et!al.,!2012),!the!∆flv4!mutant!appeared!to!have!slightly!higher!and!longer;lived!emission! in! the!685!nm!region.!The! time;resolved! fluorescence!data!were!fitted!globally,!and!the!decay;associated!spectra!(DAS)!for!WT,!OE!and!∆flv4!are!presented!in!Figure!5.2!D,!2!E!and!2F,!respectively.!In!all!cases,!the!best!fit!was!obtained!with!a!sum!of!five!exponential!components.!The!1st!DAS!has!two!positive!peaks!at!630!and!690!nm!and!two!negative!peaks!at!650!nm!and!720!nm,!thus!representing!energy!equilibration!in!C;PC!rods!and!within!PSI,!respectively.!The!2nd!DAS!carries!the!typical!signature!of!EET!from!C;PC! towards! APC! trimers! with! maximum! emission! at! 660! nm! (APC660)! as!concluded! from! the! positive! peak! at! 640! nm! and! the! negative! one! at! ~665! nm.!The3rd! fluorescence!decay!component!represents!EET! from!APC660! to!APC680!and!Chls!with!85!ps!time!constant!(Tian!et!al.,!2011).!All!three!EET!steps!correspond!to!almost!identical!amplitudes!and!lifetimes!for!different!strains!indicating!that!EET!
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Figure( 5.2.! Representative) streak1camera) images) (A,) B,) C)) together) with) the)
resolved)DAS)and)corresponding)lifetimes)(D,)E,)F))obtained)for)WT)(A,)D),)OE)(B,)E))







Figure(5.3.) Comparison) of) individual)DAS)of)WT) (black) lines),)OE) (blue) lines)) and)
∆flv4) (red) lines)) from) Figure) 5.2.) To) compare) the) fluorescence) intensities) of)
individual)DAS,) the)overall) fluorescence) spectra)at) t)=)0) for)all) three) samples)were)














Differently!from!the!77K!measurements,!four!components!appeared!to!be!enough! to! describe! all! streak;camera! data! at! RT! (see! Supplemental! Figure! S2;!Supplemental!Figure!S3).!The!WT!and!OE!mutants!showed!very!similar! lifetimes!and!DAS!shapes!(Figure!5.4).!The!fastest!component!(13!ps)!has!a!positive!peak!at!620!nm!and!negative! peak! at!~!650!nm,! thus! representing!EET!within! the!C;PC!rods!at!RT.!The!2nd!component!having!a!positive!peak!at!~640!nm!and!a!negative!peak! at~660! nm! represents! EET! from! C;PC! towards! APC660.)The! 3rd! component!with!130!ps!lifetime,!peaking!at!650!nm,!largely!represents!PBS!decay.!Since!in!WT!and!OE!the!3rd!DAS!also!shows!a!strong!dip! in! the!680!nm!region,!EET!to!APC680)and!Chls!should!contribute!to!the!DAS!as!well.!According!to!the!strongly!positive!characteristic! of! the! DAS,! PBS! decay! is! the! dominating! process.! The! 4th! DAS!represents!excitation!trapping!by!PSII!RCs.!!The! global! analysis! results! of! the!∆flv4!mutant! showed! clear! differences!from! those! of! WT! and! OE! samples! at! RT.! All! four! lifetimes! were! substantially!longer! in!∆flv4.! The!EET! spectrum!disappearing!with!a!92!ps! lifetime! revealed!a!more! positive! amplitude! for! ∆flv4) than! for! WT! and! OE! cells,! indicating! that!substantial!excited;state!decay!already!occurs!on!the!time;scale!of!90!ps,!which!is!also! characteristic! for! isolated! PBSs! (Tian! et! al.,! 2012).! Detachment! of! PBSs! in!∆flv4! is!also!suggested!by!the!fact!that!the!increased!lifetime!of!the!3rd!DAS!is!not!linked!to!a!strong!dip!in!the!680!nm!region!as!observed!for!WT!and!OE,!indicating!that!EET!from!APC660!to!APC680!and!Chls!has!also!decreased.!Most!importantly,!the!4th! DAS! changes! its! shape! and! instead! of! peaking! at! ~670! nm! which! is!characteristic!for!PSII!decay!due!to!charge!separation,!it!peaks!at!~660!nm!which!reflects!PBS!emission.!The! lifetime!of! the!4th!DAS!has! increased!strongly! (990!ps!for! ∆flv4! instead! of! ~340! ps! for! WT,! OE),! suggesting! distorted! EET,! which!according!to!the!spectral!change!should!originate!from!detached!PBSs.!!!
Comparison(of(EET(efficiency( from(PBSs( towards(PSII(RCs( in(OE(and(
WT((
(We!next!addressed!the!question!whether!OE!shows!an!enhanced!efficiency!of!EET!from! PBSs! towards! PSII! reaction! centers! at! RT! as! was! suggested! previously!(Bersanini! et! al.,! 2014).! The! obtained! OE! and! WT! datasets! of! a! representative!measurement! as!well! as! the! resolved!DAS! (Figure! 5.4)! did! not! show! substantial!differences! between! the! two! samples.! Although! some! small! differences! between!WT! and! OE! were! present,! they! were! subject! to! variation! between! the!measurements! and! could! come! from! natural! variations! observed! in! different!biological!replicates.!For!proper!comparison!of!WT!and!OE!strains,!their!lifetimes!
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at! four! independent!measuring!days,!were!all! linked!together!(the! lifetimes!were!equalized!for!all!measuring!days,!while!the!amplitudes!were!allowed!to!vary)!and!averaged.!The!averaged!DAS!were!plotted!together!with!estimated!error!margins!(Figure!5.5).!!In! agreement! with! the! 77K!measurements,! the! comparison! of! averaged!WT! and! OE! DAS! from! streak;camera! data! showed! no! substantial! differences!(Figure!5.5),!demonstrating! that!EET! from!PBS!to!RCs!does!not!differ! for!OE!and!WT.!!!
!
Figure( 5.5.( Comparison) of)
averaged) DAS) together) with)
their) error) margins) for) WT)
(black) lines)) and) (red) lines)) OE)
cells) upon) 580) nm) excitation,)
measured) at) RT.) The) overall)
fluorescence)spectra)at)t)=)0)for)
WT) and) OE) samples) were)
normalized) to) each) other) and)




Comparison(of(EET( the(efficiency( from(PBSs( towards(PSII(RCs( in(WT(
and(∆flv4((








overall) fluorescence) spectra) at) t) =) 0) for)WT) and) ∆flv4) were) normalized) to) each)
other) and) the) DAS) were) scaled) accordingly.) The) insert) represents) the) difference)
spectrum)of)the)4th)DAS)(∆flv4)minus)WT)spectra).(
( This! is! confirmed! by! the! difference! spectra! for! WT! and! ∆flv4! mutant,!calculated!by!subtraction!of!the!fluorescence!emission!spectrum!of!the!4th!DAS!of!WT!from!that!of!∆flv4!(Figure!5.6,!insert).!The!difference!spectrum!does!not!have!any!shoulder!or!band!in!the!680!nm!region!but!represents!the!PBS!peak!at!660!nm,!thus! confirming! that! the! increase! of! fluorescence! in! the! spectra! indeed! reflects!detached!PBSs!and!is!not!due!to!a!higher!contribution!of!closed!RCs!observed!for!∆flv4) (see! section! “Effect! of! flv412! operon;encoded! proteins! on! EET! and! charge!separation!in!PSII”).!This!effect!on!the!4th!fluorescence!decay!component!of!∆flv4)is!
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caused! by! the! decoupling! of! around! 16%! of! the! PBSs,! as! calculated! from! the!change!in!the!amplitude!of!the!3rd!component.!!


























Figure(5.7.(Different) forms)of) the)PSII)complexes) in)the)WT,)∆flv4)and)OE)strains.)
Representative)BN1PAGE)gel)and)respective)D1)protein)immunoblot)demonstrating)
the) different) PSII) complexes.) Thylakoid) membranes) were) isolated) from) the) cells)
grown) at) air) level) of) CO2) and) subsequently) applied) to) BN1PAGE.) After)
electrotransfer,) the) polyvinylidene) fluoride) membranes) were) probed) with) the) D1)
antibody.(!The! thylakoid!membranes!of!WT!and! flv412! operon!mutants!were!analyzed!with!blue! native! (BN);PAGE! gels! (Figure! 5.7).! Three! major! forms! of! PSII! complexes!were! identified! after! BN;PAGE:! the! dimer,! the! monomer,! and! the! CP47;RC!monomer,! i.e.! the!PSII!monomeric! complex! that! lacks! the!CP43!protein.!The!PSII!core!protein!D1!was!quantified!by!immunoblotting!the!BN!gel,!in!order!to!give!an!estimation!of!the!amounts!of!the!different!PSII!complexes!(Table!1).!The!PSII!total!content! and! the! PSII! dimer! to! monomer! ratio! in! the! WT! and! OE! strains! were!
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comparable! (Figure! 5.7! and! Table! 1).! Additionally,! the! OE! strain! showed! a!decreased!content!of!CP47;RC!and!equal! increase!of!relative!content!of!both!PSII!dimer! and!monomer! forms.!As! reported!earlier!by!Zhang!et! al.! (2012),! the!∆flv4!mutant!had! lower!amounts!of!PSII! than!the!WT.!Further,!a!clear!decrease!of!PSII!dimer!and!a!minor!decrease!of!PSII!monomer!complexes!were!evident!in!the!∆flv4!mutant,!resulting!in!a!decreased!PSII!dimer!to!monomer!ratio.!Previously,!the!PSII!dimer/monomer! ratio! was! suggested! to! be! regulated! by! the! Sll0218! protein!(Zhang!et!al.,!2012).!Considering! these!results,!we!suggest!a!correlation!between!the! reduction! of! the! PSII! dimer! to!monomer! ratio! and! the! antenna! detachment,!which!is!displayed!by!a!consistent!increase!of!PBS!fluorescence!in!∆flv4.!!
Table(1.(Quantification)of)the)different)forms)of)PSII)complexes)in)the)WT,)OE))and)
∆flv4)strains.)
The! quantification! was! performed! from! immunoblots! with! the! D1! antibody! of! four!independent! BN;PAGE! gels.! The! values! are! the!means! of! the!D1! signals! of! the! three! PSII!complexes!±!SD.!!!
!
Figure( 5.8.! Comparison) of)
individual) fluorescence)
decay) curves) measured) at)
room) temperature)
(λexc=440) nm,) λdet=679) nm))
for) different) cells) when) the)
samples) were) measured)
during) low) excitation)
pressure) (LEP,) black) lines))
and) high) excitation)




! ! Different!forms!of!PSII!(%)! !




separation*in*PSII**In! order! to! investigate! further! the! effect! of! the! expression! of! the! flv412!operon!on!PSII!EET!and!charge!separation!rates,!the!fluorescence!decay!kinetics!of!WT,!OE!and!∆flv4!were!measured!with!the!time;correlated!single;photon!counting!setup!(TCSPC).!To!maximize!Chl!a!excitation!and!minimize!PBS!excitation,!the!cells!were! excited! at! 440! nm.! In! this! case! PBSs! are! hardly! excited! (<10! %)!(Supplemental! Figure! S4,! Supplemental! Table! S1)! and! the! decay! traces! are!dominated!by!the!contribution!of!Chl!a!in!PSI!and!PSII.!Representative!decay!curves!measured!at!679!nm!are!presented!in!Figure!5.8.!OE!traces!were!always!faster!than!those!of!WT,!when!measured!at!!both! low! and! high! excitation! pressure! conditions! (LEP! and! HEP,! respectively)!whereas!the!decay!for!∆flv4!was!always!slower!than!in!WT.!According! to! (Bersanini! et! al.,! 2014;! Zhang! et! al.,! 2012),! the! Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer!accepts!electrons!at!the!secondary!electron;accepting!PQ!(QB)!pocket!of! PSII.! Considering! this,! it! becomes! important! to! assess! whether! charge!separation! times! of! OE! and! ∆flv4! differ! from! those! of! WT.! To! obtain! more!quantitative! information! on! the! fluorescence! decaykinetics,! we! fitted! the! decay!curves! to! a! multi;exponential! decay! function.! To! separate! the! PSI;related!fluorescence!decay!components!from!PSII;related!decay!kinetics,!the!decay!traces!detected! at! three! different! wavelengths! were! globally! analyzed! (Table! 2).! In! all!cases,!the!data!were!well!described!by!4!decay!components!(Table!2).!In!LEP,!the!contribution! of! photochemistry! is! almost! negligible,! thus! changes! in! PSII!fluorescence!lifetimes!are!related!to!charge!separation!kinetics,!which!almost!does!not!affect!redox!state!of!PQ!pool;!in!HEP!more!reduced!QA!and!QB!and!sequentially!lengthening!of!PSII! lifetimes!represent!changes! in!both!charge!separation!as!well!as!PQ!redox!state!(Tian!et!al.,!2013).!The!fastest!decay!component!with!~!25!ps!lifetime!is!mostly!attributed!to!PSI!since!its!contribution!increases!from!81;86!%!to!95;96!%!going!from!680!nm!to!720!nm!detection!wavelengths!(Table!2).!The!high!amplitude!is!due!to!the!fact!that! the!Chl!molecules!are!mainly! localized! in! the!core!antenna!of!cyanobacteria:!the! Chl/P700! ratio! in! each! PSI! monomer! complex! is! 96! (Jordan! et! al.,! 2001),!whereas!the!Chl/P680!ratio!in!each!PSII!monomer!complex!is!only!35!(Umena!et!al.,!2011).!So!almost!90%!of!Chls!in!Synechocystis)are!localized!in!PSI!(PSI/PSII!=!4)!(Stadnichuk! et! al.,! 2009).! Some! small! contribution! of! PSII! decay! kinetics! to! the!shortest! component! especially! at! 679! nm! cannot! be! excluded.! It! should! be!mentioned!that!the!amplitudes!and!lifetimes!of!the!PSI;related!component!do!not!
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vary! in! LEP! or! HEP! conditions! for! any! individual! sample,! excluding! a! role! of!spillover! for! adaptation! to! HEP! conditions.! The! 2nd! and! 3rd! fluorescence! decay!components!are!mostly!attributed!to!PSII!since!their!amplitudes!had!a!peak!at!679!nm!where! PSII! has! its! highest! contribution.! Those! components! obtained! for! the!WT/OE!measurements!in!LEP!conditions!fall!in!the!range!of!140;170!ps!and!360;400! ps.! The! latter! was! reported! before! and! was! attributed! mostly! to! electron!transfer!to!QA!(secondary!charge!separation)!in!open!RCs.!On!the!other!hand,!the!shortest! PSII;related! components! (140! ;170! ps)! dominate! the! PSII! fluorescence!kinetics,! just! like! the! 40;80! ps! DAS,! resolved! in! previous! time;resolved! studies!(Schatz!et!al.,!1988;!van!der!Weij;de!Wit!et!al.,!2011;!Vassiliev!et!al.,!2002),!and!it!is!influenced! by! excitation! trapping! within! PSII! and! primary! charge! separation!kinetics!(van!Oort!et!al.,!2010).!The!relative!contribution!of!the!shortest!PSII;!!
Table(2.(Global) fitting) results) of) time1resolved) fluorescence) kinetics) resolved) upon)
440)nm)excitation.)
Low(Excitation(pressure((LEP)( High(excitation(pressure((HEP)(
Lifetime,!ps! Amplitude,!%!! Lifetime,!ps! Amplitude,!%!!679!nm! 693!nm! 721!nm! 679!nm! 693!nm! 721!nm!
WT(21! 81.7! 90.5! 94.9! 28! 80.8! 88.3! 95.1!138! 13.4! 6.9! 4! 191! 14! 9.2! 4!402! 4.6! 2.3! 0.9! 529! 4.8! 2.3! 0.8!1965! 0.2! 0.1! 0.2! 1823! 0.3! 0.2! 0.1!! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
OE(21! 82.3! 91.5! 95.2! 26! 81.6! 87.2! 94.7!140! 12.2! 6.0! 3.7! 169! 14! 10.2! 4.7!359! 5.3! 2.4! 1.0! 464! 4.2! 2.2! 0.6!2096! 0.2! <0.1! <0.1! 1780! 0.2! 0.1! <0.1!!! !! !! !! ! ! !! !!∆flv4(24! 86.1! 93.1! 96! 24! 86.8! 92.3! 96!195! 12.4! 6.1! 3.6! 191! 11.1! 6.6! 3.5!925! 1.3! 0.6! 0.3! 764! 1.7! 0.9! 0.4!2454! 0.3! 0.2! 0.1! 2493! 0.4! 0.2! 0.1!!
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related!components!(140!;170!ps)!to!the!total!PSII!amplitude! is!somewhat! lower!especially!at!679!nm!in!LEP!conditions!than!the!relative!amplitude!of!the!40;80!ps!DAS!reported!before!(WT:!70%!(current!work),!78;81%!from!(Schatz!et!al.,!1988;!van! der! Weij;de! Wit! et! al.,! 2011;! Vassiliev! et! al.,! 2002).! The! 8;11%! decrease!indicates! that! most! probably! the! 21;28! ps! component! is! also! partly!“contaminated”!by!PSII.!That!explains!why!our!fastest!PSII;related!components!are!longer;lived! than! those! previously! reported,! while! the! average! fluorescence!lifetime!is!of!the!same!order!(λdet!=!680!nm:!60!ps!(WT,!current!work),!75!ps!(PBS;less!mutant!(PAL),!from!(Tian!et!al.,!2013).!!In! the! WT! strain,! both! PSII;related! lifetimes! (2nd! and! 3rd! components)!became!considerably!longer;lived!in!HEP!as!compared!with!LEP!conditions!(by!50!ps!and!130!ps,!respectively),!indicating!an!increase!of!closed!RCs!in!HEP.!In!OE,!the!lifetime!of! the!2nd! component!did!not! change!considerably!both! in!LEP!and!HEP,!while!the!lifetime!of!the!3rd!one!increased!by!100!ps!in!HEP.!The!lifetime!of!the!3rd!component!was!shorter! in!OE!compared!with!WT!already! in!LEP,!demonstrating!an! increase! of! secondary! charge! separation! and! a! concomitant! decrease! of! back!charge! recombination! (Schatz! et! al.,! 1988;! Szczepaniak! et! al.,! 2009;! Tian! et! al.,!2013).!The!differences!do!not!originate!from!changes!in!PQ!pool!redox!state,!since!it!hardly!affects!PSII!fluorescence!lifetimes!in!LEP,!which!mostly!represent!energy!trapping!and!primary/secondary!charge!separation!rates!(van!Oort!et!al.,!2010).!In!general,!the!amount!of!closed!RCs!was!higher!for!WT!than!for!OE!in!both!LEP!and!HEP.!The!resolved!PSII!components!for!∆flv4!were!considerably!longer!than!those!obtained! for! WT! and! OE! both! in! LEP! and! HEP! measurements! (Table! 2).! This!indicates! a! significant! build;up! of! RCs! with! reduced! QA! in! ∆flv4! already! in! LEP!conditions!when!the!probability!of!a!PSII!being!excited!is!almost!negligible!due!to!low!photon!density.!Thus,!PSII! lifetimes!of!∆flv4! in!LEP!are!affected!by!decreased!charge!separation!exclusively,!while!the!longer!PSII!lifetimes!in!HEP!are!caused!by!QA!reduction!as!well!as!concomitant!reduction!of!the!PQ!pool.!The!higher!amount!of!reduced!QA!in!the!∆flv4)samples!can!be!partially!caused!by!PSII!monomerization,!since!a!higher!redox!potential!of!QA!/QA;!and! inefficient! forward!electron!transfer!was! suggested! in! one! fraction! of! the! PSII! monomers! isolated! from! the!cyanobacterium!Thermosynechococcus)elongates)(Mamedov!et!al.,!2007).!However,!in! our! case! the! effect! should! be! mostly! Flv;related,! since! OE! shows! faster! PSII!lifetimes! than! WT,! although! both! samples! have! the! same! PSII! monomer/dimer!ratios!(Table!1).!!The!fluorescence!decay!component!with!the!longest!lifetime!(2.0;!2.5!ns)!in!the!samples!most!probably!originated!from!closed!RCs!and/!or!free!Chl.!Since!its!contribution!was! almost! negligible! and! the! variation! of! its! relative! amplitude! in!
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different!measuring!conditions!(LEP!or!HEP)!was!extremely!small,!if!present!at!all!(≤0.1!%),!its!origin!could!not!be!identified.!!In! summary,! the! flv412! operon! neither! affects! the! PSI! fluorescence!lifetimes!nor!the!PSII/PSI!ratio.!The!deficiency!of! flv412!operon;encoded!proteins!strongly! slows! down! PSII! fluorescence! kinetics! by! reducing! QA! even! when! the!measuring! conditions! ! minimize! the! chance! of! PSII! being! excited,! indicating! a!strong! decrease! of! charge! separation! with! concomitant! increase! of! backward!charge!recombination.!This!is!in!agreement!with!the!model!proposed!by!Zhang!et!al.! (2012),! where! the! Flv2/Flv4! heterodimer! is! supposed! to! intercept! electrons!from!the!QB!pocket!of!PSII.!But!the!reason!for!such!pronounced!differences!in!the!reduction! state! of! QA! between! different! flv412! operon! mutants! should! be! still!further!investigated.!
5.2.6* Thermoluminescence* characteristics* of* the* flv4%2* operon*
mutants*The!changes! in!secondary!charge!separation!kinetics!of!PSII! in! the! flv412!operon!mutants!might!arise!as!a!consequence!of!a!different!redox!potential!of!QA!and/or!QB! in! the!mutants.! ! To! resolve! this! issue,!WT! and! flv412! operon!mutants!were! subjected! to! thermoluminescence! (TL)! characterization.! The! TL! curves! of!WT! showed! a! characteristic! peak! around! 31;32˚C,! the! so;called! B! band,! which!arises!from!S2QB–!recombination!when!a!single!saturating!flash!is!applied!(Demeter!and! Vass,! 1984;! Rutherford! et! al.,! 1982).! A! shift! of! the! B! band! to! higher!temperature!was!observed!in!the!OE!mutant!(33.6!˚C),!while!in!∆flv4!the!TL!peak!moved! to! lower! temperature! (29.7! ˚C,! see! Figure! 5.9! A).! Another! important! TL!band,! the! Q! band,! is! obtained! by! the! addition! of! DCMU,! an! electron! transfer!inhibitor!of!the!QA!to!QB!electron!transfer.!The!Q!band!is!characterized!by!a!typical!downshift!of!the!position!of!the!major!TL!peak!to!23˚C!in!the!WT,!and!it!arises!from!S2QA;!recombination!(Droppa!et!al.,!1981;!Rutherford!et!al.,!1982).!!!Nevertheless,!the!peak!temperature!values!for!the!Q!band!were!similar!in!the!mutants!and!WT!(Figure!5.9!B).!Deconvolution!analysis!for!the!B!and!Q!bands!(Supplemental!Figure!S5!and!Supplemental!Table!S2)!support!the!data!presented!in!Figure!5.9.(The!amplitudes!of!the!B!and!Q!bands!(Figure!5.9)!were!lower!for!∆flv4!in!comparison!to!WT,!due!to!a!reduced!PSII!content!(Zhang!et!al.,!2009;!Zhang!et!al.,!2012),!while!the!peak!amplitudes!!were!comparable!for!WT!and!OE!strains.!!!
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These!results!indicate!the!absence!of!a!shift!of!the!redox!potential!of!QA!in!the! flv412! operon!mutants.!On! the!contrary,! the! shifted!position!of! the!B!band! in!the!mutants!as!compared! to!WT!suggests! that! the!presence!of! the! flv412!operon;encoded! proteins! (WT! and! OE)! could! increase! the! redox! potential! of! QB,! thus!expanding! the! redox! gap! between! QA! and! QB! and! favoring! forward! electron!transfer.!In!the!absence!of!flv412!operon;encoded!proteins!(∆flv4),!the!shift!of!the!B!band! to! lower! temperature! might! indicate! reduced! redox! potential! of! QB,! thus!favoring!backward!electron!transfer!towards!QA.!To! conclude,! the! presence! of! flv412! operon;encoded! proteins! is! likely! to!!induce!a!modification!of!the!QB!redox!potential!to!favor!forward!electron!transfer,!resulting!in!increased!charge!separation,!as!described!in!the!previous!paragraph.!!
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Strain B band T (°C)
WT 31.9 ± 0.5
!flv4 29.7 ± 0.5



















































Strain Q band T (°C)
WT 23.5 ± 0.8
!flv4 23.1 ± 0.6
OE 23.4 ± 0.7
+ DCMU
(
Figure( 5.9.( Thermoluminescence) characteristics) of) the) WT,) OE) and) ∆flv4) strains.)
Filter) paper) disks) containing) a) quantity) of) 25) μg) Chl) of) cells) were) excited) with) a)
single)turnover)saturating)flash)at)T=−20)°C.)The)measurements)were)performed)in)
the)absence)of)electron)transport)inhibitors)(A))and)in)the)presence)of)10)μM)DCMU)
(B).) Thermoluminescence) was) measured) on) at) least) four) biological) replicates) by)
using)0.6)°C)s11)heating)rate.)The)tables)in)the)graphs)reports)the)peak)temperature)of)







5.3.1*Deletion*of*the*flv4%2*operon*results*in*antenna*detachment*The!flv412!operon;encoded!proteins!were!shown!to!be!important!for!PSII!stability,!electron!transfer!properties,!and!also!for!EET!from!PBS!to!RCs!(Zhang!et!al.,!2012,!Bersanini!et!al.,!2014).!In!particular,!an!increased!fluorescence!emission!at! 685! nm! in! the! 77K! measurements! of! the! ∆flv4! mutant! was! indicative! of!distorted!energy! transfer!between!PBS!and!RCs!(Figure!5.1!A,!Zhang!et!al!2012),!but!the!underlying!mechanism!has!remained!elusive.!It!is!relevant!to!understand!i)!whether! the! excitation! energy! transfer! is! distorted! within! PBS! or! from! PBSs!towards!the!RCs;!ii)!if!this!is!a!secondary!effect!or!it!is!related!directly!to!structural!association!of! the! flv412!operon;encoded!proteins! to!PBS,!and! finally! iii)!whether!the! changes! of! the! F685! intensity! are! related! to! a! relative! increase! of! PBS;PSII!association!rather!than!to!PBS;PSI!association.!!In! the! current! work,! EET! from! PBSs! towards! RCs! was! closely! studied!using!both!steady;state!and!time;resolved!fluorescence!measurements!performed!at!77K!and!RT.!At!a!first!glance,!the!steady;state!fluorescence!measurements!at!RT!suggested! the! presence! of! disconnected! PBS! in! the! ∆flv4! mutant! (Figure! 5.1! C).!Streak;camera! measurements! at! 77K! and! RT! revealed! that! the! flv412! operon!encoded! proteins! do! not! affect! EET! steps! within! PBSs.! Since! at! 77K! the!fluorescence!yield!of!both!PSII!and!PSI!increase!substantially!as!compared!with!RT,!even!small!variations!in!PBS;PSII/PBS;PSI!as!well!as!PBS/RC!ratios!cause!changes!in! the! amplitude! of! steady;state! fluorescence! peaks!making! the! latter! technique!unsuitable!to!draw!conclusions!about!alterations!in!EET!from!PBSs!towards!RCs.!Time;resolved!RT!measurements!provided!strong!evidence! that!deletion!of!the!flv412!operon!affects!EET!from!PBSs!towards!RCs!and!leads!to!decoupling!of!part!of!the!PBSs!(~16!%).!This!effect!by!far!dominates!the!difference!between!WT!and! Δflv4! time;resolved! data! upon! PBS! excitation! as! compared! to! the! higher!amount!of!closed!RCs!in!Δflv4!(observed!by!TCSPC!upon!Chl!a!excitation,!Figure!8).!In! fact,!PBS! fluorescence!contributed!predominantly! to! the! increase!of!amplitude!in! the!4th!DAS!(650!ps)!of!Δflv4! (see!Figure!5.5!(insert))! instead!of!PSII!emission!(~670;680! nm).! ! Based! on! our! results,! we! conclude! that! the! streak! camera!measurements!at!RT!constitute!a!reliable!way!to!quantify!the!amount!of!detached!antenna!from!RCs!in!cyanobacteria.!Interestingly,!the!overexpression!of!the!flv412!operon!(OE!mutant)!did!not!produce!any!significant!alteration!in!the!EET!rate!from!PBS!to!RCs.!
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5.3.2* Antenna* detachment* is* caused* by* destabilization* of* PSII*
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2014).) APC,) allophycocyanin;) TE,) terminal) emitters;) PQ,) plastoquinone;) PQH2,)
dihydroplastoquinone.)!!Subsequently,! the! damaged! PSII! dissociates! into!monomers! and!migrates! to! the!grana!margins!and/or!stroma!thylakoids!for!repair!(Aro!et!al.,!2005;!Herbstova!et!
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al.,!2012;!Tikkanen!et!al.,!2008).! It! is!not!yet!known!whether!PBSs!detach!before!PSII! monomerization! from! photodamaged! PSII! dimers! in! cyanobacteria.! In!particular,!here!we!provide!evidence!that!PBS!detachment!is!a!secondary!effect!of!PSII!dimer!destabilization!observed!in!the!absence!of!the!Sll0218!protein!(Zhang!et!al.,! 2012).! Nevertheless,! the! antenna! detachment! mechanism! seems! to! be!beneficial! under! continuous! stress! conditions,! when! the! photoprotective!responses!have!been!exhausted!and! the!maintenance!of!efficient! light!harvesting!and!energy!transfer!would!be!both!superfluous!and!harmful!(Tamary!et!al.,!2012).!
5.3.3*Flv2/Flv4*accelerates*charge*separation*kinetics**The!unique!function!of!the!flv412!operon;encoded!proteins,!Flv2,!Flv4!and!Sll0218,! in! photoprotection! of! PSII! has! remained! mechanistically! elusive,!especially!with! respect! to! the! function! of! each! single! protein! of! the! operon.! The!results! presented! above! provide! evidence! that! the! Sll0218! protein! is! the! main!player! for! correct! PBS! association!with! PSII! dimers!while! previous! results! have!suggested!a!role!for!the!Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer!in!an!alternative!electron!transfer!route!via!PSII!(Zhang!et!al.,!2012;!Bersanini!et!al.,!2014).!!In! this!work,!TCSPC!measurements! clearly! show! that! the! absence!of! the!
flv412! operon;encoded! proteins! strongly! increases! PSII! fluorescence! lifetimes! by!reducing! QA,! or! by! not! oxidizing! reduced! QA/QB,! even! when! the! measuring!conditions!minimize!the!chance!of!a!PSII!being!excited.!In!these!conditions!also!the!OE!mutant!shows!some!difference!from!WT.!By!increasing!excitation!pressure!on!PSII,! simulating!high! light!stress,! the!OE!mutant!was!capable!of!keeping!QA!more!oxidized!than!WT,!while!the!∆flv4!mutant!had!more!reduced!QA!compared!to!WT.!!Importantly,!from!one!hand,!the!reduction!of!the!2nd!and!3rd!fluorescence!decay! lifetimes! in! the! TCSPC! measurements! in! LEP! indicate! that! the! charge!separation!rates!increase!whereas!backward!charge!recombination!rates!decrease!in!the!presence!of!flv412!operon;encoded!proteins,!thus!supporting!the!decreased!production! of! singlet! oxygen! as! reported! earlier! (Bersanini! et! al.,! 2014).! On! the!other!hand,!the!TL!data!in!Figure!5.9!show!that!the!presence!of!the!flv412!operon;encoded! proteins! could! induce! an! increase! in! the! redox! potential! of! QB,! thus!stabilizing!forward!electron!transfer.!In!the!absence!of!the!flv412!operon;encoded!proteins! the! QB! redox! potential! might! decrease,! leading! to! increased! backward!electron! transfer! to! QA,! with! a! higher! probability! to! induce! PSII! photoinhibition!(Vass! et! al.,! 1992).! It! has,! in! fact,! been! reported! that! the! ∆flv4! mutant! is! more!sensitive! to!photoinhibitory! conditions,! due! to! an!over;reduction!of! the!PQ!pool,!while!OE!is!more!resistant!(Zhang!et!al.,!2009,!Bersanini!et!al.,!2014).!However!the!
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differences! obtained! in! the! TL! curves! could! also! be! influenced! by! other! factors.!Previously!it!was!shown!that!a!specific!D1!copy!(D1:2!form)!encoded!by!the!psbA3!gene! in! Synechococcus) elongatus! and! Thermosynechococcus) elongatus! is!responsible! for! a! temperature! downshift! of! the! B! and! Q! bands! in! TL! curves!(Sander! et! al.,! 2010;! Sane! et! al.,! 2002;! Sugiura! et! al.,! 2014).! This! functional!difference!is!related!to!the!presence!of!a!glutamate!residue!instead!of!a!glutamine!at! position! 130! in! the! D1:2! protein! sequence,! which! interacts! with! a! key!pheophytin! co;factor! (Nixon! et! al.,! 1991;! Rappaport! et! al.,! 2002).! Contrary! to!
Synechococcus,!the!psbA3!gene!of!Synechocystis!does!not!encode!this!specific!D1:2!form! but! both! the! psbA2! and! psbA3! genes! encode! identical! D1! proteins! (for! a!review!on!D1! forms!see!Mulo!et!al.,!2009;!2012),!which!do!not!possess!a!Q130E!mutation.! ! Thus,! the! differences! in! TL! curves! observed! in! Flv! mutants! are! not!related!to!changes!in!the!expression!of!the!psbA!gene!family.!!Since! CO2! can! affect! charge! accumulation! in! leaves! (Garab! and! Rozsa,!1988),!we!cannot!exclude!the!possibility!that!the!differences!in!the!TL!data!would!relate! to! the! stabilization!of! the!bicarbonate!binding! site! on! the! acceptor! side!of!PSII!by!Flv2/Flv4!under!air! level!CO2!(for!reviews!about! the!“bicarbonate!effect”,!see!McConnell!et!al.,!2012;!Shevela!et!al.,!2012).!Previously,! it!was! proposed! that! the! Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer! is! accepting!electrons!from!the!QB!pocket!of!PSII,!allowing!the!PQ!pool!to!be!in!a!more!oxidized!state! (Bersanini! et! al.! 2014).! However,! our! present! results! suggest! that! the!probable! binding! of! Flv2/Flv4! heterodimer! in! the! vicinity! of! the! QB! pocket!enhances! charge! separation! in!PSII! by!possibly! increasing! the! redox!potential! of!QB.! Following! our! hypothesis,! the! electron! transfer! to! QB! is! increased! and! the!Flv2/Flv4;related!alternative!electron!transfer!route!is!likely!to!remove!electrons!from!QB;!and!keep!the!PQ!pool!in!a!more!oxidized!state! ,!resulting!in!shorter!PSII!fluorescence!lifetimes!in!HEP!(see!model!in!Figure!5.10!B).!In! summary,( new! data! concerning! the! function! of! the! flv412! operon!encoded!proteins!in!cyanobacterial!photoprotection!under!ambient!CO2!conditions!are! provided.! The! deletion! of! the! operon! induces! an! antenna! detachment! effect,!corresponding!to!the!disconnection!of!around!20%!of!the!PBSs.!The!reduced!PSII!dimer! to! monomer! ratio,! caused! by! the! absence! of! the! small! Sll0218! protein,!favors!a!relative!decrease!of!the!PSII!dimer!content!of!about!20%,!showing!a!direct!correlation!between!PSII!dimer!destabilization!and!PBS!detachment!from!reaction!centers.! On! the! other! hand,! the! binding! of! the! Flv2/Flv4! heterodimer! in! close!vicinity! of! the! QB! pocket! of! PSII! might! increase! the! QB! redox! potential,! thus!stabilizing!forward!electron!transfer!and!increasing!the!charge!separation!rates!in!PSII.!!
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Finally,! the! flv412!operon;encoded!proteins!play!an! important!role! in!the!condition!of!excess!excitation!pressure!on!PSII:! they!stabilize! the!PSII!dimer!and!the! light;harvesting! processes! and! enhance! charge! separation! in! PSII! due! to! a!higher! redox! potential! of! QB,! allowing! the! alternative! electron! transfer! route! to!sequester!electrons!from!QB;!and!to!maintain!the!other!electron!acceptors!of!PSII,!like!PQ,!in!a!more!oxidized!state!(Figure!5.10!A,!B).!!!
5.4(Methods(
5.4.1*Strains*and*Growth*Conditions*The! Synechocystis! sp.! PCC! 6803! glucose;tolerant! strain! (Williams,! 1988)!was!used!as!the!wild!type.!The!∆flv4!and!OE!strains!were!described!previously!by!Zhang! et! al.! (2012)! and! Bersanini! et! al.! (2014),! respectively.! The! ∆flv4/::flv412!complementation!strain!was!obtained!with!the!same!procedure!applied!for!the!OE!mutant! (Bersanini!et!al.,!2014),!but! the! transformation!host!was! the!∆flv4! strain.!The!WT!and!mutant!strains!were!grown!at!30°C! in!BG;11!(Allen,!1968)!buffered!with!20!mM!HEPES;NaOH!(pH!7.5)!and!sodium!carbonate!was!omitted! from! the!culture! ingredients.! White! light! was! used! for! illumination,! with! intensity! of! 50!µmol!photons!m;2!s;1.!The!cultures!were!grown!in! flasks!shaking!at!100!rpm.!For!physiological! experiments,! the! cells! were! harvested! at! the! logarithmic! phase!(OD750!between!0.6!and!1.1),!resuspended!in!fresh!BG;11!medium,!and!adjusted!to!OD670!=!0.25;0.3,! as!measured!by!Cary!4000!spectrophotometer!with! integrating!sphere.!
5.4.2*Steady%State*Fluorescence*Steady;state!fluorescence!spectra!were!recorded!with!a!Fluorolog!FL3;22!spectrofluorimeter!(Horiba!Jobin!Yvon,!Edison,!NJ)!and!corrected!for!wavelength;dependent! sensitivity! of! the! detection! and! fluctuations! in! lamp! output.! The!excitation!wavelength!was! 580! nm;! a! band;pass! of! 3! nm!was! used! for! both! the!excitation! and! emission! monochromator.! Fluorescence! emission! and! excitation!spectra!were! recorded!using! an! integration! time! of! 0.4! s.! Before! performing! the!steady;state! fluorescence! measurements! the! optical! density! at! 670! nm!(chlorophyll)!was! adjusted! to! 0.25;0.3! for! all! samples.! 77K!measurements!were!performed!with!light;adapted!cells!frozen!in!liquid!nitrogen!in!a!1!mm;optical!path!length! cuvette! to! avoid! reabsorption! effect.! Room;temperature! measurements!
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were!performed!with!a!3!mm;optical!path!length!flow!cuvette!where!samples!were!pumped! from! a! reservoir! of! 5! ml! with! a! speed! of! ~! 2.5! ml/s.! Fluorescence!emission! spectra!were! recorded! for! cells! excited!with! 580! nm!wavelength! light.!Fluorescence! excitation! spectra!were! obtained! for! emission! at! 660! nm,! 685! nm,!695!nm!and!723!nm.!
5.4.3*Streak%camera*measurements*For! the! fluorescence!measurements!on! the! streak;camera!setup!samples!were!diluted!to!an!optical!density!of!0.25/cm!at!670!nm!and!a!cuvette!with!1!mm!optical! path! was! used.! Time;resolved! emission! spectra! were! recorded! using! a!synchroscan! streak;camera! system! as! described! in! (van! Oort! et! al.,! 2009;! van!Stokkum!et! al.,! 2006).!Measurements! have!been!performed!both! at!RT! and!77K.!Each!experiment!was!repeated!at!least!4!times!on!different!generations!of!the!cells.!An! excitation!wavelength! of! 580! nm!was! used! to! excite! preferentially! the! PBSs.!The!laser!power!was!60!µW,!the!spot!size!was!100!µm,!and!the!repetition!rate!250!kHz.! An! average! of! 100! images,! all! measured! for! 10!s,! was! used! for! further!analysis.!!Before!analysis!the!images!were!corrected!for!the!background!signal!and!detector!sensitivity!and!sliced!up!into!traces!of!5!nm!(RT)!or!2!nm!(77K).!For!RT!measurements! the! sample!was! kept! in! a! flow! cuvette! and! a! sample! reservoir! (5!ml).! It!was!flowing!from!the!reservoir!to!the!cuvette!and!back,!with!a!speed!of!~!2.5!ml/s.!∆flv4!samples!were!measured!using!two!time!windows:!800!ps!and!2!ns,!for!other!samples!only!the!800;ps!time!window!was!used.!!For!77K!measurements,!samples!were!collected! in!glass!Pasteur!pipettes!with! ~1!mm! diameter! and! then! frozen! by! immersion! in! liquid! nitrogen.! For! all!samples!measured!at!77K!two!time!windows!were!used:!800!ps!and!2!ns.!Streak;camera! images! were! analyzed! using! the! TIMP! package! for! R!language!(Mullen!and!van!Stokkum,!2007)!and!Glotaran,!a!graphical!user!interface!for! the! R;package! TIMP! (Snellenburg! et! al.,! 2012).! To! get! an! equally! good!estimation!of! long!(>700ps)!and!short!components!of!∆flv4)samples!measured!at!RT,! streak! images! obtained! with! two! time! windows! were! linked! during! the!analysis.! Linked! fitting! of! two! time! ranges! was! also! used! for! the! 77K! data! to!estimate!the!longest!lifetime.!The!obtained!ns!component!(~2!ns!was!obtained!for!all! datasets)! was! used! in! a! 5;component! fit! of! 800! ps! time;window! data.! A!Gaussian;shaped! instrument! response! function!was!used! for! the! analysis! and! its!width! was! a! free! fitting! parameter.! Typical! FWHM! values! obtained! from! the! fit!were!~11!ps! for! the!800;ps! time!window!and!~28!ps! for! the!2;ns! time!window.!
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The!synchroscan!period! (13.17!ns)! results! in!a!back!and! forth! sweeping!of! long;lived!components!and!leads!to!some!signal!“before!time!zero”!in!the!streak;camera!images! (van! Stokkum! et! al.,! 2006).! The! fit! quality!was! judged! by! singular! value!decomposition!of!the!residuals!matrix!(Mullen!and!van!Stokkum,!2007).!
5.4.4*TCSPC*measurements*Time;correlated! single! photon! counting! (TCSPC)! measurements! were!performed!at!magic!angle!(54.7°)!polarization!as!described!previously!(Somsen!et!al.,! 2005).! Excitation!was! carried! out! by! ~! 0.2! ps! vertically! polarized! excitation!pulses!at!a!repetition!rate!of!3.8!MHz.!The!excitation!wavelength!was!440!nm.!The!sample!was! kept! at! 287! K! in! a! flow! cuvette! and! a! sample! reservoir! (5!ml).! The!optical!path!length!of!the!cuvette!was!3!mm.!The!size!of!the!excitation!spot!was!2!mm.! !The! cells! were! measured! in! two! different! states.! First,! to! keep! the!reaction! centers! mostly! open! and! minimize! PSII! excitation! pressure! (low!excitation!pressure!conditions,!LEP),!the!samples!were!flowing!from!the!reservoir!to! the! cuvette! and! back,! with! a! speed! of! ~! 2.5! ml/s.! Together! with! low! laser!powers!(~7!μW),!this!insures!that!multiple!excitations!of!PSII!complexes!by!laser!pulses! during! the! passage! through! the! laser! beam! are! avoided.! The! estimated!probability!of!a!PSII!complex!being!excited!in!this!case!is!<5!%.!Subsequently!the!samples!were!measured!with!high!excitation!pressure!(HEP).!To!achieve!this,!the!flow!speed!was!decreased!to!0.2!ml/sec!and!the!laser!power!was!increased!up!to!50μW.! In! this! case! the! probability! of! a! PSII! complex! being! excited! by! at! least! 1!photon!during!the!passage!through!the!laser!beam!rises!up!to!95%,!which!results!in! a! substantial! increase! of! closed! RCs! (RCs! with! reduced! QA).! For! each! run! of!measurements,!the!following!interference!filters!were!used!for!detection:!679,!693!and!724!nm!(15!nm!bandwidth)!(Balzers,!Liechtenstein!model!B40).!To!check!the!stability!of! the!samples,! the! final!experiment!of!a!measuring!series!was!always!a!repetition!of!the!first!one.!The!resulting!decay!curves!were!indistinguishable.!
5.4.5*TCSPC*data*analysis*The!full;width!at!half;maximum!(FWHM)!of!the!system!response!function!was!35!ps!when!a!resolution!of!2.5!ps!per!channel!was!used,!as!obtained!with!the!6!ps! decay! of! pinacyanol! iodide! in!methanol! (van!Oort! et! al.,! 2008).! Data! analysis!was! performed! using! a! home;built! computer! program! (Digris! et! al.,! 1999).! The!data! were! fitted! to! multi;exponential! decay! functions! with! amplitudes! αi! and!
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fluorescence! decay! times! τi.! The! decay! traces! at! different! detection!wavelengths!were!fitted!globally,!meaning!that!the!decay!lifetimes!of!a!sample!were!forced!to!be!equal!at!each!detection!wavelength!but!the!amplitudes!were!allowed!to!differ.!The!fit! quality! was! judged! from! the! Poissonian! maximum! likelihood! estimator,! the!residuals,!and!the!autocorrelation!of!the!residuals.!
5.4.6*Electrophoresis*and*Immunoblotting*Protein!complexes!in!the!membrane!fraction!were!analyzed!by!BN;PAGE,!which! was! performed! as! described! by! Zhang! et! al.! (2012).! Gradient!polyacrylamide!gels!(4.5;12%)!were!used!in!this!study.!After!electrophoresis,!the!proteins! were! electro;transferred! to! a! polyvinylidene! fluoride! membrane! and!detected!by!protein;specific!antibodies.!
5.4.7*Thermoluminescence*measurements*TL! was! measured! with! a! home;built! apparatus! as! in! (Tyystjarvi! et! al.,!2009)! on! filter! paper! disks! containing! a! quantity! of! 25! μg! Chl! of! cells.! Samples!were! dark! adapted! for! 20! min! at! +30! °C.! TL! was! induced! by! a! single! turnover!saturating! flash!at! ;20! °C!as! indicated! in! the! legend!of!Figure!5.9.!The!TL! curves!were!analyzed!by!fitting!with!Gaussians!as!reported!in!Supplemental!material.!!
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are) averages) of) three)
different)biological)replicates.)
The) fluorescence) spectra)
were) normalized) to) the) PSI)
peak)(723)nm).!
(!
2. Determination( of( required( number( of( components( for(
global(analysis:(quality(of(the(fit.(! Previously,! a! 5;component! global;analysis! fit! was! reported! for!
Synechocystis) sp.)PCC!6803,)measured!at!RT!(Tian!et!al.,!2011).!Two!components!were!assigned! to!EET/equilibration!steps!within!PBSs! (8!ps,!36!ps).!The!3rd!DAS!with! the! lifetime!of!130!ps!was!assigned! to!EET! from!APC660! to!APC680! and!Chls.!The! 4th! DAS! with! ~200! ps! lifetime! was! assigned! to! excitation! trapping! by! RCs!while! a! small! amplitude!of! the!~700!ps! component! to! second! charge! separation!event!and!recombination.)Unlike!(Tian!et!al.,!2011),!four!components!appeared!to!be!enough!to!describe!all!our!data!measured!at!RT,!although!a!5;component!fit!was!possible!for!several!datasets.!In!order!to!check!the!real!necessity!of!the!additional!5th! component! for! the! datasets!where! it!was! possible! to! resolve! from! the! global!analysis!of!streak;camera!data,! the!5!and!4!components! fits!were!compared.!The!DAS! resulting! from! the!5;component! fit! of!WT!are! given! in! Supplemental! Figure!S2.! The! quality! of! the! fit! was! judged! by! singular! value! decomposition! of! the!residual!matrix:! it! should! show! no! significant! structure! in! the! first! two! left! and!
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fluorescence) contributions)
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lines,)respectively).!!






Supplemental( Figure( S5.(An) example) of) the) Gaussian) sub1band) deconvolution) of)
the) thermoluminescence) curves) presented) in) Figure) 5.9) in) the) absence) (A)) and)
presence)of)DCMU)(B).)The)black)line)shows)the)original)curve,)the)red)line)shows)the)
fitted) curve) using) Gaussians) and) the) green) line) represents) the) residual) spectrum)
(original)minus)fitted)curve).)The)other)colored)lines)are)the)Gaussian)deconvolution)







Supplemental( Figure( S6.! Absorption) spectra) of) WT,) ∆flv4) and) OE) strains.) The)
cultures)were)grown)in)standard)conditions)and)normalized)to)OD750=0.5)before)the)
measurements.) The) phycobilin) peak) at) 625) nm) and) Chl) a) peak) at) 678) nm) were)
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Introduction!!Photosynthesis! is! the!natural! process! of! harvesting,! converting,! and! storing!the! energy! of! sunlight! in! chemical! form.! It! sustains! virtually! all! life! on! Earth,! by!providing! chemical! energy! for! plants,! algae! and! bacteria,! while! essentially! all! non<photosynthetic!organisms!rely!on!these!species!as!their!energy!source.!Photosynthetic!solar! energy! harvesting! occurs! on! an! immense! scale,! dramatically! impacting! our!biosphere! (Carpenter! et! al.,! 2011;! Melillo! et! al.,! 1993;! Ware! and! Thomson,! 2005).!Photosynthesis!produces!100!billion!tons!of!biomass!annually!(Barber,!2009).!Around!half!of! this!biomass! is!accounted! for!by!oceanic! light<harvesting!organisms.!Because!aquatic!photosynthetic! organisms! are! exposed! and! successively! adapted! to! extreme!light!changes,!they!could!serve!as!a!source!of!inspiration!for!scientists!for!effectively!collecting!and!storing!solar!energy.!!Many! light<harvesting! strategies! of! aquatic! photosynthesis,! such! as! light!acclimation,! photoprotection,! and! state! transitions! are! still! not! completely!understood.!In!this!thesis,!various!time<resolved!spectroscopy!techniques!are!applied!to! diatoms! and! cyanobacteria,! preferentially! in#vivo,! to! obtain! essential! information!how!aquatic!organisms!adapt!to!changing!light!conditions.!!!
6.1!Fluorescence!kinetics!of!diatom!C.#menegininana!in#vivo#In!spite!of!their!ecological!importance,!diatoms!remain!one!of!the!most!poorly!studied! taxonomic! groups!of! photosynthetic! organisms.!The!main!bottleneck! is! that!none!of!the!molecular!structures!of!their!photosynthetic!complexes!has!been!resolved.!Detailed!studies!on!diatom!photosystems!are!hampered!by! the!difficulty!of! isolating!photoactive!thylakoid!membranes!from!diatom!cells,!since!the!cells!are!enveloped!by!silicate!shells! that!are!hard! to!break! (Martinson!et!al.,!1998).!This!problem! leads!us!towards!in#vivo#studies,!but!results!obtained!in#vivo!are!often!more!difficult!to!explain.!In!chapter!2,!we!demonstrate!for!the!first!time!the!variation!of!fluorescence!kinetics!of!
C.# meneghiniana! in# vivo! upon! excitation! with! various! wavelengths.! In! this! way! we!managed!to!resolve!fluorescence!kinetics!of!both!photosystems!as!well!as!to!describe!excitation!energy!transfer!from!the!antennas!towards!RCs.!!Both!antennas!and!RCs!are!excited!by#Chl#a#excitation.!Excitation!trapping!of!low<light!grown!cultures!in!PSI!corresponds!to!a!75!ps!lifetime,!which!is!close!to!the!lifetime!of!PSI!in!higher!plants!(Van!Oort!et!al.,!2008;!Wientjes!et!al.,!2009;!Wientjes!et!al.,! 2011)! and! green! algae! (Melkozernov! et! al.,! 2004;! Ünlü! et! al.,! 2014).! In! higher!plants!and!green!algae,!PSI!forms!a!supercomplex!called!PSI!light<harvesting!complex!I! (PSI<LHCI).!This!supercomplex! in!plants!binds!approximately!170!Chls! in! total!and!
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consists!of!a!core!complex!and!four!LHCIs!(Amunts!et!al.,!2010;!Ben<Shem!et!al.,!2003;!Jordan!et!al.,!2001).!In!green!algae,!the!antenna!size!is!about!two!times!larger!than!in!plants!and!the!LHCI<PSI!supercomplex!binds!~380!Chls!in!total,!which!is!substantially!more!than!observed!in!plants!(Bassi!et!al.,!1992).!However,!the!average!lifetimes!for!LHCI<PSI! in!plants! and!green!algae!are! comparable.!The! reason! is! the!presence!of! a!smaller! number! of! “red”! Chls! in! the! antenna! of! green! algae! as! compared! to! plants:!“Red”!Chls!absorb!at!longer!wavelengths!than!the!primary!electron!donor!and!have!a!large!effect!on!excitation!trapping!time!in!PSI!(Ihalainen!et!al.,!2005).!Only!28%!of!the!PSI! antenna! in! the! green! alga! Chlamydomonas# reinhardtii! is! constituted! by! Lhca!proteins! harboring! “red”! Chls! as! compared! to! almost! 50%! found! in! the! plant!
Arabidopsis#thaliana!(Stauber!et!al.,!2009).!FCP<PSI!complexes!have!been!isolated!from!the!diatoms!Chaetoceros#gracilis!(Ikeda!et!al.,!2008)!and!Phaeodactylum#tricornutum#(Veith!and!Büchel,!2007),!which!bind!220!and!200!Chls,!respectively.!These!values!are!closer!to!the!values!reported!for!plants.! Unlike! in! plants,! however,! no! “red”! Chls! were! observed! in! the! PSI! RCs! or!antennas!in!FCP<PSI!complexes!of!these!diatoms.!However,!our!77K!data!on!whole!C.#
meneghiniana!cells!demonstrate!some!contribution!of!“red”!FCP!forms,!emitting!in!the!690<730!nm!region!(chapter!3).!To!summarize,!although!a!combination!of!biochemical!data!and!time<resolved!measurements!suggests!that!PSI!complexes!in!diatoms!bind!a!roughly!similar!amount!of!pigments!as!in!higher!plants,!one!should!realize!that!the!antenna!composition!and!PSI!complex!organization!of!diatoms!differs!from!those!in!plants!and!green!algae!and!are! still! not! completely! resolved.! If,! for! example,! PSI! would! bind! less! antennas!(generally! leading! to! faster! fluorescence! kinetics)! that! are! loosely! attached! to! the!reaction! center! or! with!more! red! forms! (slowing! down! the! kinetics),! the! observed!fluorescence!lifetimes!might!be!similar.!!The!average!lifetime!for!PSII!for!low<light!grown!C.#meneghiniana#cells!in#vivo!(chapter!2)!is!substantially!(~at!least!100!ps)!longer!than!the!average!lifetime!of!PSII!from!thylakoid!membranes!of!Arabidopsis! thaliana! grown! in!similar! light!conditions!(Wientjes!et!al.,!2013).!The!longer!lifetime!of!PSII!in!C.#meneghiniana!may!be!due!to!a!larger! antenna! size! (Arabidopsis! thylakoids! contain! ~300! pigments/RC! (Croce! and!van! Amerongen,! 2011;! Sandonà! et! al.,! 1998;! Van! Oort! et! al.,! 2010;!Wientjes! et! al.,!2013)).!!Miloslavina! and! coworkers! were! the! first! to! report! in# vivo# time<resolved!fluorescence! measurements! of! diatoms.! They! obtained! similar! spectral! shapes! and!peak!positions!for!time<resolved!PSII!and!PSI!spectral!components!(Miloslavina!et!al.,!2009).!A!rough!estimation!of!the!average!lifetime!from!their!results!leads!to!lifetimes!of!~51!ps! for!PSI! and!~395!ps! for!PSII! (C.#meneghiniana).!These!values! are! slightly!
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shorter!than!in!our!case.!We!conclude!that!the!antenna!sizes! in!the!samples!used!by!Miloslavina!et!al.!were!smaller,!probably!as!a!result!of!higher!illumination!conditions!used!during!growth.!The!reported!light! intensity!was!40!µmol!photons!m<2s<1,!where!we!used!20!µmol!photons!m<2s<1!for!our! low<light<grown!cultures.!This!conclusion! is!further!supported!by!our!results!obtained!for!cells!grown!in!higher!light!conditions.!!In!chapter!2!we!show!that!most!of!the!diatom!light<harvesting!complexes!in!C.#




vivo.!This!means!that!both!FCPa!and!FCPb!bind!to!PSII!in!C.#meneghiniana,#where#FCPa!serves! both! light<harvesting! and! photoprotective! roles,! while! FCPb! only! harvests!light.!!! !
6.2!Effect!of!light!acclimation!Although! the! general! responses! of! diatoms! to! changes! in! the! light! intensity!are! comparable! to! the! responses! of! green! algae! and!plants,! some!differences! in! the!underlying! mechanisms! have! been! observed,! yielding! clear! evidence! that! the!regulatory! network! in! diatoms! has! unique! traits! that!might! explain! their! ecological!success! (Lepetit! et! al.,! 2012;! Strzepek! and! Harrison,! 2004).! In! chapter! 2! we!contributed! to! the! topic! of! light! acclimation! in! diatoms! by! comparing! variation! in!fluorescence!kinetics!between!the!cultures!grown!in!three!different! light!conditions<!low!light,!medium!light!and!high! light!to!disentangle!what!happens!to!photosystems!and!antenna!during!the!acclimation!to!light.!!The! reduction! of! the! number! of! antenna! complexes! per! photosystem! is! a!common! mechanism! during! the! high<light! acclimation! of! higher! plants! and! green!algae! (Caffarri! et! al.,! 2011;! Croce! and! van!Amerongen,! 2011;! Durnford! et! al.,! 2003;!Kurasova!et!al.,!2002).!On!the!other!hand,! in!diatoms!no!significant!difference!in!the!antenna!size!under!different!light!regimes!was!observed!in!C.#meneghiniana,!as!could!be!judged!based!on!the!fx/Chl!a!ratio!(Lepetit!et!al.,!2010).!In!other!diatoms!significant!changes! in! fx/Chl! a! ratios! are! observed! (Smith! and!Melis,! 1988;! Van! De! Poll! et! al.,!2005).! Time<resolved! fluorescence! is! a! common!method! to! study! antenna! sizes! in!various! photosynthetic! organisms.! For! plant!membranes! that! contain! 2.0<2.5! LHCII!trimers!per!PSII!RC,!the!fluorescence!lifetime!was!reported!to!be!around!160!ps!upon!antenna! excitation! (Broess! et! al.,! 2006;! Broess! et! al.,! 2008)! whereas! for! thylakoid!membranes! with! 4.0! trimers! per! PSII! RC,! the! lifetime! goes! up! to! around! 340! ps!(Caffarri!et!al.,!2011;!Croce!and!van!Amerongen,!2011;!Van!Oort!et!al.,!2010).#Upon! selective! antenna! excitation! of! C.# meneghiniana,! the! average! lifetime!decreased!from!460!ps!for!low<light<grown!cultures!to!363!ps!in!the!case!of!high<light<grown!cultures.!The!~100!ps!shortening!reflects!a!decrease!of! the!FCP!antenna!size!connected!to!the!RC!of!PSII.!!Although! the! antenna! composition! and! organization! differ! for! diatoms! and!higher!plants,!substantial!sequence!similarity!exists!between!FCP!and!LHCII!proteins!and!we!tentatively!assume!that!losing!one!FCP!complex!from!the!PSII!antenna!might!be! responsible! for! the!100!ps!decrease! in!PSII! lifetime!between! low<light! and!high<
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light<grown!cells.!Such!a!decrease!in!PSII!antenna!size!would!not!result!in!a!detectable!change! in! the!Chl! a/fx! ratio,!meaning! that! this! value! is! not! a! good! indicator! for! the!change!in!antenna!size!in!contrast!to!what!was!assumed!in!(Lepetit!et!al.,!2010).!!Thus!we!conclude! that!diatoms,! like!plants!and!green!algae,! co<regulate! the!number! of! antennae! per! photosystem! core! complexes! to! fine<tune! the! amount! of!absorbed!light!energy!with!the!biochemical!capacity!of!the!cell.!!Furthermore,!the!increase!of!growth!light!intensity!for!C.#meneghiniana!leads!to! a! decrease! of! the! relative! amount! of! PSI! as! compared! to! PSII.! Interestingly,! an!alternative! energy! sink! like! the! one! provided! by! cyclic! electron! flow! around! PSII,!presumably! via! cytochrome! b559,! has! been! suggested! for! several! diatom! species!(Lavaud! et! al.,! 2002;! Onno! Feikema! et! al.,! 2006).! That! is!why! the! electron! transfer!cycle!around!PSII!might! release!excess!electrons!produced,!making!high!amounts!of!PSII!beneficial!for!the!cells!in!high!light!conditions.!!In!chapter!2!we!also!conclude!that!the!samples!grown!in!medium<light<!and!high<light<conditions!experience!photoinhibition!as! compared!with!C.#meneghiniana,!grown! in! low! light.! The! photoinhibition! effect! increases! with! light! intensity! and!manifests! itself! by! a! substantial! increase! of! the! contribution! of! long<lifetime!components! to! the! PSII! fluorescence! kinetics! and! by! lower! values! of! PSII! quantum!efficiency! (Fv/Fm).! A! drop! of! PSII! quantum! efficiency!was! always! observed! in! high<light<grown!diatom!cultures,!not!only!of!C.#meneghiniana!but!other!types!as!well!(Beer!et! al.,! 2011;! Strzepek! and! Harrison,! 2004;! Van! De! Poll! et! al.,! 2005).! Strzepek! and!Harrison!demonstrated!that!oceanic!species!are!more!prone!to!photoinhibition! than!coastal! species.! However,! in! high<light! conditions! diatoms! are! still! capable! of!maintaining!similar!photosynthetic!capacities!(Friedman!and!Alberte,!1986;!Strzepek!and! Harrison,! 2004)! due! to! increased! compensatory! increase! of! electron! transfer!through! the!PSII! centers! that! remain! functional! (Strzepek!and!Harrison,!2004).! It! is!still!an!open!question!whether!photoinhibition!in!diatoms!is!induced!by!certain!light!quality.!!Costa!et!al!demonstrated!that!light!acclimation!of!Phaeodactylum#tricornutum#diatom!requires!blue!light!(Costa!et!al.,!2013).!On!the!contrary!Wu!et!al.!showed!that!blue! light!does! induce!higher!photoinhibition!as! compared! to!white! light! (Wu!et!al.,!2011).!!!
6.3!Photoprotection!in!C.#meneghiniana!diatoms!The!process!of!non<photochemical!quenching!(NPQ)!is!another!characteristic!type!of!diatom!light!response.!NPQ!is!a!mechanism!of!enhanced!thermal!dissipation!of!excessively!absorbed!energy!responding!to!a!fast! increase!in!light! intensity.!Diatoms!are! able! to! apply! the! NPQ! mechanism! to! maintain! high! growth! rates! and! a! high!
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photosynthetic! efficiency! over! a! wide! range! of! light! intensities! (Falkowski! and!Laroche,! 1991).! Moreover,! they! are! capable! of! showing! an! extremely! high! NPQ!capacity,!up!to!five!times!higher!than!that!of!green!algae!and!higher!plants!(Ruban!et!al.,!2004).!This!observation!is!quite!intriguing!since!the!mechanism!of!NPQ!in!diatoms!has!some!similarities!to!that!in!vascular!plants!and!green!algae:!they!are!modulated!by!the! conversion! of! xanthophyll! cycle! (XC)! pigments.! In! diatoms,! XC! pigments! are!diadinoxanthin! (Ddx)! and! diatoxanthin! (Dtx).! However,! the! reason! for! such! strong!NPQ! is! still! not! completely! understood.! One! of! the! explanations! might! be! a!significantly! larger! XC! pigment! pool! in! diatoms,! especially!when! cells! are! grown! in!high!light,!as!compared!to!higher!plants!and!green!algae!(Goss!et!al.,!2006;!Lepetit!et!al.,! 2010).! Furthermore,! Dtx,! once! accumulated! during! light<driven! Ddx! de<!epoxidation!(Lavaud!and!Kroth,!2006;!Goss!and!Jakob,!2010),!is!able!to!maintain!NPQ!in!the!absence!of!a!proton!gradient!(Goss!et!al.,!2006a).!Grouneva!et!al.!demonstrated!that!in!darkness!that!follows!strong!light,!the!Dtx!that!has!been!accumulated!during!a!period! of! strong! light,! is! not! converted! to! the! ! “light<harvesting”!Ddx! form,! and! the!Dtx<related!part!of!NPQ!persists!in!the!cells.!A!comparable!NPQ!component!that!solely!relies!on!the!presence!of!the!diatoxanthin!analogue!in!plants,!zeaxanthin!(Z),!has!also!been! found! in! higher! plants! (Demmig<Adams! and! Adams,! 2006).! In! contrast! to!diatoms,! where! the! stable! Dt<dependent! NPQ! has! a! substantial! contribution! to! the!main!component!(Goss!et!al.,!2006;!Grouneva!et!al.,!2009),!Z<related!NPQ!only!plays!a!substantial!role!in!plants!that!have!been!exposed!to!severe!light!stress.!However,!Z!is!only! able! to! enhance!NPQ! in! the! presence! of! the! proton! gradient.! This! is! also! seen!during!the!relaxation!of!NPQ!after!an!illumination!period,!and!shows!kinetics!identical!to!the!breakdown!of!the!lumen!acidification!(ΔpH)!(Goss!et!al.,!2006).!Grouneva!and!coworkers!demonstrated! that!a! substantial!part!of!NPQ! in!diatoms! is,! like! in!plants,!ΔpH<related!and!relaxes/disappears!relatively!fast!upon!switching!from!high!light!to!darkness! (Grouneva! et! al.,! 2008).! It! was! suggested! more! recently! that! in! C.#
meneghiniana! the! FCPa! antenna! might! aggregate! upon! pH! gradient! build<up!(Gundermann! and! Büchel,! 2012),! thereby! leading! to! excited<state! quenching! (Van!Oort! et! al.,! 2007).! Interestingly,! it! was! shown! that! the! fluorescence! yield! of! FCPa!depends!on!the!Dtx!content!in#vitro,!which!is!not!the!case!for!FCPb!(Gundermann!and!Büchel,!2008).!That!is!why!it!is!still!not!clear!whether!antenna<related!NPQ,!if!present!
in#vivo,!persists!in!the!absence!of!a!ΔpH!acrosse!the!thylakoid!membrane.!In!the!scope!of!these!findings!it!becomes!of!primary!importance!to!disentangle!and!describe!ΔpH!and! XC! contributions! to! NPQ! in! diatoms.! In! chapter! 3!we! initiated! research! in! this!direction! using! time<resolved! fluorescence! measurements! for! the! first! time,! using!three! instead! of! two! characteristic! states! of! the! cells:! Besides! using! conventional!unquenched!and!quenched!states!of!the!cells!(in!the!absence!and!presence!of!the!total!
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NPQ! component,! respectively),! we! also! performed! measurements! on! the! dark<adapted! state! that! followed! NPQ.! In! this! state,! Dtx,! accumulated! during! the! NPQ!period,!stays! in! the!cells!while! the!ΔpH<related!NPQ!relaxes!(Grouneva!et!al.,!2009).!!By! comparing! time<resolved! fluorescence! of! the! samples! in! these! three! states,! a!sequence!of!Dtx<! and!ΔpH!–relaxed!NPQ!components!build!up!can!be! reconstructed!(chapter! 3).! Upon! the! induction! of! NPQ,! at! first! a! substantial! amount! of! FCPa!aggregates!and!becomes!quenched,!after!FCPa!detaches!from!the!PSII!cores!while!the!quenching! persists.! Then! the! continued! formation! of! Dtx! leads! to! the! additional!quenching!of!isolated!PSII!cores!and!to!a!minor!extent!of!aggregated!FCPa!complexes!that!detach!from!these!cores.!Quenching!of!PSII!cores!as!a!substantial!part!of!NPQ!was!already! suggested! previously! both! in! diatoms! and! plants! (Eisenstadt! et! al.,! 2008;!Finazzi!et!al.,!2004).!However,!our!results!show!for!the!first!time!that!this!mechanism!might! be!Dtx<related.! Although! the! amount! of! quenching! during!Dtx<related!NPQ! is!smaller!than!during!ΔpH,!as!can!be!observed!during!our!77K!measurements,!at!room!temperature!it!should!show!a!substantial!contribution!(chapter!3,!Fig.!1,(Grouneva!et!al.,!2009)).!FCPb!antenna!complexes!on!the!other!hand!remain!unquenched!during!the!whole!illumination!period.!The!quenching!of!FCPa!aggregates!should!the!ΔpH!<related!quenching! as! proposed! earlier! (Miloslavina! et! al.,! 2009)! for! low<light! grown! cells.!However,! its! amplitude! might! decrease! substantially! in! high<light<grown! cells! that!contain!smaller!antenna!complexes!but!a!bigger!XC!pool.!In!those!cells!I!would!expect!the!Dtx<related!quenching! sites! to! be!more!pronounced!due! to! a! bigger!XC!pool,! so!Dtx<related!quenching!of!PSII!cores!and!FCPa!complexes!might!dominate.!Therefore,!I!suggest! that! both! a! large! XC! pool! size! and! unique! FCP! antenna! characteristics! are!responsible!for!the!high!values!of!NPQ!in!C.#meneghiniana(chapter!3)!and,!presumably!in!other!centric!diatom!species!(Lavaud!and!Lepetit,!2013).! ! In!pennate!diatoms!like!
Phaeodactylum#tricornutum!no!differentiation!of!FCP!complexes! into!FCPa!and!FCPb!forms! could! be! observed! so! far,! and! the! native! state! of! the!P.# tricornutum! antenna!complex! (trimeric,! oligomeric! or! both! (Grouneva! et! al.,! 2011;! Gundermann! et! al.,!2012;! Lepetit! et! al.,! 2007))! is! still! not! known.! However,! the! antennas! seem! to!contribute!substantially!to!710—720!nm!emission!and!the!amplitude!of!the!710—720!nm!emission!increases!with!the!increase!of!NPQ!capacity!in!pennate!diatom!cells:!the!




6.7!State!transitions!in!cyanobacteria!Unlike! diatoms,! plants,! green! algae! and! cyanobacteria! can! optimize! their!light<harvesting!capacity!by!redistributing!absorbed!light!energy!between!the!PSs!by!state!transitions!(Croce!and!van!Amerongen,!2014;!Kirilovsky,!2014;!Minagawa,!2011;!Mullineaux! and! Emlyn<Jones,! 2005).! State! transitions! are! a! response! of!photosynthetic! organisms! to! a! change! of! the! redox! status! of! intersystem! electron!carriers.! Two! states! were! classically! defined:! State! 1! is! induced! by! oxidation! of!intersystem! electron! carriers,! usually! upon! excess! excitation! of! PSI! relative! to! PSII;!State!2!is!induced!by!reduction!of!intersystem!electron!carriers,!either!through!excess!excitation!of!PSII!or!by!dark!respiratory!pathways!(Mullineaux!and!Allen,!1990).!For!a! long! time,! it!was!accepted! that!state! transitions! in!green!algae!mainly!involve!phosphorylation/dephosphorylation!of!LHCII!and! its! relocation!between! the!two! PSs! (Delosme! et! al.,! 1996;! Iwai! et! al.,! 2008),! until! NPQ! of! LHCII! during! state!transitions!was!visualized!(Iwai!et!al.,!2010).!Using!chlorophyll! fluorescence! lifetime!imaging!microscopy,!Iwai!demonstrated!that!transitions!from!state!1!to!state!2!in!the!green! alga! Chlamydomonas# reinhardtii! are! followed! by! the! appearance! of! a! 250<ps!lifetime! component,! which! was! interpreted! as! the! formation! of! energy<dissipative!aggregates!of!phosphorylated!LHCII!detached!from!PSII!in!live!cells!(Iwai!et!al.,!2010).!This! finding!raised!a!question!about! the!primary!role!of!state! transitions! in! the!cell;!namely,! does! it! serve! to!modulate! the! absorption! cross<section! of! (1)! only! PSII,! (2)!only!PSI,!or!(3)!of!both!PSII!and!PSI?!Recently,!several!studies!on!green!algae!argue!in!favor!of! the! first!hypothesis.!Contrary! to! the!notion! that! almost! all! LHCIIs! leave! the!PSII!complexes!and!re<associate!with!PSI!during!state!transitions!in!Chlamydomonas,!Ünlü!et!al.!demonstrated!that!during!the!state!1!to!state!2<transition,!only!a!very!small!fraction!of!LHCII!released!from!PSII!binds!to!PSI!in!state!2,!while!the!majority!adopts!an!energy<dissipative!state!(Ünlü!et!al.,!2014).!Furthermore,!Nagy!et!al.!showed!that!PSII<LHCII!macrodomains!are! largely!preserved! in!state!2:!Only!about!20%!of!LHCII!(located!at!the!periphery!of!PSII!–LHCII!supercomplexes)!has!migrated!to!PSI,!while!a!large!part!of!LHCII!is!in!an!energetically!quenched!state!either!bound!or!unbound!to!PSII!(Nagy!et!al.,!2014).!In! cyanobacteria,! the! restricted! mobility! of! PSs! in! the! internal! thylakoid!membrane!contrasts!with!the!relatively!mobile!PBSs!(Mullineaux!et!al.,!1997;!Sarcina!and! Mullineaux,! 2004).! The! latter! are! attached! to! the! surface! of! the! thylakoid!membrane!(Arteni!et!al.,!2009).!Joshua!and!Mullineaux!were!the!first!to!correlate!the!
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presence! of! PBS! mobility! in! cyanobacteria! with! state! transitions.! They! fixed!cyanobacteria!in!either!state!1!or!2!by!immersing!the!cells!in!a!buffer!of!high!osmotic!strength,!which!strongly! inhibited!PBS!diffusion!(Joshua!and!Mullineaux,!2004).!The!common! notion! that! PBSs! detach! from! PSI! and! attach! to! PSII! during! the! transition!from!state!2!to!state!1!was!based!on!enhanced!fluorescence!emission!from!PSII!in!the!680<695!nm!spectral!region!at!77K!(Joshua!and!Mullineaux,!2004;!Kana!et!al.,!2014).!However,! PBS! movement! between! PSs! during! state! transitions! has! never! been!explicitly!demonstrated.!!In! chapter! 4,! we! show! that! during! dark<to! light! transition,! which! can! be!approximated!as!state!2!to!state!1<transition!there!is!mainly!detachment!of!PBSs!from!PSI,!which!is!hardly!followed!by!their!attachment!to!PSII:!only!15!%!of!the!PBSs!that!detach! from!PSI! actually!move! to!PSII,!while! the!major!part! remains!detached! from!both! PSs.! These! findings! are! intriguing.! It! suggests! that! in! cyanobacteria,! unlike! in!green! algae,! the! main! role! of! state! transitions! is! to! change! the! absorption! cross<section!of!PSI,!rather!than!that!of!PSII.!Because!in!cyanobacteria!1)!the!number!of!Chls!in! PSI! is! almost! three! times! higher! than! in! PSII! (Jordan! et! al.,! 2001;! Umena! et! al.,!2011)!and!2)! the!PSI/PSII! ratio! is!4! (Stadnichuk!et!al.,!2009),!which! is! substantially!higher!than!in!green!algae!and!diatoms!where!it!is!around!1!or!less!(Melis!et!al.,!1996;!Strzepek! and! Harrison,! 2004),! illumination! with! light,! mainly! absorbed! by! Chl!(substantial!part!of!visible!spectrum),! in!cyanobacteria!results! in!a!higher!activity!of!PSI!as! compared! to! that!of!PSII.!We!suggest! that!PBS!attachment! to!PSI! in!darkness!might!be!beneficial!(chapter!4):!The!PQ!pool!is!reduced!in!the!dark!due!to!respiration!and!residual!cyclic!electron!transport!(Mullineaux,!2014;!Mullineaux!and!Allen,!1986),!and,!once!light!is!introduced!again,!the!primary!task!of!the!cell!is!to!rapidly!achieve!a!redox!balance.!In!this!situation!a!larger!PSI!antenna!will!increase!PQ!re<oxidation!rate!by!PSI.!Sufficient!oxidation!power!is!achieved!faster,!and!a!fraction!of!PBSs!detaches!from!PSI.!!Interestingly,! spectral! properties! of! the! antenna! pool,! consisting! of! PBSs!detached!from!PSI,!differ!from!the!spectrum!of!conventional!hemidiscoidal!PBSs:!The!640<660!nm!emission!is!higher!than!for!a!conventional!PBS!spectrum,!suggesting!that!the! former! contains!more! PC! (Figure! 4.7,! chapter! 4).! Our! findings! suggest! that! the!pool!of!antennas!detached!from!PSI!mainly!constitutes!‘alternative’!PBSs!consisting!of!only! PC! rods,! which! were! described! by! Kondo! et! al.! (Kondo! et! al.,! 2007).! NPQ! in!cyanobacteria! is!OCP<related.!Recently,! Tian! et! al.! demonstrated! that!NPQ!occurs! at!the!level!of!the!PBS!core!(APC660)!(Tian!et!al.,!2011),!so!PC!rods!alone,!if!not!attached!to! the! APC! core,! cannot! safely! dissipate! excess! light! energy! as! heat.! PSI! antenna,! if!mainly! constituted! by! ‘alternative’! PBSs,! cannot! decrease! the! PSI! absorption! cross<section!through!OCP<related!NPQ!in!strong!light.!That!is!why!detachment!of!such!PBSs!
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from!PSI!might!play!not!only!a! regulatory!but!also!a!photoprotective! role! in! certain!conditions.!!!
6.8! Alternative! photoprotective! mechanisms:! role! of! flv402!
operonFencoded!proteins!Other!mechanisms! of! photoprotection! involve! “electron! valves”:! alternative!electron!transfer!routes,!which!dissipate!the!excess!of!electrons!in!the!photosynthetic!chain!and!result! in!decreased!photodamage!of!PSs.!Their!contribution!becomes!vital!for!the!cells!in!conditions!where!the!photosynthetic!electron!transport!chain!is!over<reduced!(for!example! if!NADPH!is!generated! faster! than! it!can!be!used! in! the!Calvin!cycle!or!in!low!CO2!conditions!for!cyanobacteria).!Flv1!and!Flv3!heterodimers!are!an!example!of!such!a!cyanobacterial!electron!valve,!which!sequesters!electrons!from!the!acceptor! side! of! PSI! and! uses! them! to! reduce! oxygen,! protecting! PSI! especially! in!natural! occurring! fluctuating! light! conditions! (Allahverdiyeva! et! al.,! 2013).! Only!recently! flv4=2! operon<encoded! proteins! were! found! to! play! a! central! role! in!safeguarding!PSII!activity! in!a!number!of!cyanobacteria! in!high! light!and! in!air<level!CO2! conditions! (Zhang! et! al.,! 2012;! Zhang! et! al.,! 2009).! Three! genes! found! in! the!operon!are!arranged!in!a!tandem!orientation!(Flv4,!Sll0218,!and!Flv2),!suggesting!that!they! have! a! functional! relationship.! ! However,! the! individual! role! of! the! proteins!remains!illusive.!!Flv4! and! Flv2! were! found! to! function! as! a! heterodimer,! capable! of! rapid!electron! transfer! between! the! flavin!mononucleotide!moiety! of! Flv2! and! the! diiron!center! of! Flv4! (Zhang! et! al.,! 2012).! Previously,! it! was! proposed! that! the! Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer!is!accepting!electrons!from!the!QB!pocket!of!PSII,!allowing!the!PQ!pool!to!be!in!a!more!oxidized!state!(Bersanini!et!al.,!2014).!The!results!presented!in!chapter!5!suggest!that!the!binding!or!docking!of!a!Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer!in!the!vicinity!of!the!QB!pocket!enhances!charge!separation!in!PSII!by!increasing!the!redox!potential!of!QB.!Accelerated! electron! transfer! to! QB! results! in! shorter! PSII! fluorescence! lifetimes!(chapter! 5).! The! fast! oxidation! of! QB! is! maintained! by! the! Flv2/Flv4<related!alternative!electron!transfer!route,!which!likely!removes!electrons!from!QB<,!keeping!the!PQ!pool!in!a!more!oxidized!state.!Interestingly,! unlike! Flv4! and!Flv2,! Sll0218! is! associated!with! the! thylakoid!membrane! independently! of! the! cation! concentration! (Zhang! et! al.,! 2012).! The!absence! of! the! small! Sll0218! protein! favors! a! relative! decrease! of! the! PSII! dimer!content!of!about!20%!(chapter!5).!On! top!of! that,! in! the!absence!of!Sll0218!protein,!20%!of! the!PBSs!becomes!detached! from!the!PSs.!Such!a!direct!correlation!between!PSII! dimer! destabilization! and! PBS! detachment! from! PSII! demonstrates! that! dimer!
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destabilization! causes! PBS! detachment.! It! is! in! agreement! with! multiple! studies!showing!that!PBSs!attach!well!to!PSII!dimers!but!not!to!monomers!(Arteni!et!al.,!2009;!Barber!et!al.,!2003;!Young,!2010).!To!summarize,!the!flv4=2!operon<encoded!proteins!act! as! a! booster! of! photosynthesis! upon! excess! excitation! pressure! on! PSII:! they!stabilize! PSII! dimers,! their! light<harvesting! and! enhance! charge! separation! in! PSII,!allowing!the!alternative!electron!transfer!route!to!sequester!electrons!from!QB<!and!to!maintain! the! other! electron! acceptors! of! PSII,! like! PQ,! in! a! more! oxidized! state.!However,! several! questions! still! remain! unanswered,! namely,! which! molecule! or!complex! accepts! electrons! from! Flv4/Flv2! heterodimer,! and! how! is! Sll0218! exactly!involved!in!PSII!dimer!stabilization.!!
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Summary'!Aquatic!photosynthetic!organisms!unavoidably! experience! light! fluctuations!that! vary! in! amplitude,! duration! and! origin,! compromising! their! photosynthetic!efficiency.! Weather! conditions! and! underwater! flow! cause! continuous! changes! in!irradiance!to!which!the!organisms!have!to!adapt.!Many!light>adaptation!strategies!of!photosynthetic! organisms,! such! as! light! acclimation,! photoprotection! and! state!transitions! are! still! not! well! understood.!In! this! thesis,! time>resolved! fluorescence!spectroscopy!is!used!to!obtain!insight!into!the!response!of!diatoms!and!cyanobacteria,!both!aquatic!photosynthetic!organisms,!to!changing!light!conditions.!In! chapter! 2,! photoacclimation! (long>term! acclimation! to! irradiance!conditions)! of! the! diatom!Cyclotella)meneghiniana! is! discussed.! It! is! shown! that! the!diatom! cells! fine>tune! the! amount! of! absorbed! light! energy! by! modifying! their!antenna! size:! cells! grown! in! high! light! intensity! have! smaller! antennas! than! those!grown!in!low!light.!At!the!same!time,!the!increase!of!growth!light!intensity!leads!to!a!decrease!of! the! relative! amount!of! photosystem! I! (PSI)! as! compared! to!PSII.! Such! a!strategy!might! be! beneficial! for! diatoms,! since! they! are! known! to! have! an! electron!transfer! cycle! around! PS! II! to! release! excess! electrons! produced! in! high! light!intensities.! Besides! discussing! photoacclimation,! we! give! a! detailed! description! the!fluorescence! kinetics! in! C.) meneghiniana.! It! is! concluded! that! the! diatom! antenna,!represented! by! light>harvesting! fucoxanthin! chlorophyll! proteins! (FCPs),! transfer!their!excitation!energy!predominantly! to!PSII.!FCPs!associated!with!PSII!are! slightly!richer!in!red>absorbing!fucoxanthin!than!the!FCPs!associated!with!PSI,!suggesting!that!PSII! antennas! (partly)! constitute! the! antenna! form! FCPb! (i.e.! oligomeric! antenna!complexes).!!In! chapter! 3! the! process! of! non>photochemical! quenching! (NPQ,! thermal!dissipation!of!excess!absorbed!light!energy)!of!chlorophyll!a!fluorescence!was!studied!in!the!same!diatom!species.!Diatoms!can!rapidly!switch!on/off!NPQ!to!respond!to!fast!light>intensity! changes! in! moving! waters.! They! are! capable! to! induce! higher! NPQ!values!than!plants!or!other!photosynthetic!organisms.!The!reason!for!such!high!NPQ!values,!however,! is!not!clear.!We!performed!picosecond! fluorescence!measurements!at! 77K! on! cells! locked! in! three! different! states:! Besides! using! conventional!unquenched!and!quenched!states!of!the!cells!(in!the!absence!and!presence!of!the!total!NPQ! component,! respectively),! we! also! performed! measurements! on! the! dark>adapted! state! directly! following! NPQ.! In! this! state,! diatoxantin! (Dtx,! a! carotenoid!related! to! NPQ),! accumulated! during! the!NPQ! period! and!Dtx>related!NPQ! persists,!while!ΔpH>related!NPQ!has!relaxed.!In!this!way!we!revealed!the!following!sequence!of!
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events! during! full! development! of! NPQ.! First,! the! pH! gradient! across! the! thylakoid!membrane! induces!quenching!of! FCP! trimers! (FCPa! complexes),!while! they! are! still!part! of!PSII.! This! is! followed!by! (partial)! detachment!of! FCPa! from!PSII! after!which!quenching!persists.!The!pH!gradient!also!causes!the!formation!of!Dtx,!which!leads!to!further! quenching! of! isolated! PSII! cores! and! some! aggregated! FCPa.! To! summarize,!quenching! of! PSII! >both! cores! and! complexes>! and! FCPa! substantially! contribute! to!NPQ!in!diatoms.!The!FCPb!antenna!form!on!the!other!hand!does!not!contribute!to!the!NPQ!process.!Certain! aquatic! photosynthetic! organisms,! such! as! cyanobacteria! and! green!algae,!can!also!cope!with!changing!light!conditions!by!dynamically!varying!the!relative!antenna!size!of!PSI!and!of!PSII.!Consequently,!a!redistribution!of!light!energy!between!the!PSs! is!achieved.!This!phenomenon! is!called! “state! transitions”.! It! is!known!to!be!driven!via!a!change! in! the!redox!status!of!electron!carriers!between!PSII!and!PSI.! In!cyanobacteria,!this!redox!change!can!be!achieved!via!dark>light!transitions.!However,!the! cascade! of!microscopic! events! that! lead! to! subsequent! energy! redistribution! in!cyanobacteria! is! still! not! completely! clear.! In! chapter! 4,! a! study! on! dark>light!transitions!using!the!cyanobacterium!Synechocystis!sp.!PCC!6803!as!a!model!organism!is!described.! It! is!demonstrated!that!during!dark! to! light! transitions,! there! is!mainly!detachment!of!phycobilisomes! (PBSs)! (cyanobacterial! antennas)! from!PSI,! generally!not!followed!by!their!attachment!to!PSII:!only!15!%!of!the!PBSs!that!detach!from!PSI!actually! move! to! PSII,! while! the! major! part! remains! detached! from! both! PSs.! We!conclude! that! PSI>PSII>PBS! megacomplexes,! which! were! recently! isolated! using!chemical! cross>linking,! are! not! involved! in! dark/light! state! transitions,! suggesting!that,!if!present,!they!are!only!transiently!formed!in!cyanobacteria.!To!summarize,!the!findings!presented!in!chapter!4!suggest!that!in!cyanobacteria,!unlike!in!green!algae!or!higher! plants,! the! main! role! of! state! transitions! is! to! change! the! absorption! cross>section!of!PSI,!rather!than!that!of!PSII.!In! chapter! 5,! a! study! of! the! role! of! flv4>2! operon>encoded! proteins! in!
Synechocystis) is! described.! Three! genes! are! found! in! the! operon:! Flv4,! Sll0218,! and!Flv2.! Only! recently! flv4>2! operon>encoded! proteins! were! found! to! constitute! an!additional!photoprotective!mechanism!in!a!number!of!cyanobacteria!by!safeguarding!PSII! activity! via! an! alternative! electron! chain.! Its! contribution!becomes! vital! for! the!cells! in! high! light! and! in! air>level! CO2,! when! the! photosynthetic! electron! transport!chain!is!over>reduced.!It!is!demonstrated!that!deletion!of!the!operon!induces!20%!PBS!detachment.!The!reduced!PSII!dimer!to!monomer!ratio,!as!a!result!of! the!absence!of!the!small!Sll0218!protein,!favors!a!relative!decrease!of!the!PSII!dimer!content!of!about!20%,! showing! a! direct! correlation! between! PSII! dimer! destabilization! and! PBS!detachment! from! reaction! centers.! On! the! other! hand,! the! suggested! binding! of! the!
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Flv2/Flv4!heterodimer!closely! to! the!quinone!B!(QB)!pocket! in!PSII! increases! the!QB!redox! potential,! thereby! promoting! forward! electron! transfer! and! increasing! the!charge! separation! rates! in! PSII.! This! activity! of! the! Flv2/Flv4! heterodimer! in!combination! with! its! earlier! reported! role! as! an! electron! acceptor! in! alternative!electron! chain! provides!more! oxidized! state! of! the! PQ!pool! in! high! light! and! in! air>level!CO2.!
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Samenvatting*!Fotosynthetische!aquatische!organismen!staan!bloot! aan! fluctuaties! in! licht,!die! variëren! in! amplitude,! duur! en! oorzaak.! Deze! fluctuaties! verlagen! de! efficiëntie!van! het! fotosyntheseproces.! Weersomstandigheden! en! stroming! veroorzaken! niet?aflatende! veranderingen! in! bestralingssterkte,!waaraan! de! organismen! zich!moeten!aanpassen.! Vele! licht?aanpassingsstrategieën,! zoals! fotoacclimatie,! fotoprotectie! en!“state!transitions”!worden!nog!steeds!niet!volledig!begrepen.!In!dit!proefschrift!wordt!de! reactie! van! diatomeeën! en! cyanobacteriën,! beiden! aquatische! fotosynthetische!organismen,!op!veranderende!lichtomstandigheden!beschreven,!waarvoor!gebruik!is!gemaakt!van!tijdsopgeloste!fluorescentiespectroscopie.!In! hoofdstuk! 2! wordt! fotoacclimatie! (lange?termijn?acclimatie! aan!bestralingsomstandigheden)! van! Cyclotella) meneghiniana,! een! soort! diatomeeën,!behandeld.! Aangetoond! wordt! dat! de! cellen! waaruit! zij! bestaan! de! hoeveelheid!geabsorbeerd!licht!nauwkeurig!kunnen!afregelen!door!de!grootte!van!hun!antennes!te!veranderen:! Cellen! die! gekweekt! zijn! onder! hoge! lichtintensiteit! hebben! kleinere!antennes! dan! cellen! die! gekweekt! zijn! onder! een! lage! lichtintensiteit.! Tegelijkertijd!leidt!een!toename!van!de!lichtintensiteit!tot!een!afname!van!de!relatieve!hoeveelheid!fotosysteem! I! (PSI)! in! vergelijking! met! fotosysteem! II! (PSII).! Een! dergelijke!aanpassingsstrategie!zou!voordelig!kunnen!zijn!voor!diatomeeën,!omdat!het!bekend!is! dat! zij! een! elektronentransportcyclus! hebben! rond! PSII! waarmee! overtollige!elektronen,! geproduceerd! onder! hoge! lichtintensiteit,! afgevoerd! kunnen! worden.!Naast! de! bespreking! van! fotoacclimatie! wordt! er! een! uitgebreide! beschrijving!gegeven!van!de!fluorescentiekinetiek!in!C.)meneghiniana.!De!conclusie!is!dat!antennes!in! diatomeeën,! vertegenwoordigd! door! lichtinvangende! fucoxanthine?chlorofyl?eiwitten! (FCP’s),! hun! excitatie?energie! voornamelijk! overdragen! aan! PSII.! FCP’s! die!geassocieerd! zijn! met! PSII! zijn! een! klein! beetje! rijker! aan! rood?absorberende!fucoxanthines!dan!de!FCP’s!die!met!PSI!zijn!geassocieerd,!hetgeen!suggereert!dat!PSII?antennes!(gedeeltelijk)!de!FCPb?antennevariant!(d.w.z.!oligomere!antennecomplexen)!bevatten.!!Hoofdstuk!3!omvat!een!studie!naar!‘niet?fotochemische!quenching!of!doving’!(NPQ,! warmtedissipatie! van! overmatig! geabsorbeerde! lichtenergie)! van! chlorofyl?a!fluorescentie,!wederom!in!C.)meneghiniana.!Diatomeeën!kunnen!NPQ!snel!aan!en!uit!schakelen!als!reactie!op!snelle!veranderingen!in!lichtintensiteit!in!stromend!water.!Ze!kunnen! hogere! NPQ?waardes! induceren! dan! planten! of! andere! fotosynthetische!organismen.! De! onderliggende! reden! voor! zulke! hoge! NPQ?waardes! is! echter!onduidelijk.! We! hebben! picoseconde?fluorescentiemetingen! uitgevoerd! bij! 77K! aan!
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cellen! die! werden! geblokkeerd! in! drie! verschillende! toestanden:! Naast! de!gebruikelijke!niet?gedoofde!en!gedoofde!celtoestanden!(respectievelijk!in!afwezigheid!en! aanwezigheid! van! de! totale! NPQ?component)! hebben!we! ook!metingen! verricht!aan! de! toestand! aangepast! aan! duisternis! onmiddellijk! na! NPQ.! In! deze! toestand!accumuleert!diatoxantine! (Dtx,! een!carotenoide!gerelateerd!aan!NPQ)!gedurende!de!NPQ?periode,! en! blijft! Dtx?gerelateerde! NPQ! bestaan,! terwijl! ΔpH?gerelateerde! NPQ!relaxeert.! Zodanig! komen! we! tot! deze! volgorde! van! gebeurtenissen! tijdens! de!volledige! ontwikkeling! van! NPQ:! Eerst! induceert! de! pH?gradient! over! het!thylakoidmembraan! doving! van! FCP! trimeren! (FCPa?complexen)! die! nog! steeds!onderdeel!zijn!van!PSII.!Dit!wordt!gevolgd!door!(gedeeltelijke)!loslating!van!FCPa!van!PSII,! waarna! de! doving! aanhoudt.! De! pH?gradient! veroorzaakt! ook! de! vorming! van!Dtx,!hetgeen!leidt!tot!verdere!doving!van!geïsoleerde!PSII?!core!complexen!en!enkele!FCPa?aggregaten.!Samenvattend,!de!doving!van!PSII!en!FCPa!dragen!substantieel!bij!aan! NPQ! in! diatomeeën.! De! FCPb?antennevariant! draagt! echter! niet! bij! aan! het!dovingsproces.!Bepaalde! fotosynthetische! aquatische! organismen,! zoals! cyanobacteriën! en!groene!algen,!kunnen!ook!omgaan!met!veranderende! licht?omstandigheden!door!op!dynamische!wijze!de!relatieve!antennegrootte!van!PSI!en!PSII!te!variëren.!Als!gevolg!daarvan! wordt! een! herverdeling! van! lichtenergie! tussen! beide! fotosystemen!gerealiseerd.! Dit! fenomeen! wordt! aangeduid! met! de! term! “state! transition”! ofwel!toestandsverandering.! Het! is! bekend! dat! het! wordt! gedreven! vanwege! een!verandering! in! de! redox?status! van! de! elektronendragers! tussen! PSII! en! PSI.! In!cyanobacteriën! kan! deze! redoxverandering! worden! bereikt! via! donker?naar?lichtovergangen.!De! opeenvolging! van!microscopische! gebeurtenissen! die! leiden! tot!de! herverdeling! van! energie! in! cyanobacteriën! is! echter! nog! niet! volledig!opgehelderd.! Hoofdstuk! 4! beschrijft! een! studie! naar! donker?naar?lichtovergangen!met!als!modelorganisme!de!cyanobacterie!Synechocystis! sp.!PCC!6803.!Daarin!wordt!aangetoond! dat! gedurende! donker?naar?lichtovergangen! voornamelijk! loskoppeling!van! fycobilisomen! (PBS,! antennes! van! cyanobacteriën)! van! PSI! optreedt,! in! het!algemeen!niet!gevolgd!door!hun!aankoppeling!aan!PSII:!slechts!15%!van!de!PBS!die!loskoppelen!van!PSI!gaan!naar!PSII,!terwijl!het!overgrote!deel!niet!meer!aan!één!van!beide! fotosystemen!verbonden! is.!De! conclusie! is,! dat!PSI?PSII?PBS!megacomplexen,!die! recentelijk!werden! geïsoleerd!door!middel! van! chemische! crosslinking,! geen! rol!spelen! gedurende! donker?naar?lichtovergangen.! Dit! suggereert! dat! deze!megacomplexen,! indien! zij! al! aanwezig! zijn,! in! cyanobacteriën! alleen! transiënt!worden!gevormd.!Samenvattend,!de!bevindingen!van!hoofdstuk!4!suggereren!dat! in!cyanobacteriën,!anders!dan!in!groene!algen!of!hogere!planten,!de!voornaamste!rol!van!
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toestandsveranderingen! is! om! de! absorptiedoorsnede! van! in! het! bijzonder! PSI! te!veranderen,!meer!dan!die!van!PSII.!In! hoofdstuk! 5! wordt! de! rol! van! flv4?2! operon?geëncodeerde! eiwitten! in!
Synechocystis! beschreven.! Het! operon! bevat! drie! genen:! Flv4,! Sll0218! en! Flv2.! Pas!recentelijk! is!ontdekt!dat,! in!een!aantal!cyanobacteriën,! flv4?2!operon?geëncodeerde!eiwitten! een! eigen! fotoprotectie?mechanisme! vormen,! door! PSII?activiteit! te!consolideren! via! een! alternatieve! elektronenketen.! De! bijdrage! van! dit!mechanisme!wordt! essentieel! voor! de! cellen! in! hoge! lichtintensiteit! en! in! CO2?concentraties!vergelijkbaar!met!die!in!lucht,!wanneer!de!fotosynthetische!elektronentransportketen!over?gereduceerd! is.!Aangetoond!wordt!dat!deletie!van!het!operon!een! loskoppeling!van!PBS!van!20%!induceert.!De!gereduceerd?PSII!dimeer?tot?monomeer!verhouding!die! veroorzaakt! wordt! door! het! Sll0218?eiwit! zorgt! voor! een! relatieve! afname! van!PSII?dimeren!van!ongeveer!20%,!hetgeen!wijst!op!een!directe!correlatie!tussen!PSII?dimeer! destabilisatie! en! PBS?ontkoppeling! van! de! reactiecentra.! Anderzijds!veroorzaakt! de! gesuggereerde! binding! van! het! Flv2/Flv4! heterodimeer! nabij! de!chinon?B! (QB)! pocket! in! PSII! een! toename! in! de! QB?redoxpotentiaal,! hetgeen!voorwaartse!elektronenoverdracht!stimuleert!en!de!snelheid!van!ladingsscheiding!in!PSII!doet!toenemen.!Deze!activiteit!van!het!Flv2/Flv4!heterodimeer!in!combinatie!met!de! eerder! gerapporteerde! rol! als! elektronenacceptor! in! een! alternatieve!elektronketen! verschaft! een!meer! geoxideerde! status! van!het! plastochinonreservoir!in!hoge!lichtintensiteit!en!CO2?concentraties!vergelijkbaar!met!die!in!lucht.!
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